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LETTERS

from the Editor
By Candace Horgan, Editor

Both mountain and city areas populated by skiers saw many
extreme heat events this summer. On July 6, the University of
California, Los Angeles, recorded its hottest temperature ever at
111 F. On July 2, records for the warmest low temperature ever
were set on Mount Washington in New Hampshire (60 F) and in
Burlington, Vermont (80 F).
Among new world records, in July Death Valley in California set a
record for highest average monthly temperature, averaging 108.1
F, and the city of Imperial in California set a record for the hottest
rain event on July 24 when it hit 119 F while raining.
Of course, the events weren’t limited to the U.S. In Britain, heat
in early July caused roads to buckle, and Scotland saw its highest
ever temperature recorded on June 28 in Motherwell when the
temps hit 91.8 F. On July 5, a temperature record was set in Africa
when temperatures soared to 124.3 F in Ouargla, Algeria. The
world’s hottest ever 24-hour low temperature was recorded on
June 28 when temps in Quriyat, Oman, never dipped below 108.7
F. Japan recorded its highest ever temperature on July 23 when
temps hit 106 F, and South Korea set a new temperature record on
Aug. 1 when temps hit 105.8 F.

By the time this hits your mailboxes, fall will be in full swing, and
you will likely anxiously be awaiting the snowfall that signals the
start of (for most of us) our favorite season, winter, and our favorite
sport, skiing. However, while the snows always seem to come
sooner or later, this year in particular has seen many ominous signs
of what the future of our sport, and indeed our planet, might bring.
In March, Colorado had a statewide snowpack of only 72 percent
as the ski areas in the southwestern area of the state struggled
through one of the worst snowfall seasons ever. In April 2018, the
Rio Grande watershed was at only 40 percent, the Gunnison River
basin was at 60 percent, and the San Miguel-Dolores-Animas-San
Juan River basin was at just 39 percent.
That led into an exceptionally hot summer that set records. By
early July, the Denver area reached 30 days of 90 F temps, the fastest it ever has. Denver also tied a heat record previously set in 2012
when the temperature hit 105 F at Denver International Airport on
June 28, 2018.
As summer 2018 progressed, heat and aridity created a perfect
storm for forest fires. Four of the top 11 largest wildfires by acreage
in Colorado history burned during summer 2018, including Spring
Creek (third, 108,045 acres), 416 (sixth, 54,129 acres), Milemarker
117 (ninth, 42,795 acres), and Badger Hole (11th, 33,609 acres in
Colorado, 50,815 acres including Kansas).
Colorado fires also affected the NSP offices, as Executive Director
Meegan Moszynski’s family had to evacuate on short notice several
times due to the Lake Christine Fire near Basalt, which had burned
12,186 acres as of Aug. 5 and destroyed three homes.
8
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As heat records continued to be shattered, climate change articles
ran in many major news organizations, perhaps none more
eye-opening than that in the New York Times on Aug. 1 titled
“Losing Earth: The Decade We Almost Stopped Climate Change.”
Among the interesting facts from the article are that the planet
has warmed 1 C since the start of the Industrial Revolution, and
that as early as 1979 the damage done to our environment due
to our dependency on fossil fuels was already confirmed by data
stretching back to 1957.
Even more, scientists had theorized about the possibility of global
warming due to carbon dioxide as far back as 1896, and, according
to the article, “Four decades later, a British steam engineer named
Guy Stewart Callendar discovered that, at the weather stations he
observed, the previous five years were the hottest in recorded history. Humankind, he wrote in a paper, had become ‘able to speed
up the processes of Nature.’ That was in 1939.”
As the planet becomes undeniably hotter, climate-related events
become more significant. A report in National Geographic dated
Dec. 13, 2017, found that Hurricane Harvey’s record rains, where
four feet fell on Houston in a few days, were at least partly attributable to human-caused climate change, which has warmed the
oceans that feed a hurricane’s energy.
In New Mexico, which is in the midst of a 19-year drought, the U.S.
Forest Service closed 1.6 million acres of forest on June 1 due to
fire danger. According to an article in High Country News that ran
on Aug. 6, 2018, “Drought, heat and insect outbreaks had killed 95
percent of the old piñon pines over large portions of the southeast
Jemez, and where unusually hot fires torched hundreds of thousands
of acres, ecologists worried that the forest might never grow back.
This year, the moisture in living trees in the Santa Fe National Forest

has hit levels lower than those you’d find in lumber at Home Depot.”

of 65 feet per year, raising the risk of avalanche.”

On Aug. 6, California’s Mendocino Complex blaze became the largest
in the state’s history; by Aug. 20, it had burned over 400,000 acres and
was only 79 percent contained, easily surpassing the previous record
for California’s largest wildfire, the Thomas fire of 2017, which burned
281,000 acres in Ventura and Santa Barbara counties and came within
four blocks of Patagonia’s headquarters in Ventura.

So, what does this mean for snowfall? In January 2018, in advance
of the Winter Olympic Games in Pyeongchang, South Korea, studies
showed that of the 21 cities that have hosted the Winter Olympics
(including Beijing, which will host in 2022), nine may not be cold
enough by 2050 to host; three of those may not have enough snow,
even with snowmaking.

On Aug. 26, the Mendocino Complex blaze surpassed the Martin Fire
in neighboring Nevada as the largest fire in the U.S. this summer, having burned 451,388 acres and destroyed 157 residences. The Martin
Fire was 57 miles long, 680 square miles, and consumed 435,569 acres.

If the current warming trends continue, the snow season in the U.S.
could be halved by 2050. One study showed that if the larger of two
climate change rates happens, it is likely that skiing will not exist in
the Midwest and East by the end of this century, and that it will be
limited to January to early March in pockets of the American West like
Colorado and Washington.

Nor were large fires limited to the U.S. In Greece, a raging, rapidly moving fire killed 91 people in July. Fires burned in such unlikely places as
Sweden, Norway, and Finland, including north of the Arctic Circle.
Perhaps humanity’s greatest challenges as a species are its inability
to think long-term, beyond even a decade or two, and an inability to
comprehend what is happening on a planetary scale. Sen. James Inhofe
of Oklahoma famously held up a snowball on the Senate floor in 2015
to show how cold it was, ignoring that climate change is a global
phenomenon, not something that is limited to one’s backyard. For
instance, in January 2018, New Zealand was setting records for high
temperatures and roads were melting in Australia due to extreme heat,
even as some cities in the Eastern U.S. saw record low temperatures. If
you look at the overall GLOBAL trend, it is that of a warming Earth.
Climbers and mountaineers have known about this trend for decades
as they have watched most glaciers worldwide rapidly recede and
once classic alpine climbs either disappear or become too unsafe to
climb due to increased rockfall danger from melting ice. An article in
the Washington Post on May 16 explained that some mountaineers are
avoiding the Nepal side of Mount Everest, “saying rising temperatures
and inexperienced climbers have made the icefall more vulnerable.
Research by the International Center for Integrated Mountain
Development shows that the Khumbu glacier is retreating at an average

We have two articles in this issue that look at climate change. Our
feature by Eryka Thorley looks at how the changing climate is affecting
the ski industry. As Thorley shows, the number of operating ski resorts
in the U.S. has declined drastically, by over a third, and we are seeing
warmer temps at lower elevations, shortening ski seasons.
The article by Dale Atkins looks at what a warming world means to
the study and predictability of avalanches. A report issued in March
2018 found that avalanches are getting larger and are triggered earlier
in the Himalaya. From a ski area perspective, it is likely that wet snow
avalanches will happen much earlier than they used to, perhaps by
up to a month, perhaps two, depending on the rate of the continuing
increase of greenhouse gases in our atmosphere.
We need to make sure our winters last. Our planet has just experienced its warmest decade on record, and the last three years have
been the warmest ever. Protect Our Winters is a nonprofit founded by
pro snowboarder Jeremy Jones in 2007 that is dedicated to “building
a movement against climate change.” Their website is www.protectourwinters.com, and it has several excellent ideas for how to get
involved and work to motivate political action on climate change to
“save our snow.” +
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Dale Atkins
With more than 40 years of mountain rescue experience and 30 years of working with avalanches, Dale Atkins
trains avalanche professionals and mountain rescuers around the world. He has extensive avalanche knowledge and
experience as a rescuer, forecaster, researcher, and educator. Many skills were fortified with 20 years spent working at
Loveland Ski Area as a professional ski patroller. Along the way, he has also participated in more than 40 avalanche
rescues. He previously served as the vice president of the Avalanche Rescue Commission for the International
Commission for Alpine Rescue and as president of the American Avalanche Association.

Mandela Echefu
A writer and photographer and second-year patroller at Wisp Resort in Western Maryland, Mandela Echefu is a
passionate outdoors man. He is working to get more minorities on the mountain to experience the joys of skiing.
You can read more of his writing at his website, www.pacelinehome.blogspot.com.

Doug Hill
Doug Hill has been a patroller for 34 years at Snow Summit in Southern California; in his time at Snow Summit,
he spent six years as the patrol representative. He is the current Instructor Development supervisor for the Far
West Division and the Instructor Development Program administrator for the Southern California Region. Hill is
also an OEC instructor and instructor trainer who contributed to the Outdoor Emergency Care Fourth Edition and
is a former OEC Program supervisor for both the Southern California Region and the Far West Division.

Earl Saline
As the director of education programming for the National Ski Areas Association since 2014, Earl Saline organizes
educational content for NSAA winter regional conferences, the national convention, and the NSAA Downhill Bike
Park Summit. Prior to that, he served as the education manager for the Professional Ski Instructors of AmericaAmerican Association of Snowboard Instructors from 2009-13, developing education and training materials for over
32,000 members. In his role at NSAA, Saline also oversees the development of NSAA ski area and guest education
resources and safety initiatives.

Eryka Thorley
A native of Michigan’s Upper Peninsula, Eryka Thorley first headed to the mountains for college at Montana
State and has since hailed the West as home. Twelve years ago, at Big Sky Ski Resort in Montana, she first began
her ski patrol career, which she continues to this day. She lives with her husband, Jake, a fellow ski patroller, and
daughter, Wynter, in Nederland, Colorado, and is on the patrol staff at their local resort, Eldora, where she organizes much of their continuing medical education. When not ski patrolling, Thorley teaches avalanche courses in
the Rocky Mountains and organizes hiking trips in the Alps for Alpinehikers, a U.S.-based company.
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C O M M E N TA R Y

From the

of Meegan Moszynski

The Meaning of NSP

I constantly am thinking about the many different ways to answer the
question, “What does the NSP do?” I have found that the answer often
depends on who is asking. Is it a member? An industry executive? One
of our 60-plus partners? Or is it the general public?
When answering our principal customers and industry partners, I like
to highlight that we train our members with the medical skills they
need to serve guests who are skiing, biking, and recreating at resorts
or designated land areas. The education that we provide to these
members is essential to the role that a patroller or host performs. I also
emphasize the distinction between NSP’s role in educating and training the patroller and host versus the role of area management, which is
to manage their volunteers and employees directly. This is an important distinction to make and one that I encourage all of you to continue
emphasizing with your area management.
The general public’s take on what the NSP is and does closely relates
to our efforts at enhancing brand awareness. Explaining the NSP brand
and what our organization does is particularly relevant as we continue
to seek new partners and new fundraising opportunities. Many people
know what ski patrol is and what a ski patroller does, but they are not
as familiar with the NSP as an organization and our role in training
(but not managing!) patrollers. It is an important distinction that I
often explain to people who are not always clear on how we, as an
80-year-old federally chartered national nonprofit, are important to the
process of how someone becomes a ski patroller and how we influence
our members’ effectiveness in their role serving the guest.
When answering our members, I like to ask them what it means to
them to be a member of NSP. Are they a patroller? (If yes, bike or ski?)
A host? (If yes, mountain or bike?) Physician partner? Alumni? (If yes,
how long did they patrol?) Associate? Have they taken OEC? What
other courses have they taken? The educational opportunities that NSP
offers are unparalleled in our industry and the gold standard for many,
and I am so proud of this cornerstone of our organization.
Of particular note to our education programs is the work currently
being done to update the Outdoor Emergency Care text for the sixth
edition, slated to be published in spring 2020. This is a tremendous
project that requires the expertise of many members.
There are so many more member benefits in addition to our education
courses. We have our online store and catalog, which is growing every
year as we curate our partnerships to fit the needs and demands of our
members. While we bring in more bike patrollers and hosts and we
continue to learn about how our members train and recreate in the off
seasons, we are seeking partnerships with companies that can accommodate members year-round in all of their various activities. A lot of
work is involved in forging and maintaining these partnerships, and I
hope you take advantage (often!) of this incredible member benefit.
We also are collaborating with other organizations to expand upon
our work and mission. One of my favorite new partnerships is with

12
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SheJumps, which works with women and young girls to encourage their participation in outdoor activities and getting rad in the mountains. They will
be hosting 12 Wild Skills Junior Ski Patrol Day Camps this coming winter
(see “Division News: Junior Ski Patrol Day at Crystal Mountain,” Ski Patrol
Magazine, vol. 35, issue 3). Wild Skills shows girls ages 6-18 what it means
to be a ski patroller, how they work with avalanche rescue dogs, how patrollers assess snow safety, and more. It is so encouraging to see this type of
work in our industry and to have the opportunity to partner with an amazing
organization that supports our mission and vision and can help us expand
into broader audiences. I encourage you to get involved in these Wild Skills
projects if they come to your resort this winter.
Another exciting development in the realm of member benefits has been
the national board’s decision to fast track a way for EMTs, advanced EMTs,
and paramedics to earn their OEC technician card and join the NSP. This
was a request that came through loud and clear from many of our members,
and I am really excited that it has happened. This new membership option
allows patrols across the country to more easily create “one patrol” and have
everyone ski (or bike) for the same white cross while honoring the training
that some candidates already have accomplished. This also is a way for NSP
to collaborate with other medical professionals to share knowledge and skills
with patrollers and bring different experiences and expertise to the hill.
I hope that all of our members take advantage of all of NSP’s member benefits, which also include this very magazine in your hands. This publication
is a very special part of what it means to be a member of NSP, and I hope you
read all three issues cover to cover every year (seriously).
I also encourage you to attend your division events and engage with your
region, division, and national leaders to learn more about the current issues
being discussed and how you might be able to contribute and share your
thoughts. We always want to hear from our members, so come talk to us!
Being a part of NSP is a privilege and an opportunity. As I start my second
year as executive director, I look forward to continuing to listen and learn
from all of you about what you get from your NSP membership, what else
you might like to see as part of your membership, and what questions you
may have about your membership.
Thank you for all you do as members of the NSP. It is your work and dedication that makes the NSP the incredible organization it is. +

Recent sightings confirm isolated bands of humans still surviving winter conditions
with little or no ice and snow traction. Clearly an endangered species. At Yaktrax,
we’ve evolved a range of dependable ice traction tools
to fit every survival strategy. YakTrax.com
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#ConquerWinter

Chatting with the
OEC card: do you need it?
B Y R I C K K N IGHT, N SP B O A RD C HA IR

As interim executive director at the Lakewood
office, I made the decision to propose eliminating printed Outdoor Emergency Care cards
to the board of directors. The reason was
primarily financial; eliminating printed OEC
cards resulted in savings of $40,000, or $1.33
per member.
Over the past year or so as I have visited patrollers across the nation, this decision has become
one of the two most controversial subjects discussed. When I ask patrollers why they feel they
need an OEC card, I get several responses.
I want proof that I was at the refresher.
This may have been a valid concern
when our record-keeping was not good.
However, we have dramatically improved
our documentation, and our region OEC
administrators (ROAs) do a fine job making sure records are accurate. You can
look at your profile online, and it should
show each refresher you have attended.
If this continues to be a concern for you,
I would suggest you ask the ROA for a
signed document attesting to your attendance. I believe you will see that this is unnecessary.
I need something to show if I want a discounted ticket. Most ski areas want to see your
membership card, not your OEC card. Others require a letter from your patrol director or an
identification card from your ski area. I have not heard of a ski area requiring an OEC card
to receive a discounted ticket.
I need something to show if I want to sign on at another ski patrol. Most ski areas will not
allow you to sign on to shifts for risk management reasons, but some do. For those that do, I
would suspect that you can call up your profile and easily show that you are current with all
your refreshers, which should meet their needs. You can do this on your phone; if you do not
have a smartphone, they probably have access to a computer that can get to the NSP website.
Because of the controversy, we conducted a survey and determined that a very minimal percentage of members use or want cards. We will continue to email cards to you, and we will continue
to look for ways to improve the way the cards print if you would like to print them.
We are also looking into options for electronic cards for both the OEC and membership cards.
Hopefully, we will find a financially prudent solution soon. Our society is going paperless for
very good reasons. Online access is so much quicker, more efficient, ecologically sound, and
less expensive.
Change is constant in our society, and not necessarily bad. Thank you again for all you do for
the NSP and for patrolling. +
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BULLETINS

Learn to Ski and Snowboard
Month 2019
For its 11th year, Learn to Ski and
Snowboard Month (LSSM) continues to promote snow sports and bring more first-timers to
the sport.
The “Bring a Friend Challenge,” in which people are encouraged to get a friend to try skiing or
snowboarding for the first time, will run through
the entire month of January and offers prizes to
those who help newcomers sign up for beginner
lessons from a snow sports professional. You are
also encouraged to take photos and post them on
Instagram with the hashtag #FirstDayFaces to
show these friends enjoying snow sports.
Finally, Friday, Jan. 11, 2019, will be the special National Learn to Ski or Snowboard Day
Celebration. LSSM will be posting details in the
fall, so visit their website at www.skiandsnowboardmonth.org. Be sure to support LSSM at
your local resort!

AAI to offer NAS field sessions
The American Avalanche
Institute will again host
field sessions this winter
for those who attended the National Avalanche
School classroom sessions in 2015 and 2017.
One will be held at Kirkood Mountain Resort

in California on Feb. 25-28, 2019. The other
will be held at a to-be-determined location on
Jan. 8-11, 2019. Learn more at https://www.
americanavalancheinstitute.com/courses/
national-avalanche-school-pro-1-field-session/.

Tim Viall named
Alumni advisor
Tim Viall was recently named
the new NSP National Alumni
advisor, replacing Marty
Huebner. Tim brings 35 years
Tim Viall
of experience as a member of
the NSP, patrolling at both Mt. Spokane and
Dodge Ridge. Tim will build off his previous
experience as the Far West Division Alumni
advisor to share best practices across the
divisions.

Jason Tamulen
named Young
Adult advisor
Jason Tamulen was
recently tapped as the
NSP National Young Adult advisor, replacing
Paul Tourangeau. As a former young adult
patroller, Jason brings a unique perspective
to the program. Jason is currently a volunteer patroller at Wachusett Mountain. He is

Jason Tamulen

excited to grow and document best practices
and amplify the Young Adult Program’s social
media presence.

SheJumps Wild Skills
Building off last year’s success, SheJumps is
planning on expanding their Junior Ski Patrol
Day Camp program. This one-day event gives
girls between the ages of 6-18 a chance to learn
about mountain safety and first aid from the
strong women of the ski patrol. If your patrol is
interested in hosting a camp or learning more
about SheJumps, please visit their website,
http://www.shejumps.org/, and sign up for
their newsletter.

New and renewed NSP partners
The National Ski Patrol is excited to announce
several new partners, as well as others that have
renewed their partnership for the coming year.
Subaru makes exceptional vehicles
that are only surpassed by their commitment to their customers and communities,
so NSP is proud to renew this partnership.
Subaru’s Love Promise is infused in all aspects
of their business operations. Because Subaru
values safety, education, and helping others, they proudly donate to the NSP for every
vehicle sold or leased through our VIP program.
(NSP Pro Deals Page)
Scott has been a major player in the
ski industry since they developed the
first aluminum ski pole in the 1950s. Their
refusal to take shortcuts has allowed them to
refine their products over the decades. They
build gear that enables athletes to pursue the
mastery of their craft. (NSP Pro Deals Page)
Demetre was originally founded in
1960 in Seattle. Their sweaters from
the ‘70s and ‘80s have remained a part of ski
culture lore. The National Ski Patrol is happy to
say “Hello (Again)” to Demetre, the “Vintage Ski
Sweater of the Future.” (NSP Pro Deals Page)
Scarpa has been dedicated to
manufacturing footwear that is both
comfortable and durable for the last 80 years.
Based in the foothills of the Dolomites in Italy,
Scarpa has continued to develop products that
meet the rigorous demands of both the alpine
and climbing communities. We are happy
to continue this great partnership. (NSP Pro
Deals Page)
Oboz, which is based in
Bozeman, Montana, makes
exceptional fitting footwear. At least 140 people meticulously handcraft each pair of shoes
they sell. As Oboz is committed to minimizing
their impact on the environment, they plant
one tree for every pair of footwear sold. They
believe, as do we, that the more trees, the more
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outdoors for us all to enjoy. (NSP Online Store
and NSP Pro Deals Page)
prAna is a purveyor of versatile,
stylish, and sustainable clothing
and accessories that you can wear during every
activity, every adventure, every day. prAna goes
out of their way to ensure the impact they make
on the world is mostly confined to their aesthetic. We are happy to partner with prAna and
extend their great discount to patrollers. (NSP
Pro Deals Page)
Virus uses leading compression
technology to create functional apparel for
improved action sports performance. Whether
you are looking for gear for training, performing,
or recovery, Virus exists for the individual athlete to take on the world. (NSP Pro Deals Page)
WSI Sports makes products that
provide maximum comfort, protection,
and performance for every athlete! WSI Sports’
HEATR technology is a proprietary mix of material with woven fibers that works with your
body temperature and moisture to generate heat,
wick away moisture, and keep you warm! (NSP
Online Store and NSP Pro Deals Page)
Primal Wear is one of the industry
leaders in cycling apparel. Whether you are
looking for full kits, lifestyle apparel, or custom
products, they can do it all. The quality of their
products is the result of a group of employees
who are in endless pursuit of having wild fun.
(NSP Online Store and NSP Pro Deals Page)

Tender Corp. was founded in
1973 and manufactures worldfamous products such as Afterbite®, Ben’s®,
AfterBurn®, and Natrapel®. First aid kits such
as Adventure Medical Kits® and Easy Care
First Aid™, and survival products with Survive
Outdoors Longer®, are extremely popular.
Many of the products are packaged in innovative ways that allow them to be convenient to
use, as well as environmentally friendly. (NSP
Online Store and NSP Pro Deals Page)
Powerwerx has been building
durable and reliable two-way
radios since 1999. As patrollers, we understand
the importance of radio communication. With
their diverse product offerings, you will find a
radio that suits your patrol’s needs. (NSP Pro
Deals Page)
Elan has been manufacturing
skis in the foothills of the Alps
since 1945. Their skis have always aimed to
push the boundaries of the status quo. Elan
believes skiing is best experienced with good
friends and family. Their Amphibio and Explore
series will make sure you can keep up with any
crowd and form lasting memories. (NSP Pro
Deals Page)
Bridgedale is a global leader
in the technical sock category.
They make high-quality socks for skiing, hiking,
running, mountaineering, and everyday use.
Their Wool Fusion®, Merino Fusion™, and

Cool Fusion™ lines offer something for everyone. (NSP Online Store and NSP Pro Deals
Page)
Eurosock products are designed to
perform. Every style is engineered
with technical sport-specific features and produced with highly researched fibers. They blend
unique Italian design with the latest technology
to keep you comfortable on the slopes. (NSP
Online Store)
Alpina has been a leader in the ski
boot industry for years. Building
on 70 years of experience, they design products
that are comfortable without compromising
performance. While best known for their Nordic
boots, Alpina’s Elite and Xtrack Alpine series
are more than capable of meeting the demands
of an everyday patroller. (NSP Pro Deals Page)
Atlas 46 believes that products need to be as
reliable and durable as the professionals that depend on them every day.
That is why the NSP has teamed up with them
to make our patrol packs. We value a product
that can function in any element and stand up
to daily use. (NSP Online Store)
22 Designs manufactures high-performing telemark bindings. Based in
Driggs, Idaho, all of their bindings are produced
in the United States. Find out more about the
Outlaw X, Axl, and Vice bindings by visiting
their link on our pro deals page. (NSP Pro
Deals Page) +
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CENTRAL DIVISION
Rusty Parka Daze
The Friday day crew at Cascade Mountain
in Wisconsin celebrated Rusty Parka Daze
on March 15, 2018. We set this day aside to
wear our rusty parkas from days gone by and
remember what the NSP was, is, and will be
as a way to celebrate the 80th anniversary
of the NSP and 56th year of the Cascade
Mountain Ski Patrol.
This also marked my 56th year as a member
of the NSP. When I joined the NSPS, as it
was called then, the parka was completely
rust-colored and we wore the Registered
Patrolman Badge on our left shoulder. A few
years later, a gold cross was added to the
back of the rusty parka, and then a few years
after that, the blue yoke was added. The parkas were reversible with a blue interior, and
many patrollers reversed their parka when
going to the bar and having a drink when the
day was done.
In those days, we were required to pass the
American Red Cross Standard and Advanced
First Aid, as NSP did not have a training

program of its own. The skis I used were
Head Comps, and most of us had the Marker
Rotamat heel binding with the long thong,
which was a leather strap about 3/8 inches
wide and 6 feet long. It wrapped around the
boot several times using D rings mounted on
the binding. Our boots in those days were
leather with an inner boot, and the thong
provided good edge control. Ski Free bindings were also used with a single safety strap
that held the ski if the binding released, but
many times the ski would spin and cause
severe cuts on cold skin. Some people used
what was called an “Arlberg” strap, which
provided double fixation and thus prevented
the loose ski from spinning. Cubco made the
first step-in bindings that I recall.
My first two years on the patrol, our toboggans did not have handles; we steered the
toboggan by crouching over the comb of the
toboggan and holding on with our hands (see
“Celebrating 80,” Ski Patrol Magazine, vol.
35, issue 2).

The Friday day crew at Cascade Mountain celebrating “Rusty
Parka Daze.”

A large majority of the skiing public carried
wineskins, and while drinking was common, few people actually had so much to
drink that they caused danger to themselves
or others.
Next year, we plan on expanding Rusty
Parka Daze and inviting other patrollers to
participate. Perhaps other patrols will follow
our tradition.
Jim Anderson
Cascade Mountain Ski Patrol, Wisconsin

EASTERN DIVISION
Volunteering for the American Lung Association’s 2018 Cycle the Seacoast and Trek Across Maine
The ninth annual Cycle the Seacoast event
took place on May 6, 2018, with over 400
cyclists and 200 volunteers participating in
support of the American Lung Association.
This one-day, multi-route cycling event is
held at Redhook Brewery in Portsmouth, New
Hampshire, each year on the first Sunday of
May. Cyclists choose from 25-, 50-, or 100-mile
routes and raise funds to support the American
Lung Association’s mission: to save lives by
improving lung health and preventing lung
disease through research, education, and advocacy. Cycle the Seacoast raised over $117,000
this year for the American Lung Association.
The 34th Trek Across Maine event took place
on Father’s Day weekend with over 1,600
registered cyclists and 600 volunteers participating in support of the American Lung
Association. The three-day cycling event has
gone from Sunday River Ski Resort to Belfast,
Maine, each year on Father’s Day weekend for
34 years.
Starting in 2019, the Trek Across Maine route
will be changing. Visit www.TrekAcrossMaine.
org to see the new route for the 35th anniversary. Cyclists will choose from a one-day,
two-day, or three-day route and raise funds
to support the American Lung Association’s
18
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mission. The Trek Across Maine raised over $1
million this past year.

of supporting the ALA with the Cycle the
Seacoast and Trek Across Maine events.”

The National Ski Patrol provided volunteers
to participate as both riding medics and route
vehicle drivers for both events. The American
Lung Association ensures safety along each
route by providing numerous volunteer-driven
vehicles. These vehicles are used to transport
cyclists as needed to the next rest stop or finish
line. The American Lung Association is very
thankful to have had National Ski Patrol members John Kane and Chris Pringle participate
in Cycle the Seacoast and Gerard Desjardins in
the Trek Across Maine as route support vehicle
drivers. Kane is the Eastern Division director
and a Sunday River patroller, while Pringle is a
member of the NSP board of directors.

Gerard Desjardins, the patrol director at Lost
Valley Ski Resort, volunteered for his second
year at the Trek Across Maine.

“The National Ski Patrol (NSP) and Subaru
of North America are honored to help serve
these American Lung Association events and
its purpose for one day wiping out this disease
that afflicts so many,” said Kane. “This is our
second year helping out in our SAG (Safety
and Gear) role. We appreciate the opportunity
to work with this fine group of volunteers that
give so much of their time and money raised to
this great cause. We are just happy to be part of
it. We are looking forward to many years ahead

“The crew I have been working with are great
folks, some of whom have been volunteering
at the Trek Across Maine for many years,”
Desjardins said. “I enjoy volunteering for a
great cause. My mother died of lung disease,
and while she did quit smoking, it was too
late. If there had been a scanning after quitting smoking program, she might have lived
longer. National Ski Patrol is a huge sponsor
and promoter of education and safety for many
summer bike patrols. Our work does not end
after the snow melts. I look forward to volunteering next year. On behalf of National Ski
Patrol, I say thank you for having us to support
a great cause.”
“The Lung Association leans on our family of
volunteers to make all of our cycling events a
success every year, and we could not be more
thankful for their work and dedication,” said
Jeff Seyler, the chief division officer of the
American Lung Association. “Many of the volunteers and participants have been personally
touched by lung disease, and getting to know

EASTERN DIVISION

Sunday River patrollers John Kane, Roger Begin, Doug Alford, Jim Wackell, along with Deb Reynolds from Lost Valley. Photo c/o John Kane.

them and learn their stories is part of what
inspires our Treks throughout the country.
Special thanks to the National Ski Patrol and
their team for maintaining the safety of all our
riders and for making the Cycle the Seacoast
and Trek Across Maine events especially
meaningful for the local communities in New
Hampshire and Maine.”
Tony Curro is a Sunday River patroller who
has been participating in Cycle the Seacoast
for five years and Trek Across Maine for eight
years as a riding medic. Curro has worked
closely with the event manager, Melissa
Walden, to help recruit medically certified
cyclists to participate as riding medics along
each route at Cycle the Seacoast. Over the last
five years, Curro has helped connect numerous NSP members with the American Lung
Association’s Cycle the Seacoast event, such as

Deborah Reynolds, who is an NSP member at
the Lost Valley Ski Resort and participated in
the 25-mile route alongside Curro.
“The work of the American Lung Association
is especially important to me, as my mother
had lung disease,” said Curro. “Having the
Subaru/NSP Outback vehicles was a great
addition this year, and cyclists riding the event
immediately recognized the function and
importance of those vehicles.”
Erich Bohrmann and Meredith Currier are both
NSP members who participated in the 100mile route at Cycle the Seacoast.
“This ride is beautiful,” Bohrmann explained.
“From colonial Wentworth, the Oceanside
mansions in Rye, the inland horse farms and
old mills back to the ocean, the variety of scenery, landscape, and architecture makes this a
gem of a tour — sign me up every year.”
Currier also participated in the Trek Across
Maine alongside Dan Elliot and Curro, both
patrollers at Sunday River.

NSP Subarus at Checkpoint 3. Photo by John Kane.

“I’ve been a Trek medic since 2009,” said
Currier. “I’ve ridden the Trek on three different
types of bike — first road bike, then tandem,
now single speed. I have lost three family
members to lung cancer; the most recent was
my uncle, who passed away on the last day of
the Trek this year. Needless to say, he was very
present with me on this ride. To me, the Trek is
all about support. American Lung supports the
medical and research community in treating
patients with lung disease and lung cancer.
The riders support American Lung through
their fundraising. We, as medics, support the
riders. Ski patrol is similar that way — it is
powerful to know that other patrollers are
there for you just as you would be there for
them. The energy that comes out of that bond

of interconnection, both with other riders on
the Trek and the larger community working for
healthy air and lungs, keeps us coming back
year after year.”
Roger Begin, Jim Wackell, and Doug Alford are
all Sunday River patrollers that participated as
riding medics on the 50 mile route.
“I found it to be a great way to start my cycling
season while supporting ALA; it was a fun
opportunity to be part of this well-supported
ride along the scenic New Hampshire coastline,” said Begin.
Added Wackell, “Participating as a volunteer
medic in Cycle the Seacoast has been a rewarding way to blend my enjoyment of cycling with
a worthy cause. It’s nice that what started as
a gratifying niche in the ski industry 20-plus
years ago has found a way to transcend the
seasons to provide support to events like Cycle
the Seacoast. A special thanks to Tony for making the connection between NSP’s skill set and
passion for volunteerism with the American
Lung Association. The ride was well organized, and the attention that the staff gives to
logistical details is what makes this ride such a
pleasure to support.”
The American Lung Association welcomes the
partnership with the National Ski Patrol and
invites NSP members to consider participating
in the Cycle the Seacoast and the Trek Across
Maine next year. For more information, or to
register to volunteer for either 2019 event, visit
www.BikeTrekNewEngland.org. Please contact
Melissa Walden, event manager, with any additional questions at 207-624-0306 or Melissa.
Walden@Lung.org.
John Kane
Eastern Division Director
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EASTERN DIVISION
Certified Boot Camp

From L-R: Sandy Kline and NSP Board Chair Rick Knight
presenting a Distinguished Service Award to Bill Kline. Photo
by John Kane.
Boot camp attendees with the NSP Subarus. Photo by John Kane.

The Eastern Division Certified Program celebrated its 10th annual Certified Boot Camp at
HurriKane Cove in Harrison, Maine. Everyone
asked how we were going to better last year’s
Chondola derailment complete with low
angle rescue; we did it with a simulated plane
crash onto a campsite! This involved many
months of preparation and support from our
dedicated Certified members and that of state
agencies, including state police, the Harrison
Fire Department, Central EMS, and other
members of the community.
We had five NSP board reps present (one
from Central — thanks for coming, Jay and
Dana Zedak), the NSP National Young Adult
advisor, a division director, three region
directors, and a host of other program leaders
present to contribute and support this event.
For instance, NSP Board Chair Rick Knight
was also the breakfast master for Saturday
and Sunday. Other board members acted as
patients or filmed for training opportunities.
Program leaders worked hand in hand with
prospective Certified candidates to ensure
safe handling of the scene and patients.
The NSP board approved an Incident
Command System requirement in June 2018:
completion of the ICS-100 course. This
online, self-paced course can be taken at
https://training.fema.gov/is/ courseoverview.
aspx?code=IS-100.b. The Eastern Division
looked at this as an opportunity to get ICS
front and center with our membership. What

Betsy Reeves and Russ Monast gearing up with men from the
Harrison Maine Fire Department for the MCI/ICS scenario. Photo
by John Kane.
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better program to work this through than the
Certified leadership!
They quickly got to work and made it happen.
With the resources provided from several
agencies and at the direction of Ed McNamara
(an expert in the Incident Command System),
we all learned a lot. We proved that this will
be a valued, needed, and worthwhile addition
to the qualifications for an incoming patroller
and all current patrollers.
As mentioned above, we incorporated ICS
with an Outdoor Emergency Care mass
casualty problem that required the “first
in” to assume command and control with
several agencies on site. Nothing fake here! A
real airplane, fire trucks, and rescue squads
responded with lights and sirens. You would
have felt this was the real thing! Check out
the many pictures and movie clips on the
NSP Eastern Division Facebook page to get an
understanding of the scope of the event.
We also introduced the new outdoor risk
management (ORM) module for discussion
and its practical view on risk tolerances of
our area resorts and other related environments. The ORM subject matter created a lot
of thoughtful and practical discussion for its
application in our work environment and
processes. The information was very wellreceived, and I look forward to using these
best practices.

policy on this matter, but only trying to
make people aware of how their actions and
words can impact others when at events.
The Eastern Division will be introducing this
subject as a matter of awareness at all of its
leadership programs, such as OEC instructor trainer refreshers, Outdoor Emergency
Transportation Patroller Schools, and other
division and region program events.
As NSP is not writing policy on this matter,
it is a resort issue. Our mission at the division and region level is to make us all aware
of our actions and how they can impact
our membership. Hopefully, we continue
to deliver programs in a positive light for
productive outcomes.
Did I mention that we had FUN in all of this?
Of course we did! Between the water skiing,
boat rides and tours, campfires, and the great
food, it was all great FUN! We always try to
hold this event during the last full weekend
in July, so keep your eye on the calendar and
make your reservations early … now, if you
want. See you next year!
John Kane
Eastern Division Director

Low angle rescue, Avalanche, and lift evacuation were among the modules practiced over
the two-day event. We also had two Nordic
Masters on hand; how lucky were we to combine these high-level skill sets and knowledge
to work toward combined and best practices
on behalf of our candidates! We also had a
host of Professional Ski Patrol Association
Certified members there to further discuss the
expectations of both programs. In short, we
had the best of the best on hand for the benefit
of members trying to develop a higher skill set
for themselves.
Another subject discussed was harassment.
It is important to note that we are not writing

The mock plane crash site. Photo by John Kane.

EASTERN DIVISION
Speak like a teenager
Traveling to such events is costly and timeconsuming, but rewarding. It is that moment
a young adult patroller realizes how far you
traveled, the moment one realizes this travel
is for them and their patrol efforts. Yes, they
are learning patroller skills, mountain protocols, and industry related things that are
important, but the picture is bigger. Young
adults across the division are being taught
life lessons that they will use and remember
for years to come.

Ready for training at the YAP Seminar. Photo by Jason Tamulen.

What a season, one of ups and downs, warm
and cold, and rain until the lion of March
showed up. The strange and unpredictable
weather of this past season did not stop the
Young Adult Program.
The language of teenagers is constantly evolving. They are using technology and social
media more than ever. According to a study
published in January 2018 by the Associated
Press–NORC Center for Public Affairs
Research, “Ninety-four percent of American
teenagers, age 13-17, use social media, with
76 percent of teenagers visiting social media
sites more than five times daily.”
Social media is the way they communicate, whether it’s a text, a Snapchat, a
post, a tweet, or a quick status selfie. To
stay relevant and keep important program
information visible, our methods of communication have shifted. A program presence
on social media is only one part of effective
communication. To meet the needs of the
modern patroller and ski resorts, information must be a few computer clicks away,
and information on our division and region
websites must be up to date and accurate.
Many regions held an event designed to
meet the needs of their youngest patrollers, including New Hampshire, Northern
Vermont, Southern Vermont, Eastern
Massachusetts & Rhode Island, Eastern New
York, Southern New York, and Western
Appalachian. Several of those events were
overnighters. These events are vital to
the success of the program and keeping
a teenager’s interest. Traveling to these
events, meeting young adults at their home
mountain, seeing their experiences firsthand, and challenging them with ski terrain
and Outdoor Emergency Care problems at
their level greatly increases their desire to
join the larger NSP community and participate in the Eastern Division Young Adult
Patroller Seminar.

The Eastern Division Young Adult Patroller
Seminar was held at Holiday Valley Ski
Area in Ellicottville, New York. Holiday
Valley rolled out the red carpet with significant snow and perfect weather for the 47
young adults from 12 regions who attended
this event. Snow sports companies from
around the country donated swag to be
handed out at registration, during the event,
and at the closing banquet. Eastern Division
Young Adult Patroller Seminar photos can
be found on Flickr under “Eastern Division
Young Adult Program.”

Ready to descend from the top of the chair.
Photo by Jason Tamulen.

us proud. The future is bright, as today’s
young adult patrollers will be tomorrow’s
leaders, both on and off the hill. If you need
help growing the program in your region, help
creating a region event, or have questions
regarding the program, please contact me.

Participants were given the chance to compete
in ski/ride skills, OEC skills, and toboggan
skills. The competition was tight; below are the
top performers in each category.

If you want to speak and feel like a teenager,
check out our social media pages! Find us on
Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter as Eastern
Division YAP!

The skills displayed at the Eastern Division
Young Adult Patroller Seminar should make

Craig Larson
Eastern Division Young Adult Program
Coordinator

OEC SKILLS
1. Andrew Lally, Mohawk Mountain
2. Kate Ryan, Mount Southington
3. Benjamin Williams, Belleayre Mountain
TOBOGGAN SKILLS
1. Brandin Harvey, Wachusett Mountain
2. Torin Welch, Bristol Mountain
3. Jeremiah Tickner, Pats Peak
BEST ASSESSMENT
Kate Ryan, Mount Southington
SKI/RIDE SKILLS
1. Ayrin Southworth, Smugglers’ Notch
2. Torin Welch, Bristol Mountain
3. Brandin Harvey, Wachusett Mountain
OVERALL
1. Brandin Harvey, Wachusett Mountain
2. Laurel Omasta, Wachusett Mountain
3. Benjamin Williams, Belleayre Mountain
HANS HYSON AWARD
Brandin Harvey, Wachusett Mountain
Running an OEC scenario at the YAP Seminar.
Photo by Jason Tamulen.
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EASTERN DIVISION
Springtime is bike time
When do you start anticipating ski season?
For most of us, it’s the end of the previous
season. Instead of getting depressed that
ski season is winding down, however, bike
patrollers get excited, as a new mountain
biking season is just around the corner! The
rush of carving down a trail, the speed, the
wind, and the thrill of negotiating tough terrain doesn’t end because the snow melts.
More and more ski areas are running
mountain biking operations, as it keeps the
fun going and the doors open. This creates
year-round viability and a more authentic
outdoor action sports vibe for the resort.
At Greek Peak in the Southern Tier of New
York, we have been mountain biking for four
seasons. I remember bushwhacking around
the area on my bike using an old trail map
to sketch out new routes before summer
Outdoor Emergency Care classes 12 years
ago, and many times since. Our first mountain biking season originally consisted of
two trails open for a couple months’ of summer Saturdays. As of last year, 14 mountain
bike trails were open to riders. Trails often
have features, including berms, jumps,
drops, ramps, bridges, boxes, rails, and even
a teeter-totter.
Our typical downhill mountain biker is
male, 15 to 30 years old. We also see a growing share of women, families with kids 6
years and up, and a few older riders in their
40s, 50s, and even 60s trying out the bike
trails. Many come decked out in full face
helmets and body armor, including chest/
back protectors and knee, elbow, and shin
guards.

Bike patrollers at Greek Peak. Photo c/o Mitch Kline.

The hill has also made arrangements with a
popular Syracuse area bike shop to supply
high-quality rental bikes, armor, helmets,
and miscellaneous on-site parts and service. Another plus is that they bring a nice
following of local racers and experienced
downhillers.
As the resident ski patroller who is also
a mountain biking enthusiast, I was “volunteered” to put together a small group of
patrollers to staff those first days of official
lift-serviced downhill mountain biking.
Thus, the Greek Peak Mountain Bike Patrol
was born. We now have 20 patrollers that
make up the team, about a third of the active
ski patrol members. We encourage them
to have their OEC Module of the Senior
Program completed.
We do specific bike patrol training, such as
an ATV refresher and familiarization with
the trails, key features (dangerous areas), and
extraction points. We also practice injury
scenarios, low angle rescue/steep terrain litter
loading, and share best practices. Protocols
for rerouting trails in the event of an accident
and how to handle a major incident, including possible helicopter pickup, have been
worked out with area management.
Bike incidents are usually accompanied by
trail rash (dirt, mud, sticks, leaves, etc.). We
pack water and towels, along with lots of
bandages and tape. Minor incidents can be
taken care of at the scene or at the lift base
where the wounded often show up. We bring
ice and incident reports too. We transport
anything major to the aid room.

Greek Peak bike patrollers. Photo c/o Mitch Kline.
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Common injuries include scrapes, abrasions,
and lacerations to the shin, knees, elbows,

back, or anywhere that could make contact
with the ground or pedals/sprocket. We also
encounter injuries to the ribs, head (concussion), neck, collarbone, and internally from
falling on bike bars or features. The potential
for serious injury is high due to the unforgiving combination of speed, trees, jumps,
rocks, etc. However, the riders are strong,
and if they can get up and ride or walk back
to their cars, some will. We treat on average
one or two injuries per day, about one in
every 30 to 60 riders. That’s more than 13
times the winter injury rate of 1.5 per 1,000,
but of course there are far more skier visits.
(These numbers are estimates, not official.)
Most of the summer mountain biking trails
are open, snow permitting, as ski trails in
the winter. This really excites the off-piste,
tree-seeking skiers and snowboarders, but
maybe not so much the patrollers who have
to sweep said trails.
Bike patrol wouldn’t work without the
excellent cooperation we share with the hill
department and management. We have a
great bunch of dedicated people that manage lift operations, bike loading/unloading,
trail building, and trail maintenance. They
even fabricated a rescue trailer for the ATV
and wheels for our litter. There is no way our
bike patrol would be as great an experience
as it is, or even exist, if it weren’t for all the
teamwork, individual efforts, mutual respect,
and professionalism. Thanks to all you Greek
Peak bike patrollers for what you do.
Come visit us at Greek Peak — we’ll be
enjoying the slopes and trails all year!
Mitch Kline
Central New York Region Bike Patrol Advisor

DIVISION NEWS

EASTERN DIVISION
Certified Program 50th Anniversary Event
patrollers through training and testing and
would promote a level of patrolling in which
there would be no compromise, with excellence in skiing, first aid, patrol management,
administration, and leadership. Two years
later, during the 1967-68 season, the pilot
program was launched.
Thirty-four candidate applications were
received, of which only eight were accepted.
Seven candidates showed up at Wildcat
Mountain in New Hampshire for the first
Certified Ski and Toboggan exam. The
Professional Ski Patrol Association was asked
to help administer the exam to help give credibility to the program for the professionals.
The courses were long and challenging, using
the most difficult terrain Wildcat had to offer.
All seven candidates were successful and
were invited to the first Certified First Aid
exam to be held at Killington in April 1968.
OET group at Killington. Photo by Jon Wilson.

In March 2018, the National Ski Patrol
Certified Program celebrated its 50th anniversary. Killington Ski Resort hosted the event,
with guests attending from all over the country. To best understand this milestone for the
Certified Program, let’s review the beginning.
In 1964, National Director Chuck
Schobinger forwarded a committee report from the Southern Rocky
Mountain Division to George Wesson Jr.
to work out the details for a ‘Certified’
program. The report read: “It is the desire
of the paid patrolmen of the NSPS to
continually strive for higher standards
for all ski patrolmen. Hence this Certified
ski patrolmen program is instituted
to give recognition to those who have
devoted the extra time and effort to pursue a course of self-development beyond
the minimum requirements of the senior
ski patrolmen. This program is necessary
for the NSPS to keep pace with the technological developments in the sport of
skiing and to encourage ski patrolmen to
better fulfill the ever increasing demands
and expectations of ski area management
and the skiing public.” (see “Certified
Recruitment,” Ski Patrol Magazine, vol.
32, issue 1)
The Eastern Division put together a committee of leading New England patrollers,
including Wesson, Rudy Carlson, Wayne
Doss, Dexter Galusha, and Casey Rowley,
to work out the details and proficiency
requirements for a pilot program that would
demand the highest level of proficiency from
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The first aid problems were challenging and
realistic, many taken from actual accident
reports of some of the most unusual or
difficult accident scenarios New England
ski areas had seen. In some scenarios, the
actual patients were asked to “relive” their
accidents by replaying the role of patients
during the exam. In addition to first aid
skills, the candidates were expected to
demonstrate a thorough understanding of
the patrol/management relationship and ski
area operation knowledge.
Interviews were conducted for each candidate as if the candidate were applying for a
position of patrol leader at their mountain.
In the early years of the program, the interviews were conducted by the actual owners
and managers of the ski areas. Questions
concerning snowmaking and lifts, trail
markings and grooming, staffing requirements and payroll, equipment needs and
costs, mass casualty plans and risk management, legal and liability concerns, and
federal, state, and local laws and protocol

Group at the first-ever Certified exam.
Photo from NSP Eastern Division archives.

were all asked. All seven candidates again
passed this portion of the exam, becoming
the first NSP Certified patrollers.
It wasn’t until March 1969, at the Advanced
Ski Patrol Techniques Clinic held in conjunction with the mid-season officers meeting,
that the national office had a chance to review
and accept the report of the Eastern Division
Certified Pilot Program to endorse the creation
of the program. The Eastern Division went on
to host demonstrations for other divisions.
Over the past 50 years, the philosophy, purpose, and objectives of the Certified Program
have not changed, yet the program has seen
the addition of Avalanche and low angle
rescue modules. Today’s exam structure is
a three-day event with Outdoor Emergency
Transportation skills on the first day, followed by Outdoor Emergency Care skills,
interviews, lift evacuation, low angle rescue,
Avalanche, etc., on the second day, and an
annual meeting on the third day.
The program envisioned by that group of
talented individuals some 50 years ago has
become a successful program within the NSP.
With 820-plus Certified patrollers nationally, this is a group of highly disciplined,
self-motivated individuals who have demonstrated exceptional skills as ski patrol men
and women.
The Peak Lodge at Killington was the location of the Saturday evening banquet, where
presiding Eastern Division Certified Chair
Bill Jordan celebrated the 50th anniversary. With 360-degree views of the Vermont
landscape, the Peak Lodge was an excellent
venue, hosting dinner, slide presentations,
and an awards ceremony.

From L-R: Wendy Aarnio, Dave Walker (372), Rudy Carlson (charter),
Sarah Keating (564), Bill Jordan (369), Casey Rowley (charter), Rick
Knight, and Jay Zedak (572).

Casey Rowley (charter), Rudy Carlson (charter), Bill (1) and Mary (26) Bozak, Sandy
Macy (23), Herb Kushner (54), Doug Sloan

EASTERN DIVISION

Certified women patrollers at the Certified event.
Photo by Sandy Macy.

From L-R: Certified patrollers Bill Bozak (1), Steve Sumoula (682), and
Peter Neefus (370). Photo by Jon Wilson.

From L-R: Jen Laitala (765), Bart Gabler (786), and NSP Member
Services and Education Director Sheila Summers. Photo by Jon Wilson.

(75), Larry Close (99), and many early numbered Certified patrollers took the trip on the
gondola to the top of Killington Peak for the
banquet. Patrollers from the Central, Southern,
Rocky Mountain, and Intermountain divisions
were all in attendance. The Alaska Division
was scheduled to attend, but unable to due
to flight cancellations. The Professional Ski
Patrol Association and the Association of
Professional Patrollers were also in attendance,
with representatives flying in from California
and New Hampshire.

NSP Member Services and Education
Director Sheila Summers, NSP Certified
Program Director Chris Brodersen, NSP
OET Program Director Marc Barlage, NSP
Telecommunications Program Advisor Dick
Woolf, Southern Division Certified Program
Supervisor Leslie Carter, Central Division
Certified Program Supervisor Ron Gerdes,
Intermountain Division Certified Program
Supervisor Sal Mascareñas, Rocky Mountain
Division Certified Program Supervisor Bill
Somers, and Far West Division Director Lance
Vaughan, who is also the Certified supervisor
for the Association of Professional Patrollers
Far West Division.

We owe a huge debt of gratitude to the leadership team, Sarah Keating and Bill Jordan. Their
hard work and constant drive were instrumental in such a successful weekend event. A huge
word of thanks as well to Killington Ski Resort.
Without their support and trust over 50 years
ago, we would not be where we are today.

Notable NSP leaders in attendance included
NSP Board Chair Rick Knight, NSP board
members Dave Walker and Wendy Aarnio,

If you are interested in looking into or attending a Certified event, please contact your
division Certified supervisor and ask questions. Your involvement is key; you will learn
a lot, train hard, and increase the size of your
ski patrol family.
Jon Wilson
Loon Mountain Ski Patrol, New Hampshire
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Resort-based or backcountry bound, freeride is about
pushing boundaries and leaving your mark. Effortless floatation, playful maneuverability, and lightweight design allow you to confidently up your game and enjoy Another
Best Day – no matter where the snow takes you.
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NATIONAL SKI PATROL
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To access our easy-to-use
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go to www.nsp.org, click
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EASTERN DIVISION
Patroller School at McCauley Mountain

From L-R: NSP Executive Director Meegan Moszynski and NSP Board
Chair Rick Knight at the Patroller School. Photo by John Kane.

The 2018 McCauley Mountain Patroller
School was a complete success. We had 85
patrollers attend from 29 different ski patrols
throughout the Northeast. The ski patrollers in
attendance chose from four different training
courses: Patroller School, Women’s Clinic,
OET Ski and Toboggan (S&T) Senior Training/
Evaluation, and a Certified Pretest. There were
13 participants in the Patroller School, nine
in the Women’s Clinic, 17 in the S&T Senior
Evaluation, and five in the Certified Pretest.
There were 41 instructors who drove in from

Patroller School attendees surround the NSP Subaru. Photo by John Kane.

as far away as Maine and Pennsylvania and
even flew in from Colorado.
McCauley Mountain in Old Forge, New
York, was selected by the Eastern Division
Outdoor Emergency Transportation Steering
Committee as a perfect location based on the
size, location, varying terrain, and specifically aligning with the Old Forge Winter
Carnival weekend to provide a fun weekend
for all involved. McCauley Mountain offers
some very challenging terrain, including tree

SKI HARD. WORK EASY.
THE ULTIMATE PATROLLING BOOT

The all new XP Antero with dual
stack Boa for maximum power.
Hike, walk, and snowmobile in warmth
and with ease. Ski with performance.

For NSP member discounts
on Apex Ski Boots, visit
apexskiboots.com/nsp3000

skiing, double fall lines, steep moguls with
short cliff jumps, and blind corners, all with
steep fall lines.
Old Forge Winter Carnival weekend includes
a parade on Friday evening. The outgoing
king and queen were local ski patrollers, so all
patrollers were invited to march in the parade.
Signs were made to list all 29 visiting patrollers’ ski areas. Saturday night, a full dinner was
held at the ski hill with live music, culminating in a 20-minute fireworks display that was
outstanding.
“Fantastic event and a great town-supported
mountain,” said NSP Board Chair Rick Knight.
NSP Executive Director Meegan Moszynski
could be seen skiing with Knight through
Saturday afternoon. Moszynski met with each
group to listen and learn, as well as answer
questions about the Lakewood office.
Rusty Martin, the patrol leader at McCauley
Mountain, worked closely with Mountain
Manager Steve Uzdavinis. They deserve a
huge thank you for helping the National Ski
Patrol feel at home and making the event come
together smoothly. A huge thanks to all who
participated and to those that instructed, as
their attendance made the event successful!
National Ski Patrol board members in attendance included Board Chair Rick Knight and
Dave Walker and Wendy Aarnio. Other NSP
leaders in attendance included NSP Executive
Director Meegan Moszynski, Eastern Division
OET Supervisor Jim O’Connor, NSP Certified
Program Director Chris Brodersen, and Eastern
Division Director John Kane.
Three NSP Subaru vehicles made the trip, with
two driving in the parade on Friday evening.
Images and video of the weekend can be found
at www.nspeast.org.

Based in Golden, CO | apexskiboots.com | 303.530.3340
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Jon Wilson
Loon Mountain Ski Patrol, New Hampshire

PROFESSIONAL DIVISION
Blue Knob Ski Patrol performs full-scale ICS exercise
represent an individual that needed extrication
using special rescue tactics.

Working the plane crash scenario. Photo by John Boburchuk Jr.

Blue Knob All Seasons Resort is located on the
approach to the John Murtha Johnstown-Cambria
County Airport in Pennsylvania. In addition
to the multiple daily flights over the resort, the
area is also used as a training area for the local
Pennsylvania Air National Guard and U.S. Marine
Corps Reserve located at the airport.
Due to this potential hazard, the patrol began
preparing for aircraft incidents approximately
10 years ago, including having individuals take
the ICS-300: Incident Command System for
Expanding Incidents course, as well as aircraft
crash awareness courses, special vehicle rescue
courses, and heavy rescue operation courses.
The patrol began obtaining specialized equipment to deal with these incidents, including a
Porta Power unit, moving and prying equipment,
and cribbing.
In summer 2017, the patrol director and rescue
officer decided to test the patrol’s ability to
respond to these incidents through a full-scale
exercise run through Department of Homeland
Security Exercise and Evaluation Program
guidelines. The patrol contacted the DELMARVA
Search and Rescue Group out of Maryland,
which had an airplane fuselage for training purposes and a few search team members certified
as Rescue Technician II who were perfect to act
as evaluators.

There were five Federal Emergency Management
Agency core capabilities tested: situational assessment; public health, healthcare, and emergency
services; mass search and rescue operations;
critical transportation; and fatality management
services. The exercise objectives were written
in SMART fashion and met the core capabilities, including such objectives as scene size-up,
scene control, triage and mass casualty, scene
stabilization, victim rescue, patient and equipment movement, and management of deceased
individuals.
The planning and preparation continued through
the first half of 2018 and culminated on the
morning of July 21, 2018. The mock crash scene
included actors in moulage as well as items on
fire and sound effects to mimic a real crash site.
The patrol had access to two all-terrain vehicles
that mimicked the use of two snowmobiles that
would be used during winter months.
All players had to respond to the incident site.
Once on-scene, the patrollers established a
command structure using ICS, established scene
control, created an incident action plan using an
ICS 201 incident briefing form, performed triage,
provided patient care, performed extrications, and
transported all patients to designated locations.
The final evaluations, actors’ comments, and
player comments were tabulated and will be
part of the exercise after-action report. Once
completed, the after-action report will be used
to make determinations on changes needed in
training, standard operating procedures, preplans, and equipment.
Mike Wess
Blue Knob Patrol Director
John Boburchuk Jr.
Blue Knob Patrol Rescue Officer

The exercise plan was written and a scenario
designed. The final plan consisted of 26 individuals, including the controller, two evaluators, an
exercise safety officer, two observers, and 11 individuals who were lined up to be patients for the
incident. The rest of the participants were players
(patrollers) who were testing the patrol’s standard
operating procedures, training, and preplans.
The scenario was that on approach to the airport
a small aircraft had engine trouble and tried to
land on one of the resort’s slopes. Three individuals were aboard the aircraft, and nine skiers were
at the area of impact during the crash. A rescue
manikin was placed under mock heavy objects to

Duckworth Co-Founder and wool grower,
John Helle skiing his local Maverick Mountain
where he has been patrolling for 30 years!

Duckworth is the world’s only source-veriﬁed,
single-origin, merino wool apparel company.

Working the plane crash scenario. Photo by John Boburchuk Jr.
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ROCKY MOUNTAIN DIVISION
Level 2 Avalanche for Rescue Personnel

From L-R: Brian Rull of the NSP board in a snowpit with Jonathan
Greenwood and Chase Wesley of Hesperus Ski Patrol. Photo by Lin Ballard.

At the end of March 2018, 15 patrollers
from seven patrols and three divisions
gathered in Grand County, Colorado, for
a four-day, three-night compressed Level
2 Avalanche for Rescue Personnel course.
This format allows students from remote
locations to attend and better accommodates schedules. It also requires that
students work with mentors in and near
their ski area to complete several interactive
assignments, including a full data snowpit
the winter before the course. Everyone was
primed and ready to jump right in.
We started with a quick review of basic
skills at Devil’s Thumb Ranch, including
immediate search techniques, probing, strategic shoveling, and transceiver searching.
One more advanced skill was organizing a
transceiver search where you have many
rescuers spread out across the debris area
a search strip distance apart, usually 30
to 40 meters, and moving in lines through
the area. While this method looks easy
on paper, one common pitfall happens
when several rescuers detect a signal and
leave their search line to follow and refine
the signal and all converge on one signal
and lose track of the original search line
and what area has been searched. Having
everyone stay in their search line until their
transceiver’s distance reading is less than
half the search strip width (15 to 20 meters)
generally results in just one rescuer deviating from the line to make the find.
Nights were spent at a cozy cabin at Snow
Mountain Ranch. In this convenient setting,
students and instructors could prepare
meals, eat, and conduct morning and evening sessions.
The next day, we skied into Second Creek
on Berthoud Pass and spent much of
the morning taking full data pit observations and performing instability tests. The
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The Level 2 class. Photo by Lin Ballard.

afternoon included a fun run through the
A-Frame Trees area, allowing students
to practice route finding in the heart of
avalanche terrain. Students then took on
leadership roles as they tackled increasingly
more complex immediate search and transceiver search scenarios.
Since the most common burial depth for an
avalanche victim is 1.2 meters, we concentrated on deep transceiver searches. Finding
a transceiver buried 4-plus feet deep takes
careful technique. When a transceiver is
buried both deeply and in a vertical position, a three-antenna transceiver is very
helpful as it can pick up the vertical signal
and take this into consideration. Those with
two-antenna transceivers learned how to
adjust their search for such situations.
That evening, students analyzed and
presented their data pit findings, which
showed the same general structure that the
Colorado Avalanche Information Center was
reporting: a deep persistent slab problem.
The top layers of the pits had pretty stable
test results, very unusual for Colorado, with
none of the usual weak layers like surface
hoar and near surface facets that are so common in a continental snowpack. However,
when given enough oomph, layers lower in
the snowpack and at the top of the depth
hoar would break suddenly and cleanly,
meaning that if you could disturb that lower
layer, you could trigger an avalanche that
would most likely be huge. Among other
topics covered that night were human
factors and ways to deal with this most
stealthy contributor to avalanche fatalities.
We were out early the next day for a big tour
into Current Creek near the top of Berthoud
Pass at 12,000 feet, where students practiced decision-making skills while traveling
in terrain with multiple avalanche paths.
Following the trip plans they had worked

on the night before, they gathered data from
observations, hasty pits, and hammering on
the snowpack with quick on-the-go tests,
and yes, there were recent avalanches to
be seen. The tours culminated in a large,
complex, simulated rescue scenario with
the leader needing to organize all the participants, including instructors, in order to
solve the problem.
The final transceiver searches were as challenging as possible, with multiple close
and deep burials. The students proved up
to the task and sorted through these pesky
problems and, in the process, learned about
some of the more esoteric functions, tricks,
and quirks of their individual transceivers.
A good part of the third evening was
devoted to an organized rescue classroom
simulation in preparation for the final grand
rescue exercise the next day. In that exercise, the students were treated to a complex
rescue problem with 14 burials, each victim
having a personal and medical description.
The class did an outstanding job organizing
and managing the rescue. The finale was a
fun and informative avalanche rescue dog
demonstration.
Every student had opportunities to lead
in route finding, decision-making, and
rescue scenarios, and all were encouraged
to continue their education by becoming
Avalanche instructors. This course, supported by the Rocky Mountain Division and
described by the most recent graduates as
fun, intense, and beyond expectations, is
open to all patrollers and will be offered
again in 2020.
Lin Ballard
Bryan Mountain Nordic Ski Patrol,
Colorado
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ROCKY MOUNTAIN DIVISION
Called to action
received a dispatch call that will forever be
ingrained in my memory. I remember the
exact moment, as I was sitting in the aid
room when I heard the call to action of a
“10-50” at the bottom of Desperado near the
service road on the west side.

helmet with assistance. We all worked in
tandem to ensure Rob’s safety and survival.
It was a phenomenal team effort, and care
was taken to “load and go,” as time was
of the essence. Next, we did an immediate transport to the Grand County EMS
team that was waiting for us at the first aid
station. The handoff to the next level of
care was seamless. As first responders, you
learn the utmost importance of time and
urgent care.

Since only one patroller was on scene
monitoring the growing crowds and the
patient’s father, I immediately hustled into
action. I was shuttled up the mountain
by snowmobile and was first attending
to a 40-year-old unresponsive male, Rob
Madden (as reported by his nearby father).
He was bleeding from the bridge of his nose,
unconscious, and had shallow, gurgling,
labored breathing. He was in need of immediate urgent care.

Rob Madden speaks to a Granby Ranch OEC class.
Photo by Chris Johns.

On Jan. 2, 2016, I found myself having an
awesome “blue sky” patrol day at Granby
Ranch. With trail checks completed, sleds
in place, and equipment inspected, it
was off free skiing for the morning until I

Sergeant Rob Madden of the Colorado State
Patrol could never have imagined how his
ski day would turn out — a traumatic brain
injury that could have ended his life — but
thanks to the many first responders who
sprang into action, Rob lived to tell his
story. Rob is truly an inspiration. He is a
survivor, he is a friend, and he is thankful
to the Granby Ranch Ski Patrol for their
immediate response. Rob speaks annually to
our incoming OEC candidate class and stays
in contact for any opportunity to show his
deep appreciation.

I quickly went into instinctive action mode,
remembering to stay calm, focused, and
attentive. My every decision was critical
and played a vital role in Rob’s survival. I
knew exactly what to do. I radioed dispatch
to “Bring the wall,” which includes a long
spine board, trauma pack with O2, and
extra patrollers.

Call to action — answered.

My urgent priority was to maintain an
airway, monitor vitals, and clear the head,
neck, and spine. I carefully removed Rob’s
neck gaiter, broken goggles, and cracked

Chris Johns
Granby Ranch Ski Patrol Director,
Colorado

Announcing National Day 2019!
Join fellow patrollers for a day of camaraderie and recognition at the 41st National
Day celebration, celebrating YOU, the ski
patroller. All volunteers, pro patrollers,
and alumni are welcome!
Sunlight Mountain in Glenwood Springs,
Colorado, will host a day of activities on
Saturday, March 2, 2019, including a threeperson toboggan race, poker run, hilltop
barbecue luncheon, free skiing, and après
ski banquet, silent auction, and awards
ceremony.
Cost of the event is $25 for patrollers and
$45 for guests, which includes a lift ticket,
activities, and meals aforementioned. A
commemorative event shirt may be purchased separately upon sign-up or at the
door. Sizes may be limited at the door.
Make a weekend out of it and attend
Sunlight’s annual Defiance Challenge on
Friday, March 1, 2019, where teams of two
race to complete as many runs as possible
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in one day.
Make sure to take time to explore beautiful Glenwood Springs. Soak in the hot
springs, shop in the historic downtown,
experience a snowmobile, snowcat, or cave
tour, and enjoy dining at many of the local
restaurants.
Register at https://www.sunlightskipatrol.com/nsp-national-day.html. Please
bring/wear your patrol jacket to ski in on
Saturday, March 2.
	
  
Volunteer
& Pro Patrollers, Alumni, Family & Friends!

For updates and information pertaining to
this event, please “Like” the National Day
Facebook page at https://www.facebook.
com/groups/995742720555874/.

Join us for the National Day celebration to
recognize all patrollers, past and present
Saturday, March 2, 2019
Sunlight Mountain, Glenwood Springs, CO

We look forward to celebrating this day
with you! Thank you for your service and
commitment to the National Ski Patrol!
Laura Friesell
Mt. Crescent Ski Patrol, Iowa

Celebrating YOU the patroller- festivities will include poker
run, toboggan race, raffles, mountain top luncheon,
camaraderie, après ski hors d’oeuvres and more!

	
  

Register @ https://www.sunlightskipatrol.com/nsp-national-day.html
Like the facebook page “National Day”

ROCKY MOUNTAIN DIVISION
Patrolling non-ski events

Blaine Hellman talking with race organizers. Photo c/o Wayne
Weidenhamer.

Runners’ headlamps pass patroller at start of 100 Mile race. Photo c/o
Wayne Weidenhamer.

From L-R: Wayne Weidenhamer and Joel Bauch at runners’ briefing
prior to 5 a.m. start. Photo c/o Wayne Weidenhamer.

The radios crackled to life in the darkened
room. The nondescript voices quickly took
on an increasingly urgent tone. While the
words were garbled, the message was clear
— something was wrong.

Building upon the lessons learned the previous year, it was decided that it would be a
good opportunity to implement the Incident
Command System (ICS) into the planning
and operations for the event. For each shift,
a patroller was designated to act as the
incident commander (IC). An incident command post (ICP) was set up in the lodge to
direct the patrol’s efforts; each patroller was
assigned duties and responsibilities in accordance with their assigned position.

patrollers quickly departed the lodge on foot
as the UTV was prepared to evacuate the runner. The teams met runners on the trail who
verified the injured runner’s location was not
far ahead. The injured runner was located,
clearly confused, with abrasions on his head
and face and showing signs of hypothermia.
The location of the runner was verified as the
patient was being treated, and the UTV was
called in to transport.

Patrollers, who had been trying to catch
some sleep on treatment cots that up until a
couple of hours earlier held sick and injured
runners, started to stir. As they got up and
put on their jackets and vests, race organizers hurriedly entered the room. A report
had been passed on from a checkpoint that a
runner was down on the course. Only a general location of the injured runner could be
given: an area criss-crossed with numerous
intersecting trails. The runner appeared to
be seriously injured and needed to be found
quickly; it was 2 a.m., and the temperature
hovered just below freezing on this dark
December morning.
The members of the Loess Hills Nordic Ski
Patrol were under no illusion about what
they would be facing when they agreed to
support the Hitchcock Experience 100 Mile
Endurance Run at Hitchcock Nature Center.
The previous year the patrol, just months
after it was formed, had supported the race
and learned a lot about supporting an event
that required continuous operations over the
course of two days in the dead of winter.
Hitchcock Nature Center is situated in the
geologically unique region of the Loess Hills
in western Iowa, a deceptively rugged area
from which the patrol derives its name. The
endurance race is organized by the Greater
Omaha Area Trail Runners (G.O.A.T.z),
and the planned course follows trails and
roads in and around the nature center. The
G.O.A.T.z plan numerous runs in the area,
with the endurance race being their biggest event. Any proceeds from the race are
donated to nonprofits, in this case to the
Hitchcock Nature Center.

The aid station was co-located with the ICP
and treated mainly bumps, sprains, blisters,
and the occasionally exhausted runner. The
patrol was also responsible for running a
comfort station on the most remote loop of
the course. One of Hitchcock Nature Center’s
UTVs was provided to move equipment and
people around and to be used as an evacuation vehicle to transport injured runners.
A communications plan was developed and
rehearsed prior to the race, which paid dividends over and over during the course of the
race. While race organizers did not understand what ICS was or what we were doing,
Hitchcock Nature Center’s rangers quickly
recognized it and seamlessly integrated it
into the operations.
With the additional help from a nearby
alpine patrol, patrollers worked in shifts to
ensure enough coverage both day and night.
A few dedicated patrollers were present
through the whole event, providing the continuity of leadership and care for the two-day
period. The biggest problem encountered
was the fatigue that set in during the race.
The patrollers who stayed for the duration
quickly became exhausted; while this is not
an issue in most cases, operating vehicles on
dark trails while tired does increase the risk
of an accident.
Radio checks were conducted as a plan to find
the injured runner was developed. Teams of

The UTV carefully picked its way down the
trail, guided into the scene with a relay of
flashlights and strobes. The ranger on duty,
informed of the emergency, activated EMS
and established a handoff location near
the park entrance. The patient was treated,
quickly loaded into the UTV, and driven
out on the dark trails to the handoff to local
EMS, which transported the patient to the
hospital. The whole rescue, from notification
to handoff to EMS, took less than 30 minutes.
At the hospital, the patient was diagnosed
with a concussion from a fall and suffering
mild hypothermia, but was well enough to
be released later that day.
As the race ended and volunteers and runners
departed the area, the patrol stood by until the
race organizers had cleared all the trails and
accounted for all the runners. After the allclear was given, the patrol cleaned and stored
equipment and returned borrowed items. The
race organizers approached, appearing to be
almost giddy with a combination of relief and
fatigue, and asked if the Loess Hills Nordic
Ski Patrol would support the 2018 race. It
looks like the patrol will have an opportunity to build on the lessons learned this year,
improve its ability to support the race, and
will be ready to respond to more serious incidents if needed in the future. +
Wayne Weidenhamer
Loess Hills Nordic Ski Patrol Representative,
Iowa
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WHERE’S Everyone ELSE?
The author enjoying a ski day.

The author carving a turn.

GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES IN SKI PATROL WITH MINORITIES
BY MANDELA ECHEFU

I

t’s a picturesque bluebird day, the wind is
friendly, and the sun just warm enough to
make the chair ride up the mountain actually
enjoyable. My excitement builds the closer I
get to mid-station. I am chomping at the bit
to get to Squirrel Cage for the first time this
season. The black diamond run is on the
front side of the mountain and is a frequent
stopping point for those inexperienced skiers
or riders who venture one trail too far.
Practicing some railroad turns, I get to the
top of the trail, veins pulsing with earlyseason adrenaline. I then notice four people
huddled together looking down the trail as
it abruptly falls away from them. I recognize
the all too familiar signs of trepidation and
irrevocable commitment to what at one time
might have seemed like a good idea.
As I move over to the edge of the trail,
which is rarely traveled by the boarders
and side-slippers, I feel their eyes following me and the expected double take when
they see my face. My face and that ski patrol
red jacket with the cross are not a combination commonly seen on the slopes. Now, I
assume, they watch to see how I fare. I take
a second to appreciate the opportunity to do
something I love so much and drop in. The
trainer/evaluators say, “The first turn doesn’t
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count,” but I drop in while paying attention
to my form.
Carving medium radius turns, Outdoor
Emergency Transportation rudiments like
upper-body separation, dynamic balance,
and edge control flash through my mind. I
do a quick form check and roll into a couple
of long radius turns, all the while committing to my edges. My ski instructor always
told me that you definitely want to ski
beautifully when you have your cross on.
The people in the group were all AfricanAmericans, and I could see their surprise
and pride when they saw someone just like
them who was a ski patroller skiing like he
knew what he was doing.
I have been skiing in the Appalachian
Mountains in Western Maryland for about
six years and have seen an unprecedented
rise in the number of minorities, especially
African-Americans, taking up the predominantly Caucasian sports of snow skiing and
snowboarding. I am no stranger to the perception that one has to either be white, crazy,
or both to gain any form of enjoyment from
going out in frigid temperatures and sliding
down a mountain on pieces of wood. I have
friends and family members who are paying
subscribers to this notion!

The first 18 years of my life were spent in
West Africa, where I do not remember ever
seeing the mercury dip below 70 degrees.
With a simplistic seasonal pattern limited
to the rainy and dry seasons, it was either
raining or scorching hot. Skiing, let alone
becoming a ski patroller capable of chauffeuring other people down a mountain, was
never on the docket for me. I was seduced
into skiing not by the promised thrill of a

The author on the hill with his daughter, Adaeze.

snow-covered face, but a love for the mountains themselves, a love for all they offer and
the people who commune in them.
I routinely ponder the obvious absence of
minorities on the slopes. Is this the bestkept secret, and does anyone else recognize
their absence?
According to a 2017 outdoor recreational participation report, whites and non-Hispanics
account for 76 percent of skiing participation.
The joys of falling beautifully down a mountain should not and cannot be a secret hidden
from the 30 percent of the country’s population that considers themselves a minority.
I know things like access, health, and skill
requirements are inherent deterrents. Cost,
however, is a big one. According to a 2015
Snowsports Industries America report, approximately 63 percent of skiers come from a family
with an average household income of $75,000.
With the median income for the average
African-American family currently $40,946, it is
understandable why playing in the snow ranks
low on their scale of preference.

It has been said that, “There is no such thing
as bad weather, only bad clothing.” Well, that
is hardly applicable when a decent ski jacket
costs upward of $250. On top of that, the
average ski gear setup with skis, boots, and
bindings costs approximately $852. On top of
those costs, there are costs for transportation,
lift tickets, and lodging, if necessary.
I say all this not to be a social crusader, but
to highlight the growth and opportunities
presented in spite of the aforementioned
barriers. Black skiers increased by an average of 4 percent between 2010 and 2015.
You really don’t have to look hard to see
this spike of diversity.
At Wisp Resort in the past three years, the
sight of an African-American is no longer a
novelty. Neither is it uncommon to see one
skiing beautifully down an advanced level
trail and not confined to the bunny slopes.
The appropriate thing to do is recognize the
opportunity to invite some diversity and culture into the fold. The NSP seems to be doing
so and growing its gender and racial diversity.

My tribe, the Igbos, are a proud people. We
laugh from the belly, wear bright colors, and
hold friends close and family even closer. The
patrol at Wisp is family to me as well. The
transition from candidate to full patroller was
not easy. It required dedication, a time commitment, and in many cases a willingness to
learn and unlearn. The resulting fulfillment
after treating a patient on the hill, reassuring
a kid’s parent, or working as a team to resolve
an incident is something to be experienced by
all. I worked hard through ski patrol training
to proudly wear that cross and model it for
people who see me as one of them.
My message is that the mountains are for all
of us. All things are accessible, if you put
your mind to it. In my small way, I want
that 5-year-old African-American kid to see
a face like his helping people and, more
importantly, having fun on the hill. As the
rest of the world continues to deteriorate on
multiple fronts, I embrace the possibilities
when people of all races and classes take a
break, boot up, forget all that divides us for a
moment, and enjoy some turns. +

DISCOVER DYNASTAR’S UNIQUE
O N SNOW FEEL
Today, the boundary between ‘freeride’ and ‘all-mountain’
is less visible than ever. Enter the LEGEND series.
Smooth, instinctive snow-feel, dynamic power
and playfulness, ground-breaking stability
and grip – the next generation
of legendary Dynastar
performance is here.

©Dom Daher

National Ski Patrol Pro Purchase:
TO ACCESS OUR EASY-TO-USE DYNASTAR
PRO PROGRAM GO TO www.nsp.org, CLICK
NSP Member Services, THEN NSP Pro Page.
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USE YOUR PRO DEALS ETHICALLY

It’s better to get information on skis by demoing.
Photo by Candace Horgan.

Don’t take up too much of a salesperson’s time, as this person is at Bent Gate Mountaineering in Golden, Colorado. Photo by Candace Horgan.

Don’t use a salesperson to try on jackets. Photo by Candace Horgan.

(ed. note: This article was written by a representative from one of our NSP partners to
remind NSP members about the proper way
to enjoy the many pro deals that are offered
to them. Whenever you go to a local shop,
please be sure to follow these guidelines
so that we can continue to offer you many
outstanding pro deals! Thank you!)

skiing public often looks to on-mountain
pros to see what equipment and clothing
they use.

O

ne of the first and best perks I ever got
from becoming a “pro” in skiing was
access to pro forms. I remember 30-plus
years ago being giddy at the thought that
I no longer had to pay MSRP for my gear
and thinking how great that privilege was.
At that time, if you wanted to make a pro
form purchase you went into a shop, met
the owner or manager, explained who you
were, and asked, politely, for a pro form. IF
the manager or owner felt you were worthy,
you then were granted access to the golden
goose, aka a pro form.
The experience was heady. I still remember
my first pair of skis that I got on pro form.
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I treasured them and proudly told anyone
who asked how much I liked them and the
name of the shop I had gotten them from.
I understood that there was a penalty of
certain death … OK, of being forever denied
access to another pro form, if I even hinted
that I got a “pro deal” on the skis.
Fast forward 30 years and the pro purchasing program has changed substantially. If
you are a member in good standing of a
handful of organizations, chances are that
you can easily access a pro purchase program after jumping through a few, usually
electronic, hoops. For the equipment manufacturer, this is a good thing. To do their
jobs safely, pros should have up-to-date
equipment and soft goods. Pro programs
make this equipment accessible.
When a pro purchase is used properly and
with respect, the local shop will also benefit. After all, someone has to mount, test,
and help maintain your equipment to the
proper standards, right? Additionally, the

Unfortunately, like anything, a few bad
actors can spoil the gig for everyone. The
intent of pro purchase is as I described
previously — for pros to have access to gear
and soft goods they need to do their jobs
safely and to help promote local shops.
Companies ask that pros use discretion and
compassion when dealing with local retailers and never mention the words “pro form”
in front of retail customers.
The pro should purchase only for themselves on these programs, unless specifically
invited by the manufacturer to participate
in a “Friends and Family” event. As the
gatekeeper for a pro program, the number
of times I’ve had to explain, “No, you can’t
purchase for your non-ski-working partner,
child, cousin, dog, brother, etc.,” despite it
being clearly stated in the rules, is staggering. Equally disappointing are pros who
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“

Bring a six-pack or some
cookies, or perhaps a
comp ticket if you have
them, or even just a smile
and some appreciation
for the shop being there.

You should already know your size before going to the store. Photo by Candace Horgan.

Let’s keep it simple this season. Before making a pro purchase, here are a few steps that
will make it easier for everyone.
First, stop into your local ski shop and
introduce yourself and let them know what
you do at the mountain. Bring a six-pack
or some cookies, or perhaps a comp ticket
if you have them, or even just a smile and
some appreciation for the shop being there
and helping get skiers on the mountain.
Without skiers coming to the mountain,
after all, we all would soon be out of a job.
Ask them if they support pro form programs
and if there is a good time for you to stop in
to get fit for boots, skis, etc. Showing up on
a busy Saturday in the fall and taking up an
hour or two of a shop worker’s time, then
announcing you are going to purchase on
pro form, isn’t a way to make friends.
Have your equipment mounted and tested
by certified technicians using proper release
testers. Please don’t mount it yourself, no
matter how easy it seems. Pay for this as
well, because the shop has to carry insurance to cover themselves should there be an
accident. In today’s litigious environment,
CYA is just common sense.
Also, educate yourself on the basics of your
equipment. Know what DIN stands for
(Deutsches Institut für Normung — German
Institute for Standardization) and why having yours set to safe values is important.
Know your boot size, and get to know your
local boot fitter well. Pro tip: your boot size
is rarely the same as your shoe size! Talk to
pros who do similar work on the mountain
as you do and have the equipment you are
interested in, and find out what they like or
dislike about it.

The same goes for soft goods. Don’t show
up on a busy Saturday and ask to try on a
lot of shell jackets and pants, mid layers, or
base layers and take up the shop employees’
valuable time. Ask them if they support pro
form programs and if there is a good time
for you to stop in to try on the pieces you
are interested in. Know the ins and outs
of layering systems and what your likely
clothing sizes are. In fact, it might be best
if you talk to the employee(s) in advance,
make sure they support on-mountain pros
and are OK with you trying on some pieces,

”

and then simply pull them off the racks and
serve yourself.
Lastly, after you’ve developed a relationship with your local shop, send customers
their way! Talk about the shop in the locker
room, and send other pros their way. Help
your local ski community grow. If you have
a negative experience with a shop, talk to
the shop about it to see if you can resolve it
in a positive way.

Above all, have a safe and successful season
this year, and pray for snow! +

LIVE THE
MOMENT

S: Johan Jonsson P: Oskar Enander
L: Engelberg

simply flaunt the rules and go ahead and
order products that are completely incompatible with the pro’s profile, then are
indignant when they are called on it.

RUSTLER 11
The Rustler series with Carbon
Flipcore D.R.T. construction
will give you the confidence to
ski with power, but is forgiving
when you need it. Responsive
and stable yet super playful.
Your go-to for everyday work
and fun.
For NSP discounts on Blizzard
skis, log in at www.nsp.org
and click the pro page login
link or visit your local Blizzard
Pro Service Center.

BLIZZARDSPORTS.COM/USA
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BUILDING MOMENTUM FOR THE
#RIDEANOTHERDAY CAMPAIGN

BY EARL SALINE, NSAA DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION PROGRAMMING
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Massanutten Resort in Virginia prints the
#RAD message on customized rack cards
and offers a free lesson.

Aspen Snowmass in Colorado posts the #RAD posters in prominent locations.

I

t is amazing how widely word
spread after the National Ski Areas
Association, in partnership with Kelli
and Chauncy Johnson, first launched the
#RideAnotherDay (#RAD) campaign in
January 2017. Since that day at the NSAA
Winter Conference at Steamboat Resort,
Colorado — where the Johnsons shared
their story with a packed room and the
video first aired — the campaign, and its
core message of safety on the slopes, has
spread like wildfire.
For more than a year, the Johnsons have
worked diligently to promote the powerful
safety campaign developed in partnership
with NSAA and Denver trauma center Craig
Hospital in order to honor their daughter, Elise, who died in a collision with an
out-of-control snowboarder in 2010 (see
“#RideAnotherDay,” Ski Patrol Magazine,
vol. 35, issue 1). There is no question that
the initiative is meeting its objective: to
elevate the conversation about responsible
skiing and riding behavior and help make
the slopes safer for everyone.
Since their appearance at Steamboat and
at the NSAA 2017 National Convention in
Scottsdale, Arizona, several months later,
the Johnsons have been tireless champions
of the campaign, visiting different areas to
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speak to management groups, patrol and
safety teams, ski schools, and front-line staff.
Their visits have included Copper Mountain
Resort, Colorado; Park City Mountain Resort,
Utah; Beaver Creek Resort, Colorado; and
Big Sky Resort, Montana. In addition, they
have spoken directly to several industry
groups, including the Intermountain Ski
Areas Association, the Montana Ski Areas
Association, and, of course, NSAA.
Invitations continue to come in to have the
Johnsons speak about Elise and the incident
that led them to partner with NSAA on the
#RAD campaign. One of the great outcomes
of this personal outreach has been the
idea-sharing that led to the development of
several complimentary items that are now
available to help spread the word about
#RAD. For example, there are now two versions of the video that areas can use — one
tailored to area employees and the other
aimed at the general public. In addition to
updates to the original video, the Johnsons
have recorded special introductions for ski
patrol, new instructors, and experienced
instructors that areas can use with those
departments. Other items developed as a
result of these visits include a pocket-sized
#RAD card, buttons, and stickers. Contact
nsaa@nsaa.org to receive any of the art files
for these items. All of the art is customizable

ckson Hole
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if you would like to add your resort logo.
Also inspiring have been the pictures areas
have shared showing how and where they
are helping to spread the #RAD message. See
the images accompanying this article for just
a few examples of how the campaign is being
utilized. Encompassing everything from
employee orientations to sandwich boards
and signage around base areas and lifts, the
images and messages of “Be Ready, Stay
Alert,” and “Plan Ahead” are clearly getting
out there.
Along with the ski areas across the country
picking up on the powerful #RAD campaign,
NSAA has also received inquiries from
organizations inside and outside the industry wanting to share the video with their
respective groups and audiences. Requests
have come in from the U.S. Navy, U.S.

Telluride Ski Resort in Colorado posts the #RAD message on
chairlift restraint bars.

What you’re doing for us and the industry as a whole is
“priceless.
This message couldn’t come at a better time.
”

Mike Unruh, Director Mountain Operations, Big Sky, Montana

Coast Guard, retailers, and others. Most of these
requests have come from people that had seen
or heard about the video through their affiliation with skiing and riding and want to share
it through their other jobs. For example, one
volunteer National Ski Patrol member is a safety
trainer and wanted to show the video during her
training events.
A few members of the media have also taken
notice and interviewed the Johnsons as part
of articles and posts supporting the campaign.
Colorado Public Radio, the Brave Ski Mom blog,
SKI Magazine, and MTN Town Magazine have
all featured the #RideAnotherDay campaign.
Support continues to grow for #RideAnotherDay.
Thank you for sharing the initiative and its messages with your employees and guests. For more
information about bringing Kelli and Chauncy
Johnson to your area to speak with your employees, contact me at esaline@nsaa.org. +
Signage at Jackson Hole Mountain Resort posts the #RAD
safety message.

“Thank you for your courage to

start this campaign. Our mountain
is embracing it and eager to
promote #RideAnotherDay with
staff and patrons.

”

Shauna Bocksh, Director of Mountain
Safety Patrol,
Copper Mountain, Colorado

“Thank you for promoting safety

through such a difficult tragedy.
Park City is on board, and our ski
patrol appreciates the motivation
from your presentation today.

”

Dana Edwards, Group Manager,
Health & Safety,
Park City Mountain Resort, Utah

J O I N O U R F A M I LY

GET 50% OFF
all year long

Apply at prana.com/influencer
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FROM THE

Director’s

CHAIR
KAREN WAGNER, SKI PATROL DIRECTOR
AT STOWE MOUNTAIN RESORT
BY ERYKA THORLEY

The famed Front Four at Stowe Mountain Resort. Photo by Scott Braaten.

W

ith the National Ski Patrol celebrating its 80th birthday this year, it is
only appropriate to look to the oldest ski
patrol in the country for this issue’s “From
the Director’s Chair.” Opening their doors in
1934, the Mount Mansfield Ski Patrol was
first established because of a number of locals
injured on remote mountain trails above
Stowe, Vermont. That was almost 85 years
ago; today, the Mount Mansfield Ski Patrol is
still fully operational, but under the guise of
Stowe Mountain Resort.
Karen Wagner is a new addition to the director’s seat at Stowe Mountain Resort, but is far
from a novice. Her ski patrol career started in
1993 at Stowe, and she also has many years
of risk management consulting. Her dedication to her patrol and the craft of ski patrolling
is obvious in discussions with her, as is her
commitment to progress, whether that is their
recent merger with Vail Resorts or the current
transitioning of their volunteer staff to the
Outdoor Emergency Care medical certification.
NSP: What first got you involved with patrolling, and skiing in general?
KW: I joined the ski patrol because I wanted to

take a year after college to be a ski bum, and
I never looked back! I was born in New York,
but grew up in Woodbridge, Connecticut,
outside New Haven. I was born into a skiing family, so as a kid we spent our vacation
time exploring the nearby ski resorts of the
Berkshires in Massachusetts, such as Ski
Butternut, Jiminy Peak, and others.
NSP: How long have you been patrolling,
and how long have you been the director
at Stowe?
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NSP: How many patrollers do you have on
your crew? Full-time, part-time, volunteer?

KW: I have been patrolling on and off for 25
years. I have been patrol director for only two
months at this point.

KW: This winter, we hope to employ about 20
full-timers, 15 part-timers, and 25 volunteers,
including base attendants.

NSP: So I’m confused; where does the
Mount Mansfield name come from?

NSP: How many new patrollers do you hire
each year?

KW: Mount Mansfield is the original name of
the patrol. It comes from Mount Mansfield,
which is one of the two peaks (Mount
Mansfield and Spruce Peak) that make up
Stowe Ski Resort. The patrol originally
started as a function of the Mount Mansfield
Ski Club, which is where my daughter ski
races today.

KW: The number of new full-time hires varies
from year to year. This depends upon attrition
from the year prior, but typically we hire 0-5
paid folks each year.

NSP: Did you move up the ranks at Stowe,
or start your patrol career somewhere else?
KW: I moved up through the ranks at Stowe.
After starting as a patroller at Stowe, I transitioned to the resort risk manager in 2000 and
then left for Willis MountainGuard in New
Hampshire shortly after that. I returned to
Stowe as a safety consultant and then became
the risk manager before returning to the patrol
last year as the assistant patrol director. This
past summer, our patrol director retired, and I
was promoted to the director’s position.

Stowe Ski Patrol headquarters. Photo by Scott Braaten.

KW: I’ve stayed with the Mount Mansfield
Ski Patrol for a number of reasons. First and
foremost is the staff — we have a great variety
of people who love to patrol, love the mountain and, while remaining really professional,
also love to have fun together. I also love our
terrain and town, and am really excited about
being part of Vail Resorts, which acquired
Stowe about a year ago.

NSP: What is the thing that keeps you coming back year after year to patrol? What
makes Stowe unique? Can you describe
Stowe for those that may not be familiar
with it?

NSP: What does your rookie training typically entail?
KW: After our annual two-day refresher, our
paid rookies come in for a week of on-hill
training, typically in early- to mid-December.
They train together on the basics and then,
after that week, split up and are mentored
by patrol veterans throughout the rest of the
season. We also try to host one or two weekends in which we focus specifically on new
volunteer training.
NSP: Who’s the longest running patroller on
your mountain?
KW: Dave Flagg has been a patroller for 52
years. He is still going strong, along with
several other very seasoned veterans.
NSP: Do you have a young adult patrol
program? How else do you engage with the
local community around Stowe?
KW: We do have a small junior patrol,

Stowe patroller enjoying some Eastern powder. Photo by
Scott Braaten.

Waterfall Trail on March 11, 2018, with the Stowe Gondola in the
background. Photo by Scott Braaten.

consisting of a few teens who help us out on
the hill with skier education, maintenance
efforts, and other tasks. They learn to run
sleds as well. They pitch in and come out
with us to meet and greet guests and will help
with maintenance on the hill. We try to teach
them first aid in the classroom, but don’t necessarily expose them to big calls on the hill.
There are five or six junior patrollers returning this next season.

EMTs, etc.; now our volunteer NSP members
will hold OEC certification, as they joined
the NSP again this past year. We have 10
advanced EMTs and a few affiliated physicians that are on the hill either a full day or
half-day on the weekends. We don’t always
have a physician here, but we do have a few
paramedics. We are only licensed to the A
level as EMTs, and all of our staff work under
this license. We have a fantastic relationship
with Stowe Mountain Rescue, which is the
municipal rescue squad in town. They are an
incredible group of people, and many of our
staff and volunteers work for both the resort
and the rescue squad.

NSP: What makes Stowe unique compared
to other ski resorts that you have been to?
KW: Our resort complements a thriving town,
which is an amazing place to live and gives
guests what I think is a unique, rounded
experience. If you didn’t know there was a ski
resort just 7 miles past the town of Stowe, you
could miss it when visiting the town. Stowe
was established long before the ski resort
and offers great food, shopping, hiking (the
Appalachian Trail runs close to town), and
the Vermont Ski and Snowboard Museum.
NSP: What is your annual snowfall?
KW: Our annual snowfall averages around
315 inches. Like some of the resorts in New
York that receive lake effect snow from the
Great Lakes, we receive lake effect snow from
Lake Champlain when it’s not yet frozen. It
pumps the snow here, and with our location
just south of the 45th parallel and cold temps,
we do well with snow.
NSP: When is typically the best time to ski
at Stowe?
KW: The skiing is usually great all season, but
if I could only take one trip here in a season,
I would come in March, when the days are a
bit longer and typically warmer.
NSP: What is the required medical certification and experience for your paid and
volunteer patrollers?
KW: Our patrollers have traditionally held
EMS certifications — EMTs, advanced

NSP: Do patrollers work year-round to
help with Stowe’s summer operations?
KW: We are really lucky in that we have
summer attractions that complement a winter patrolling career. Our ZipTour Adventure,
TreeTop Adventure ropes course, and Stowe
Rocks indoor climbing center all provide
opportunities for staff to perform rope rescue
work and allow a number of folks to work
nearly year-round here.
NSP: In closing, as the Mount Mansfield
Ski Patrol director and a mother of two, do
you have any advice for aspiring female
patrollers?
KW: Vail Resorts is a great company to work
for as a woman. They promote women in the
ski industry and work hard to promote women
as leaders. Here at Stowe, we are trying to
recruit more women on the patrol, and in my
experience the most experienced, top-notch
patrollers have told me that they really do
want more women in the field. I think it’s
because we can bring balance and a certain
sense of grounding to the group’s dynamic and
a different perspective to what is traditionally
a male-dominated job. Regarding advice, if you
can stick with it for a while, eventually you
learn to juggle everything! +
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HOW CLIMATE CHANGE WILL IMPACT PATROLLING AND OUR LOVE OF WINTER
BY ERYK A T HOR LEY
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Balmaceda Glacier in Chile has receded over 2 kilometers in
the last 30 years. Photo by iStock.com/SL_Photography.

SKIING WAS MY FIRST LOVE,
THOUGH NOT ALWAYS AN EASY
ONE. I REMEMBER HIDING IN A
CLOSET WHILE MY DAD STORMED
THROUGH THE HOUSE READY TO
LEAVE FOR SKI RACING PRACTICE.
IT’S ALWAYS BEEN IMPORTANT,
HOWEVER. OUR LOCAL MICHIGAN
UPPER PENINSULA SKI HILL,
MARQUETTE MOUNTAIN, WAS
SEVEN MINUTES FROM OUR
HOUSE. SKIING SERVED AS DAYCARE, OFFERED A WAY TO HANG
OUT WITH OLD FRIENDS AND MEET
NEW ONES, EXERCISE, ENJOY FAMILY ADVENTURE, AND EVEN GAVE
PHYSICS LESSONS AS I PAINFULLY
STUMBLED THROUGH LEARNING
TO SNOWBOARD AFTER AN EARLY
CHILDHOOD ON SKIS. IT’S BEEN
MUCH OF MY, AND MY FAMILY’S,
EVERYTHING. MY HUSBAND AND I
EVEN MET ON THE SKI SLOPES AT
OUR CURRENT HOME MOUNTAIN,
ELDORA MOUNTAIN RESORT, IN
NEDERLAND, COLORADO.

I

imagine that many of you feel similarly.
Skiing is what we do, it’s a big part of
who we are, and it’s what we plan much
of our winter lives (possibly summer as
well) around. Many of us buy skis for our
kids before a car seat, or perhaps that was
just my and my husband’s bad timing!
Skiing is why warmer summers and mediocre winters are more important than just a
change in the “normal,” and ultimately it’s
one of the major reasons I am motivated to
write about climate change, which directly
affects what we hold most near and dear to
our hearts (and pocketbooks): skiing.
CLIMATE CHANGE: IT’S HAPPENING, AND
IT’S A BIG DEAL
In a recent Gallup Poll (March 2017), 68
percent of Americans (the largest percentage
since 2001) are now convinced that global
warming is caused by human behavior,
and 45 percent of those that responded
“worry a great deal about global warming.”
This is good news, as scientists are nearly
N S P. O R G
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The author on a backcountry ski mission on the Continental Divide in Colorado. Photo by Jennifer Morse.

unanimous in stating that human behavior
is causing an already significant increase in
global average temperature.
According to the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, 2017 was the
third-warmest year on record for the United
States (and the globe); surprisingly, this
happened without the traditional warming
effects of El Niño. The two other warmest
years on record were 2015 and 2016, with
2016 experiencing the warmest average
temperatures since global temperature
record-keeping began in the 1880s.
The main driver of this warming is the
increasing concentrations of greenhouse
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gasses in the atmosphere. Carbon dioxide,
methane, nitrous oxide, and chlorofluorocarbons are all potent greenhouse gasses
derived from different sources related to
human behavior and natural processes and
are increasing at a rate unlike ever before in
history. Carbon dioxide alone has increased
a third since its pre-Industrial Revolution
concentrations (NASA, 2018).
THREE SCENARIOS FOR THE FUTURE
As scientists try to predict what the impacts
of climate change will be, they’ve used different complex computer models to foresee
different possibilities. In this process, there

are three commonly accepted scenarios that
are important to understand, as they lay the
groundwork for future snow predictions.
Scenario 1, or RCP8.5 (representative concentration pathways), is business as usual.
This model reflects where greenhouse gas
concentrations will likely be if we continue on our current trajectory of industrial
growth, resulting in an average of 8.8
degrees Fahrenheit (4.9 C) warmer than the
pre-industrial averages and a CO2 level of
936 parts per million by the year 2100.
Scenario 2 (RCP4.5) models a world in
which CO2 concentrations stabilize at 650
parts per million by 2100 with an estimated

4.3 F of warming (2.4 C). The third scenario
(RCP2.6) reflects CO2 levels stabilized at
490 parts per million and temperatures
increase on average 2.7 F (1.5 C) (Protect
Our Winters Economic Report 2018, & Riahi
et al., 2011).
The last scenario, RCP2.6, banks on the
collaborative effort of all nations to combat
climate change, including speedy action on
renewable energy transitions, innovative
carbon capturing techniques, an overhaul
of our current agricultural system, and an
unwavering commitment to agreements
like the Paris climate agreement. It relies
on a radical and quick transition to a new
way of thinking and behavior surrounding
energy, including where it comes from and
how it is used.
No matter how relentless climate change
may feel, it is possible for the world to
quickly curb its carbon emissions and keep
CO2 levels under 490 parts per million,
but it’s also important to keep in mind that
global CO2 levels are currently settling
around 405 parts per million. We have a lot
of work to do in a short amount of time.

Eastern and Western United States will
experience more rain in the winter months.
This reduction in snowfall, combined with
warmer temperatures, will lead to a quicker
late-season melt of the snowpack, shortening the ski season and reducing the frozen
water in reserve for drinking water throughout the summer months. In Colorado alone,
almost eight out of 10 glasses of water from
the tap is from snowmelt.
OUR POCKETBOOKS
Protect Our Winters is an organization of winter sport enthusiasts founded by professional
snowboarder Jeremy Jones in 2007 to, according to its website, “focus on educational
initiatives, political advocacy and community-based activism” in the pursuit of positive
climate action. In February 2018, Protect Our

WHY IT MATTERS FOR SKIERS
On a positive note, there will be snow for
the foreseeable future. However, today’s
snow and its seasonal patterns are different
than what many of us experienced as children. With a warming climate, we are seeing
what was previously snow fall as rain, and
it’s happening more frequently at lower
elevations. Warmer spring temperatures are
affecting regions across the U.S., resulting
in less snowfall overall and changing its
distribution when it does arrive.
The three RCP scenarios. Image from Protect Our Winters
Economic Report 2018.

Research done by Justin Mankin and Noah
Diffenbaugh et al. in 2015 shows both the

Value added to U.S. economy by winter recreation. Image from Protect Our Winters Economic Report 2018.

Jake Gaventa on a couloir mission in Rocky Mountain
National Park. Photo by Mike Soucey.
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Winters released a dynamic economic report
highlighting the impacts of climate change on
the U.S. snow sports industry.
According to this report, in 2016 the U.S.
ski and snowboard industry supported over
191,000 jobs with nearly $6.9 billion in wages
earned. When accounting for all things related
to this industry, including transportation, food,
and other expenditures, the number jumps to
$11.3 billion in 2016.
In the small mountain towns where many of us
work, volunteer, and recreate, snow is money.
It’s the economic livelihood of the places we
call home, so when patterns start to change
and the normal winter routines aren’t reliable, ski resorts, and the many companies and
industries that rely on them, suffer the consequences and have no choice but to adapt.
According to the Protect Our Winters
Economic Report, the U.S. fosters the second
largest ski industry in the world (second to
Europe), yet since the 1980s the number of
ski resorts declined from over 700 operating
ski resorts to 460 today (Vanant, 2017).
The majority of the industry is currently
managed by several large corporations that
are able to more successfully absorb the
year-to-year variations in snowfall and skier
visits while the smaller resorts are struggling.
In addition to the variability in landscape
(owning resorts in many regions of the
country and thus maximizing their snowfall
potential), large ski corporations can tap into
capital for investments to reduce the impact
of climate change, such as increasing snowmaking and summer activities to support
year-round revenue.

The start of the Birkebeiner.

THE BIRKEBEINER
An example of the challenge that small ski
communities and resorts face in adapting to
climate change is the Birkebeiner, or “Birkie,”
a Nordic race that attracts more than 10,000
racers from all parts of the world to Cable and
Hayward, two small cities in rural Wisconsin.
This race is hosted by a small, local nonprofit
that after cancelling the race in 2017 due to
warm temperatures and unsafe snow conditions is now actively seeking ways to mitigate
the impacts of climate change.
The Birkie brings in nearly $25 million to
the local area, and according to Executive
Director Ben Popp, “80 percent of the people
that do the Birkie will return to this area
sometime outside of the race (Protect Our
Winters Economic Report 2018).” These two
towns can’t afford to lose the revenue and
exposure from the Birkie, so race officials
are working hard to adapt, including a

Projected snow water equivalent in the Western U.S. Image from Protect Our Winters Economic Report 2018.
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multi-million dollar investment in snowmaking equipment to carry them through warmer
temperatures and maintaining and exploring
diverse race events like trail running and the
Fat Bike Birkie, which attracted 500 riders in
its fifth year. The Birkebeiner may not have
natural snow for every race to come, but they
are working hard to maintain their tradition
with creativity and community support.
Models provide a glimpse into the likely winter changes to occur throughout the United
States in the next decades. Straight from the
Protect Our Winters Economic Report, here
are a few of the changes we can expect to see:
•

Based on RCP8.5, “Under a higher
emissions scenario, the total amount of
seasonal snowfall would be projected to
decrease by 10-30 percent by the end of
the 21st century (Zarzycki, 2017).”

•

“The rain-snow transition zone will

!
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when Mother Nature doesn’t deliver and
employees are laid off or jump departments.
Typically at Eldora, it’s that awkward time
in the season when the snow hasn’t yet
arrived or temperatures have not been low
enough for adequate snowmaking (28 F) and
you’re not sure if you can take Thanksgiving
or even Christmas with your family as
everyone is “on call” waiting for the ideal
forecast to strike.
THE VALUE OF THE SKIING EXPERIENCE
Climate change has the ability to reduce a
skier’s individual enjoyment on the slopes.
In general, we prefer deeper snow and lower
temperatures unless it’s spring and bikini season at Lake Tahoe ski areas or we’re beaching
it at Arapahoe Basin in Colorado. Our overall
value of the skiing experience can decline
with lower snow totals and warmer temperatures and can easily affect what we are willing
to pay for a ski ticket and how often we catch
the bus up to our local hill.
Early morning on a powder day at Eldora Mountain Resort. Photo by Eryka Thorley.

likely shift northward by up to 4° in
latitude in the central and eastern United
States by the end of the 21st century
under a higher emissions scenario. Under
a lower emissions scenario, the northward shift could be reduced to about 2°
in latitude (Ning and Bradley, 2015).”
•

•

•

•

“The Cascades and Sierra Nevada
Mountains would see 65 percent decline
in snow water equivalent (SWE) by the
end of the century, assuming continued
high emissions (Gergel et al., 2017).”
“A projected 10.8°F (6°C) degrees of
warming under a higher emissions scenario in the Sierra Nevada could shorten
the snow season by over two months and
eliminate it altogether at lower elevations
(Bales et al. 2015).”
“Average snow season (November-March)
temperature increase exceeds 9°F (5°C) by
the 2080s in the Northern and Southern
Rockies, under a high emissions scenario
or RCP8.5 (Gergel et al., 2017).”
The White Mountains in Arizona and
the lower Colorado “could experience a 95 percent decrease in SWE by
the 2080s, assuming high emissions
(Gergel et al., 2017).”
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•

Temperatures at higher latitudes are
increasing more rapidly than other parts
of the globe. “In Alaska, the 2016 May
statewide snow coverage of 372,000
square miles (595,000 square km) was
the lowest on record dating back to 1967.
The snow coverage of 2015 was the
second lowest, and 2014 was the fourth
lowest (USGCRP, 2017).”

There are a number of ways these warmer
temperatures and low snow totals will impact
the health of the ski industry.
SKIER VISITS
It should come as no surprise, but skier visits
are directly related to the amount of snow
received in a given season. For example,
the Protect Our Winters Economic Report
states “increased skier participation levels
in high snow years meant an extra $692.9
million in value added and 11,800 extra
jobs nationwide compared to the 20012016 average. In low snow years, reduced
participation decreased value added by
over $1 billion and cost 17,400 jobs compared to an average season.”
Resort employees all know what happens

According to the Protect Our Winters
Economic Report, a 10-30 percent reduction
in consumer surplus (the value we place on
skiing) would lead to a $430 million to $1.3
billion loss, assuming the average skier visits
from 2001-16. On the flip side, a high consumer surplus results in a greater likelihood
that a skier will return to the same resort,
recommend it to others, and potentially pay
more for the experience in the future.
INCONSISTENT SNOWFALL AND WARMER
TEMPERATURES AT LOWER ELEVATIONS
If you don’t see snow out your window, are
you as inclined to go skiing? The answer is
probably not. The warm winter days at lower
elevations are when your mountain bike or
a trail run may be calling. It’s hard to keep
people motivated to ski when the backyard
is warm and sunny. With future temperature
projections and their impact on lower elevations, this may have a big influence on how
many people ski in the future.
RENEWABLE ENERGY
During his recent State of the City address,
Denver Mayor Michael Hancock committed
the city (population 693,060 in 2016) to 100
percent renewable energy for its electric grid
by 2030. Mayor Hancock explained, “Climate
change threatens our people directly, putting

Employment supported by winter tourism industry by state. Image from Protect Our Winters Economic Report 2018.

our health, environment, and economy —
our very way of life — at risk (Windpower
Engineers & Development, 2018).”

Without adjusting for the true cost of carbon,
renewable energy is now directly competitive with fossil fuel-based energy sources like
coal and natural gas. In Colorado, Xcel Energy
provides the majority of electricity, covering almost 85 percent of state residents. In
November 2017, Xcel received bids for over
50,000 megawatts of new renewable energy
projects in Colorado, including wind, solar,
and battery storage capacity.
In early spring 2018, these numbers were
updated to adjust for the 30 percent solar
tariff decision that was passed in January. Not
surprisingly, the median wind price still came
in below 2 cents per kilowatt hour, solar at
just over 3 cents, and solar with photovoltaic
storage just under 4 cents per kilowatt hour.
These are some of the cheapest renewable
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In May 2018, just nine months after its adoption, Nederland’s board of trustees signed
its entire municipal electricity demands to
a local solar garden contract for the next
20 years. This accomplished the first of
Nederland’s milestone goals toward 100 percent renewable energy, with all residents and
businesses to follow by 2025.
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In August 2017, Nederland unanimously
adopted a 100 percent renewable energy
resolution for its electric grid. According to the
Sierra Club, Nederland was the 42nd city in
the U.S. to commit, and it was the support of
the local ski resort, Eldora, and 500 other businesses and locals in town that made it happen.

According to the International Renewable
Energy Agency (IRENA), the price of solar
has dropped approximately 80 percent since
2009, and the price of wind has dropped
30-40 percent. According to Carbon Tracker,
an independent think tank based in London
that “carries out in-depth analysis on the
impact of the energy transition on capital
markets,” what makes the recent bids by Xcel
so extraordinary is that wind with storage is
now cheaper than coal-generated power, and
solar with storage is cheaper than around 75
percent of coal power in Colorado. Renewable
energy is cheaper than it’s ever been and will
continue to grow more so with advances in
technology and market competition. Coal is
not coming back.

PHOTO: DUSTIN SCHAEFER, LOVELAND SKI AREA

Denver is now the 73rd city in the United
States to commit to 100 percent renewable
energy. Not only is it good for human health
and the environment, it’s a smart financial
investment and helps protect one of the largest industries in Colorado, snow sports.

energy bids in the country.

CORPORATE SUPPORT
In June 2016, it was announced that Powdr
Corp. purchased our local hill, Eldora
Mountain Resort. As a family of patrollers, we
were apprehensive about the purchase and
what it meant for our winter livelihood. We
were told that things would stay as they were
for the first year as the new owners observed
and evaluated how the resort operated.
This was true, outside of a few upgrades, as
Powdr patiently observed Eldora for a year
to better understand its unique culture and
operations, including its carbon offsets and
renewable energy credits. As a ski patroller
and local renewable energy advocate, it was
phenomenal to have support from Eldora in
Nederland’s recent 100 percent commitment
to sustainability initiatives, including LED
changeovers and solar array discussions.
Powdr Corp. Sustainability Director Laura
Schaffer was a huge help in changing our
local sustainability culture at Eldora, as
she advocates for the company’s aggressive
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sustainability plans where needed with support for Powdr’s Green Teams. According to
a media release by John Cummings, Powdr’s
founder and CEO until recently, “Since 2006,
POWDR has invested about $7 million in
carbon reduction initiatives including wind
power purchases, avoiding 300,000 tons of
carbon pollution and accounting for a 49
percent reduction in the company’s overall
carbon footprint (2016).”
Powdr Corp.’s 2016 statement committing to
the Paris climate agreement after President
Trump pulled the U.S. from its prior commitment further summarizes what they
believe in.
“POWDR’s climate commitment is about
community, about all of us and all of you
who have been influenced and inspired
by the mountains. The soul of our sports
depends on the health of our planet and
protecting our playgrounds is a core
principle of POWDR that helps inform our
long-term vision. This is why we will never
stray from our commitment to responsible
and innovative use of resources to help
ensure the enduring viability of our environment. We’re still in, and we’re in for the
long haul.”
WHAT CAN YOU DO?
There are many things an individual can do
to combat climate change on the local scale,
such as:
1. Get involved locally. Check with your
local government and see what boards
are working on sustainability projects
that you are interested in. It can be
intimidating to join a new group or jump
into a subject you may not be an expert
in, but we all start somewhere.
2. Check into local 100 percent renewable
energy campaigns; if there isn’t one,
start one. Protect Our Winters, Sierra
Club, and 350.org are just a few organizations that offer huge support for local
and national 100 percent renewable
energy goals.
3. Call, email, or write your local city,
state, and federal representatives. Urge
them to push for policy and legislation
that supports and promotes a clean
energy economy.
4. Vote with your pocketbook. Explore
what companies are supporting the
environment and aggressive action
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toward clean, renewable energy. Your
dollar makes a difference.
WHAT CAN PATROLLERS DO?
Torrey Udall, the manager of development and
operations at Protect Our Winters, believes
patrollers are the most powerful voices on the
mountain regarding climate change. “It’s really
important to find a trusted messenger, and
there is no better trusted messenger then a ski
patroller on the mountain,” Udall explains.
“They are treated with respect, are the experts,
and have the experience. Just speaking to the
patrol history and their understanding, having
them call out the issue as it is, is a really powerful thing. If ski patrollers were to engage day
in and day out with issues on climate change,
that would be a huge win.”
Udall further explained the impact of resorts
joining the Protect Our Winters alliance
and getting involved formally with climate
campaigns. It’s important that we all use
our leverage as employees at both small
resorts and large resorts to amplify our voice
with resort leadership groups and investment teams. It’s the ski boots on the ground
communicating and advocating for the environment that will make a difference.
According to Udall, there are three steps your
ski resort needs to take to become an official
partner with Protect Our Winters.
1. Your resort must commit to walk the
walk and focus on all aspects of their
supply chain. The economics are an easy
sell, but it’s important that resorts or
companies commit to sustainability.
2. Your resort needs to flag climate change
and publicly speak about it to guests,
employees, and everyone involved. This
includes listing their stance on climate
change on a website and on the resort
property as well.
3. Lastly, there needs to be an outreach
component, including an après ski
engagement or leadership team and
employees to support this endeavor.
It’s important to engage employees on
climate change and bring in groups
like Protect Our Winters to provide the
opportunity to learn more about this
issue and discuss it.
FUTURE GENERATIONS
Our daughter’s name is Wynter, which her
father and I couldn’t have found more fitting

Wynter in the snow. Photo by Eryka Thorley.

as we were naming her. Often, I think about
what I will tell her 15 years from now when
she is a teenager questioning everything
in this world. I think about what I will say
when she asks why we didn’t do more to
curb climate emissions when we had all
of the solutions at our fingertips, when she
complains that there isn’t enough snow for
Christmas or her ski practice is cancelled.
I don’t yet have an answer, but I tell myself
that every time we talk about it, every time
we have that challenging conversation with
our conservative family members or stumbling debate with our skeptical evangelical
friends, that we’re getting closer to where
our future needs to be, where Wynter’s future
needs to be.
The Protect Our Winters Economic
Report summarizes it beautifully, stating,
“Ultimately, winter sports join ranks with
arts and culture, literature, music and song,
to create the space for reflection that enables
citizenry to care about more than just themselves and their powder turns, but also about
what their role is in society. Losing snow
to a warming world when we have human
innovation and all of the technology at hand
to save it, would be a greater loss than pure
numbers can quantify.”
A sustainable renewable energy-fueled future
is our only option. We must find a way to
manage our resources and needs in a way
that allows the natural environment to flourish. This transition will happen one way or
another, and the faster we make it, the less
the impact on our beloved winter and each
unique, beautiful white snowflake. +
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LANGE RX 120
Built from the chassis of the redesigned RS, the all-new RX
120 offers a racing pedigree with enhanced all-mountain
features and a new, more inclusive fit. The new Dual Core
shell construction and Dual 3D liner integrate perfectly,
ensuring unparalleled foot-wrapping, precision, and power
transmission. New RX-specific fit retains Lange’s strong
foothold with a more instant and accessible out-of-box fit.
Last:	97 (LV) millimeter or 100 millimeter
Flex:
120
Sizes:
24.5-31.5 (half sizes)
Weight per pair: 	4,240 grams (9.34 pounds) (26.5)
____________________________________________________

TECNICA COCHISE 130 DYN
The Cochise 130 DYN is ready for anything the
backcountry has in store. An ultralight shell and 42-degree
range of motion in hike mode turn the short ascent
up to the next powder run into a walk in the park. On
the downhill, a flex rating of 130 and the four-buckle
construction give it impressive performance, even in
the toughest of conditions. Tecnica’s C.A.S. (Custom
Adaptive Shape) system offers numerous fit options to
accommodate even the most “problematic” foot shapes.
Last:
99 millimeter
130
Flex:
Sizes:
22.5-30.5 (half sizes)
Weight per pair: 	4,160 grams (9.17 pounds) (27.5)
____________________________________________________

TECNICA ZERO G TOUR PRO
The power of lightness. To date, ski touring has involved
compromising downhill performance to save on weight.
Those days are now over. The Zero G Tour Pro weighs just
1,315 grams thanks to its carbon fiber Grilamid® cuff and
boasts a 55-degree range of motion. A four-buckle design
with a true flex of 130 makes the ZG Tour Pro second to
none in downhill performance. So feel free to go further,
higher, bigger, and faster; the Tour Pro will take you there.
Last:
99 millimeter
Flex:
130
Sizes:
22.5-30.5 (half sizes)
Weight per pair: 	2,630 grams (5.79 pounds) (26.5)
____________________________________________________
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MEN’S BOOTS
____________________________________________________

ROSSIGNOL ALLTRACK ELITE 130 LT
The evolution of the award-winning Alltrack collection,
the new Alltrack Elite 130 LT is a no-compromise, nextgeneration, free-touring boot with a race-inspired,
98-millimeter narrow fit. New Generative Design
Grid and Dual Core shell technologies combine for
the most effective reduction in weight (1,690 grams),
while simultaneously increasing rebound and energy
transmission. Dynafit® certified inserts and an optimized
axis-of-rotation ensure unparalleled freedom of movement
while touring.
Last:
98 millimeter
Flex:
130
24.5-29.5 (half-sizes)
Sizes:
Weight per pair: 	3,320 grams (7.31 pounds) (26.5)
____________________________________________________

SCARPA FREEDOM SL 120
Designed with the help of Scarpa athlete Chris Davenport,
the award-winning Freedom SL 120 is Scarpa’s most
popular freeride boot — stiff enough to charge serious
lines from the lift or the heli, but light and flexible enough
for a tour of duty on big backcountry objectives.
Last:
101 millimeter
Flex:
120
24.5-31 (half sizes)
Sizes:
Weight per pair: 	3,790 grams (8.35 pounds) (27)
____________________________________________________

SCARPA FREEDOM RS 130
Scarpa’s stiffest, most powerful freeride boot that maintains
both race-inspired flex and efficient range of motion in
walk mode, the Freedom RS 130 is a no-compromise boot
for driving big skis down steep, committing lines on either
side of the rope line.
Last:
101 millimeter
Flex:
130
Sizes:
23.5-31 (half sizes)
Weight per pair: 	3,980 grams (8.77 pounds) (27)
____________________________________________________

SCARPA MAESTRALE RS
A stiffer, more powerful version of the best-selling
Maestrale, the Maestrale RS elevates the intersection of
freeride performance and backcountry functionality thanks
to an innovative ski/walk mechanism, buckle system, and
a Grilamid® shell that’s infused with carbon fiber to add
rigidity without adding weight.
Last:
101 millimeter
Flex:
125
Sizes:
24.5-32 (half sizes)
Weight per pair: 	2,820 grams (6.21 pounds) (27)
____________________________________________________
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APEX HP
The HP is designed for all-mountain
performance that will let you tackle any type
of terrain in extreme comfort! Using the same
architecture as the XP, the HP also has the
benefits of being shorter, lighter, and more
responsive.

APEX XP ANTERO

ALPINA ELITE 100
Alpina’s Elite 100 is the perfect balance
between performance, comfort, and
versatility. The fully featured boots include
In-Temp heated liners for all-day enjoyment,
ski/hike mode, VCP (volume control plate) for
easily customized fit, canting, and X-Frame
design, which all add up to a boot that’s
ready to tackle it all so you can focus on your
enjoyment or responsibilities.
Last:
102 millimeter
Flex:
100
Sizes:
25-32.5
Weight per pair: 	4,593 grams
(10.12 pounds) (26.5)
________________________________________
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Named after one of the highest peaks in
Colorado, the new XP Antero builds on the
highly successful and iconic Apex XP. The
new Double-Stack Boa® design now takes
Serpentine™ lacing to an even higher level of
performance with super-powerful closure for
boot top, midfoot, and forefoot. The addition
of QPlush liner foam delivers support and
custom moldability unavailable in any other
boot on the market.
Last:
99-103 millimeter
Flex:
115-125-135
Sizes:
25-31
Weight per pair: 	4,581 grams
(10.09 pounds) (27)
________________________________________

99-103 millimeter
Last:
95-105-115
Flex:
Sizes:
25-31
Weight per pair: 	4,581 grams
(10.09 pounds) (27)
________________________________________

MEN’S BOOTS
____________________________________________________________________

NORDICA PROMACHINE 130
The Promachine 130 delivers the performance of a race boot in a more
comfortable lightweight shell and liner. The newest addition to the Machine
family, it’s the most modern, low-volume boot Nordica has ever crafted. It
employs stiffer plastic along the spine of the shell, allowing for tons of lateral
stability and a smooth flex. Wear the Promachine, and get the power you
demand with the comfort you desire.
98 millimeter
Last:
Flex:
130
Sizes: 	24.5-30.5 (half sizes)
Weight per pair: 	3,740 grams (8.24 pounds) (26.5)
____________________________________________________________________

NORDICA STRIDER PRO 130
The Strider Pro 130 brings a new level of downhill performance to the hike
category. Built around an aggressive flex and a versatile 100-millimeter last,
the boot tackles the toughest terrain with confidence and grit. Its alpine hike
mechanism affords a generous 46-degree range of motion, yet when lockedout in ski mode, its spine delivers unprecedented power and precision for
the ride down. The Strider Pro 130 provides the freedom you crave and
performance you can depend on.
100 millimeter
Last:
Flex:
130
Sizes:
22.5-31 (half sizes)
Weight per pair: 	3,600 grams (7.93 pounds)
____________________________________________________________________

DALBELLO PANTERRA 130 I.D.
For upper-end skiers looking for a wide range of adjustment features and
creature comforts, the Panterra 130 I.D. incorporates many of the structural
and performance features of the popular Krypton, with a wider last, a walk
mode, and lighter weight. Dalbello’s three-piece Cabrio design provides
consistent flex and shock absorption with lateral power and support. Contour
4 Technology delivers an anatomical fit with extra room at the key hot spots
many skiers encounter, while the VFF Fit System enables the forefoot width
to be adjusted via the toe buckle. Center Balanced Stance centers the skier
over the sweet spot of the ski for more power and control with less effort.
Last:
102-100 millimeters variable
130
Flex:
Sizes:
25-30.5 (half sizes)
Weight per pair: 	3,600 grams (7.93 pounds)
____________________________________________________________________

DALBELLO DS 130
To create the new Dalbello DS Series, Italian designers devised a bi-injected
Power Cage construction that consists of a hard polyurethane frame
integrated with a second injection that together results in a lighter, slimmer
design with great power transmission, cosmetic appeal, and ease of entry/
exit. On the medial side of the lower shell, a special textured surface provides
the power transmission of a thicker material without the added weight. The
DS 130 is the flagship, with a 100-millimeter last, a new, lightweight boot
board with superior insulation for added warmth, and an extra shim included
to help raise the heel if needed.
Last:
100 millimeter
Flex:
130
Sizes:
24-30.5 (half sizes)
Weight per pair: 	3,950 grams (8.7 pounds)
____________________________________________________________________
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LANGE XT FREE 110 W LV
Featuring Lange’s revolutionary Dual Core technology and ultralight
Grilamid® construction, the all-new XT Free 110 W LV is a new benchmark
in free-touring weight (1,500 grams) and performance. Dynafit® certified
inserts and Lange’s patented Power V-Lock ensure maximum mobility
(43-degree range of motion) for the ascent and uncompromising downhill
performance. The innovative Dual Core construction ensures unparalleled
rebound and flex control for total control of your line.
97 millimeter
Last:
Flex:
110
22.5-27.5 (half sizes)
Sizes:
Weight per pair: 	3,240 grams (7.14 pounds) (24.5)
___________________________________________________________________

TECNICA COCHISE 105 W DYN
The Cochise 105 W DYN is the ultimate work boot for the female patroller. A
women’s-specific, 99-millimeter anatomic lightweight shell and liner that has
42-degree range of motion in walk mode makes the next bootpack to that
control route no problem. The four-buckle construction and flex rating of
105 give it impressive performance on the downhill. The merino toe box is a
real bonus, keeping your toes cozy on the coldest of days.
Last:
99 millimeter
Flex:
105
Sizes:
22.5-27.5 (half sizes)
Weight per pair: 	3,430 grams (7.56 pounds) (24.5)
___________________________________________________________________

TECNICA ZERO G TOUR SCOUT W
The power of lightness. To date, ski touring has involved compromising
downhill performance to save on weight. Those days are now over. The Zero
G Tour Scout W weighs just 1,360 grams and boasts a 55-degree range of
motion in hike mode. A four-buckle design with a true flex of 115 makes
the Zero G Tour Scout W second to none in downhill performance. So feel
free to go further, higher, bigger, and faster; the Tour Scout W will take you
there.
Last:
99 millimeter
Flex:
115
Sizes:
22.5-27.5 (half sizes)
Weight per pair: 	2,720 grams (5.99 pounds) (26.5)
___________________________________________________________________

ROSSIGNOL ALLTRACK ELITE 100 LT W
The evolution of Rossignol’s award-winning women’s collection, the new
Alltrack Elite 100 LT W is a no compromise, next-generation, women’s freetouring boot in a narrower, 98-millimeter “skinny fit” last. New Generative
Design Grid and Dual Core shell technologies combine for the most
effective reduction in weight (1,690 grams) while simultaneously increasing
rebound and energy transmission. Dynafit® certified inserts and an
optimized axis-of-rotation ensure unparalleled freedom of movement
while touring.
Last:
98 millimeter
Flex:
100
Sizes:
23.5-27.5 (half-sizes)
Weight per pair: 	2,980 grams (6.56 pounds)
___________________________________________________________________
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SCARPA FREEDOM SL 120
Built with a women’s-specific cuff, last, and
liner, the award-winning Freedom SL 120 is
Scarpa’s stiffest women’s-specific freeride
boot that’s supportive enough to tackle the
biggest, steepest lines, while remaining light
and flexible enough for out-the-gate missions
and backcountry tours.
101 millimeter
Last:
Flex:
120
Sizes:
21.5-27 (half sizes)
Weight per pair: 	3,200 grams
(7.05 pounds) (25)
________________________________________

SCARPA GEA RS
Scarpa’s stiffest, most powerful women’sspecific AT boot that elevates the intersection
of freeride performance and backcountry
functionality, the Gea RS features Scarpa’s
wave closure system, a freeride-style ski/walk
mechanism, and an innovative Grilamid®
shell that’s infused with carbon fiber to add
power and rigidity without adding weight.
102 millimeter
Last:
Flex:
100
Sizes:
22.5-27 (half sizes)
Weight per pair: 	2,520 grams
(5.55 pounds) (25)
________________________________________

ALPINA EVE 75
Warmth and comfort! Now, who doesn’t
want that on the hill? Alpina’s Eve 75
features heated liners with an easy-to-use,
rechargeable battery system that guarantees
all-day warmth. Adjustments in the calf and
overall volume are easily achieved, and
the four-buckle design power strap helps
complete the fit for maximum performance.
Last:
104
Flex:
75
Sizes:
22-27.5
Weight per pair: 	3,674 grams
(8.09 pounds)
________________________________________
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APEX XP-L

DALBELLO DS 110 W

HEAD NEXO LYT 110 W

The XP-L brings a new level of performance
to aggressive female skiers who demand
superior support and response without
sacrificing warmth and comfort. The XP-L has
the same architecture as the XP, resulting in
the shortest, stiffest, and lightest boot Apex
has ever offered to the female skier.

The new Dalbello DS Series stands out
with a new construction devoted to
delivering optimal all-day comfort in a highperformance, 100-millimeter last, four-buckle
overlap boot. Italian designers devised a
bi-injected Power Cage construction that
consists of a hard polyurethane frame
integrated with a second injection that
results in a lighter, slimmer design with great
power transmission, cosmetic appeal, and
ease of entry/exit. On the medial side of
the lower shell, a special textured surface
provides the power transmission of a thicker
material without the added weight. With a
99-millimeter last, the DS 110 W women’s
boot suits advanced skiers looking for
responsive performance combined with
warmth and comfort.

“LYT done right” is more than a tagline —
it’s the central theme of Head’s product
design department. When light weight is
a must, and comfort with top performance
are requirements, the end result is always
better. The all-new Nexo LYT 110 W is the
embodiment of this philosophy. With its
superlight, Graphene-enhanced shell that can
be molded around women’s feet, its AutoAdapt tech tongue that comfortably cradles
women’s calves, and its luxurious Liquid Fit
liner that embraces heels and ankles, even
the most aggressive skier will find incredible
comfort in the most memorable conditions.
Like we said, this truly is “LYT done right.”

Last:
99-101 millimeter
Flex:
95-105-115
Sizes:
23-27
Weight per pair: 	4,450 grams
(9.81 pounds) (25)
________________________________________

99 millimeter
Last:
Flex:
110
Sizes:
22-27.5 (half sizes)
Weight per pair: 	3,470 grams
(7.65 pounds)
________________________________________
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Last:
96 millimeter
Flex:
110/100
Sizes: 	23-27.5 (half sizes)
Weight per pair: 	3,430 grams
(7.56 pounds)
________________________________________

NORDIC GEAR
ALPINA DISCOVERY 68
As part of the Nordic patrol, it’s important to
have versatile skis that can easily handle track
or off-track missions. These Nordic backcountry
skis are narrow enough to let you glide well
and wide enough for your off-track adventures.
Steel edges and all-terrain bases make them
easy to maintain and extremely versatile, and
the Cap construction with poplar wood cores
gives fluid, easy flex.
Dimensions:
68-60-65 millimeters
Radius:
N/A
Sizes: 	160, 170, 180, 190
centimeters
Weight per pair: 	3,810 grams
(8.39 pounds)
________________________________________

LEKI HRC MAX
A high-end competition pole, the HRC Max
provides perfect swing balance, stiffness, and
security against breakage. Leki’s Trigger Shark
2.0 grip paired with the new Frame strap gives
a close, strong connection for performance fit
and feel. The Fin Vario system allows changing
of the basket without glue. 100 percent highmodulus carbon.

ALPINA ALASKA 75
The Alaska 75-millimeter backcountry boots
feature a tough leather and synthetic upper
that protects your foot from the elements and
endows the boot with a moderately stiff flex
for plenty of control, uphill and downhill. For
extra protection, it integrates a waterproof
and breathable Alpitex membrane into the
boot so extended tours won’t leave your
feet soaked. It also includes Thinsulate™
insulation to keep your toes warm during
those long excursions.

57 grams/meter
Weight:
Useable lengths: 	150, 160, 170, 180
centimeters
________________________________________

Flex:
Medium
Sizes:
36-47
Weight per pair: 	2,086 grams
(4.59 pounds)
________________________________________
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BLACK DIAMOND ROUTE 105
The Route 105 is a combination of durable materials and damp
yet responsive performance. The result is a ski with both the
power and control needed for ticking big lines and technical
couloirs. Built with a fiberglass layup, poplar wood core, and
flat construction for increased torsional stiffness. The versatile
105-millimeter waist tackles the full gamut of snow conditions,
and the rockered profile makes for improved performance both
on the skin track and in deep snow.
Dimensions: 	132-105-119 millimeters
(175 centimeters)
Radius: 	21 meters (175 centimeters)
Sizes:
165, 175, 185 centimeters
Weight per pair: 	3,400 grams (7.49 pounds)
(175 centimeters)
________________________________________________________

BLACK DIAMOND HELIO 105
Black Diamond’s ultralight ski for dawn-to-dusk missions and
technical descents is the Helio 105. It offers a playful balance
of soft-snow performance with technical precision. The Helio
is incredibly light for big vert days and technical ascents, while
maintaining a smooth flex and torsional stiffness for reliable,
responsive skiing. Early rise in the tip and tail improves flotation
and trail-breaking efficiency, and an ABS tail protector also has
an integrated skin-clip tab to keep your skins from sliding off.
Dimensions: 	132-105-119 millimeters
(175 centimeters)
Radius: 	21 meters (175 centimeters)
Sizes:
165, 175, 185 centimeters
Weight per pair: 	2,900 grams (6.39 pounds)
(175 centimeters)
________________________________________________________

BLACK DIAMOND BOUNDARY 100
The Black Diamond Boundary 100 is a hard-charging freeride
ski that handles the full spectrum of snow conditions on either
side of the rope. Designed with a versatile 100-millimeter
waist, the Boundary features a modern rockered shape
that’s floaty enough for storm days, while still remaining
maneuverable and stiff enough for the chop. To eliminate
chatter, the Sidewall Dampening System uses a multi-density
sidewall panel just behind the contact point to create an ultradamp vibration barrier.
Dimensions: 	132-100-119 millimeters
(180 centimeters)
Radius: 	21 meters (180 centimeters)
Sizes:
172, 180, 188 centimeters
Weight per pair: 	4,100 grams (9.03 pounds)
(180 centimeters)
________________________________________________________
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ROSSIGNOL EXPERIENCE 94 TI
Cross every boundary, know no limits. Designed for all-terrain
adventure on every side of the resort, the all-new Experience
94 Ti is a powerful all-mountain ski for expert skiers. The racedeveloped LCT combines with new Air Tip VAS technology
for ultimate stability and control, while the freeride-inspired
profile offers the playful fluidity to drift, smear, float, and carve
wherever the snow takes you.
132-94-122 millimeters
Dimensions:
Radius: 	18.5 meters (187 centimeters)
173, 180, 187 centimeters
Sizes:
Weight per pair: 	4,100 grams (9.03 pounds)
(187 centimeters)
________________________________________________________

ROSSIGNOL SUPER 7 HD
The most celebrated powder ski in the world, the 100 percent
redesigned, all-new Super 7 HD continues to make powder
skiing easier, more natural, and more fun. Featuring all-new
Air Tip 2.0 and Carbon Alloy Matrix technologies, at 116
millimeters underfoot the Super 7 HD supplies effortless
flotation and instant speed control for unrivaled big-mountain
performance in the deepest snow conditions.
Dimensions:
140-116-122 millimeters
Radius: 	21 meters (188 centimeters)
Sizes:
172, 180, 188 centimeters
Weight per pair: 	4,200 grams (9.25 pounds)
(188 centimeters)
________________________________________________________

ROSSIGNOL SOUL 7 HD
The most innovative, popular, and playful freeride ski in the
world, the all-new Soul 7 HD has been 100 percent redesigned
for even more instinctive versatility and progressive freeride
performance. Featuring all-new Air Tip 2.0 and Carbon
Alloy Matrix technologies, at 106 millimeters underfoot the
all-new Soul 7 HD is lighter and more powerful, with the
uncompromising versatility to go wherever the snow takes you.
Dimensions:
136-106-126 millimeters
Radius: 	18 meters (180 centimeters)
Sizes: 	156, 164, 172, 180, 188 centimeters
Weight per pair: 	3,800 grams (8.37 pounds)
(180 centimeters)
________________________________________________________
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DYNASTAR LEGEND X106
Designed to take you anywhere, the all-new Legend
X106 eliminates the boundary between freeride
and all-mountain for truly inspiring all-terrain
performance. The newest Powerdrive Free construction
unleashes smooth dynamic power, playful energy,
and groundbreaking grip for the most responsive ski
control. A progressive rocker profile and five-point
sidecut supply the natural versatility and float to make
the entire mountain your playground.
Dimensions: 	139-106-123 millimeters
(182 centimeters)
Radius: 	17 meters (182 centimeters)
Sizes:
173, 182, 188 centimeters
Weight per pair: 	4,000 grams (8.81 pounds)
(182 centimeters)
________________________________________________

DYNASTAR LEGEND X96
Equal parts power and playfulness, the all-new Legend
X96 delivers freeride-inspired, all-terrain performance,
wherever the snow takes you. The newest Powerdrive
Free construction unleashes smooth dynamic power,
playful energy, and groundbreaking grip for the most
responsive ski control. A progressive rocker profile and
five-point sidecut supply the natural versatility and float,
while Titanal reinforcement delivers the additional power
to charge through any snow conditions.
Dimensions: 	132-96-112 millimeters
(178 centimeters)
Radius: 	17 meters (178 centimeters)
Sizes: 	165, 171, 178, 186 centimeters
Weight per pair: 	3,500 grams (7.71 pounds)
(178 centimeters)
________________________________________________

BLIZZARD RUSTLER 11
Whatever the conditions, with the Rustler 11 you’ll be
grinning all day long. It is founded on two signature
concepts: Carbon Flipcore D.R.T Technology and an
innovative waist concept where the longer the ski, the
wider the waist, which gives ambitious freeriders and
freeride athletes more control and float, even on steep
terrain. The smooth rocker-camber-rocker profile makes
it responsive and stable, yet super playful in softer snow
and powder conditions and on any type of terrain.
Dimensions: 	139-112-129 millimeters
(180 centimeters)
Radius: 	19 meters (180 centimeters)
Sizes: 	164, 172, 180, 188, 192
centimeters
Weight per pair: 	4,000 grams (8.81 pounds)
(180 centimeters)
________________________________________________
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BLIZZARD BONAFIDE
The legendary Bonafide continues to set the bar in the
all-mountain freeride world. A versatile all-mountain
sidecut and reduced rocker profile make this ski nimble
and easy handling, while the proven Carbon Flipcore™
with two sheets of Titanal makes them calm, confident,
and powerful. Attack the mountain in powder, crud,
groomers, or rock-hard snow and feel the precision and
exhilaration that athletes and testers rave about.
Dimensions: 	135-98-119 millimeters
(180 centimeters)
Radius: 	18 meters
(180 centimeters)
Sizes: 	166, 173, 180, 187 centimeters
Weight per pair: 	4,200 grams (9.25 pounds)
(180 centimeters)
________________________________________________

HEAD KORE 99
Engineered to blend the top traits of featherweight
touring skis and super-stable all-mountain carvers, the
Kore 99 will help you achieve your perfect ski adventure.
Though light in weight, its heavy-duty performance
gives skiers a smooth, damp, and refreshingly
responsive platform. If you’ve ever wanted a ski that can
fly through freshies as easily as it trenches groomers
— or for that matter take on any snow condition that’s
in front of you — look no further, the 99 is for you.
#tothekore.
Dimensions: 	134-99-120 millimeters
(180 centimeters)
Radius: 	16.4 meters
(180 centimeters)
Sizes: 	153, 162, 171, 180, 189
centimeters
Weight per pair: 	3,560 grams (7.84 pounds)
(180 centimeters)
________________________________________________

HEAD KORE 93
Sometimes it’s deep. Sometimes it’s tracked. Sometimes
it’s bumped. Lots of times it’s groomed. If this is when
and where you ski, the Kore 93 is for you. Compared
to its big brothers, the 93 will initiate the turn earlier,
leaving nothing but smiles in its wake. Damp and stable,
yet quick and light. #tothekore.
Dimensions: 	133-93-115 millimeters
(180 centimeters)
Radius: 	16.4 meters
(180 centimeters)
Sizes: 	153, 162, 171, 180, 189
centimeters
Weight per pair: 	3,470 grams (7.65 pounds)
(180 centimeters)
________________________________________________
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NORDICA ENFORCER 110
The Enforcer 110 is the newest addition to the Enforcer
family. Inspired by the 100, with an affinity for soft snow,
it’s as powerful as it is playful. To keep the ski’s weight in
check while maximizing fun, it pairs a balsa wood core with
carbon and two sheets of metal. This design also enhances
response and dampens vibrations for an especially smooth
ride. For all-mountain performance tailored to soft snow,
choose the Enforcer 110.
Dimensions: 	140-110-129 millimeters
(185 centimeters)
Radius: 	18.5 meters (185 centimeters)
Sizes: 	169, 177, 185, 191 centimeters
Weight per pair: 	4,250 grams (9.36 pounds)
(185 centimeters)
____________________________________________________

VÖLKL M5 MANTRA
Introducing the next all-mountain freeride benchmark,
the M5 Mantra. The fifth-generation features a new way
of arranging the metal layers called Titanal Frame: the
metal sections follow the ski shape in the tip and tail, with
an added carbon inlay in the tip. It’s lighter in weight, with
the same damping properties as a full sheet of metal. Its
new shape is 134-96-117 millimeters, with a tightened
turn radius of 19.8 meters. Tip and tail rocker with camber
underfoot and vertical sidewalls round out the setup.
Dimensions: 	134-96-117 millimeters
(177 centimeters)
Radius: 	17.9 meters (177 centimeters)
Sizes: 	170, 177, 184, 191 centimeters
Weight per pair: 	4,060 grams (8.95 pounds)
(177 centimeters)
____________________________________________________

VÖLKL DEACON 76
The new Deacon 76 is intended to make firm, icy
conditions more fun. Völkl engineers developed a 3D.Glass
sandwich construction with two layers of fiberglass —
one that wraps around the base and extends over the
sidewalls and one that sits below the metal layer on top.
This provides more power and a smooth, progressive flex,
resulting in smoother turns and easier transitions from
long to short turns. With a full wood core, vertical sidewall
construction, and two sheets of Titanal, the new Deacon
models breathe new life into frontside skiing.
Dimensions: 	122-76-103 millimeters
(176 centimeters)
Radius: 	18.3 meters (176 centimeters)
Sizes:
171, 176, 181 centimeters
Weight per pair: 	4,540 grams (10 pounds)
(176 centimeters)
____________________________________________________
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ICELANTIC NOMAD 105
The award-winning Nomad 105 is Icelantic’s flagship
model, best-selling ski, and the foundation of the Nomad
Freeride Collection. Its 105-millimeter platform and
bombproof construction allow for great flotation and
stability all over the mountain. This energetic freeride tool
is best described as playful, surfy, and, most importantly,
FUN! Go ahead, see what everyone has been talking
about and get on a pair! Handmade in Denver, Colorado,
and backed by Icelantic’s signature 3-Year “No Questions
Asked” Warranty.
140-105-130 millimeters
Dimensions:
Radius: 	19 meters (181 centimeters)
Sizes: 	161, 171, 181, 191 centimeters
Weight per pair: 	4,257 grams (9.38 pounds)
(181 centimeters)
____________________________________________________

ICELANTIC PATROL PIONEER
As a huge thank you to all the hard-working patrollers
(and dogs!) out there, Icelantic has designed a LimitedEdition Patrol Pioneer to help you do your job even better!
Available in the award-winning Pioneer 96 and 109, this ski
is perfect for skiing, working, traversing, staking, stepping,
and sledding all over the mountain. With tip and tail
rocker and tapered design, combined with 5 millimeters
of camber underfoot, this ski is truly an all-mountain tool.
Handmade in Denver, Colorado, and backed by Icelantic’s
signature 3-Year “No Questions Asked” Warranty.
Dimensions: 	144-109-131 millimeters
(Patrol 109)
Radius: 	19 meters (182 centimeters)
Sizes: 	166, 174, 182, 190 centimeters
Weight per pair: 	3,827 grams (8.43 pounds)
(182 centimeters)
____________________________________________________

SCOTT SPEEDGUIDE 95
The Speedguide 95 ushers in a new generation of
lightweight touring skis for the athlete focused on
weight and mobility without compromising downhill
performance. Featuring an elliptical paulownia wood core
that is reinforced with carbon fiber stringers and sheets of
aramid along with a tried and true 3Dimension sidecut,
the Speedguide is designed to ascend quickly while
maintaining a confident edge hold on steep descents and
technical terrain.
Dimensions: 	128-96-117 millimeters
(178 centimeters)
Radius: 	23 meters (178 centimeters)
Sizes:
173, 178 centimeters
Weight per pair: 	2,880 grams (6.34 pounds)
(178 centimeters)
____________________________________________________
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ROSSIGNOL EXPERIENCE 88 TI W
Experience all-mountain freedom whether carving
high-speed groomers or exploring further off-trail.
The Experience 88 Ti W is Rossignol’s most versatile
women’s all-mountain ski, blending the heart of a
high-performance carving machine with a freerideinspired profile for more playful fluidity and ease.
Race-developed LCT combines with Air Tip VAS
for confident power, stability, and control in
any conditions.
127-88-117 millimeters
Dimensions:
Radius: 	14 meters (166 centimeters)
Sizes: 	152, 159, 166, 173 centimeters
Weight per pair: 	3,300 grams (7.27 pounds)
(166 centimeters)
________________________________________________

ROSSIGNOL SOUL 7 HD W
The most innovative, popular, and playful women’s
freeride ski in the world, the all-new Soul 7 HD W has
been 100 percent redesigned for even more instinctive
versatility and progressive freeride performance.
Featuring all-new Air Tip 2.0 and Carbon Alloy Matrix
technologies, at 106 millimeters underfoot the all-new
Soul 7 HD W is lighter and more powerful, with the
uncompromising versatility to go wherever the snow
takes you.
Dimensions:
136-106-126 millimeters
Radius: 	18 meters (164 centimeters)
Sizes:
156, 164, 172 centimeters
Weight per pair: 	3,800 grams (8.37 pounds)
(172 centimeters)
________________________________________________

DYNASTAR LEGEND W96
Equal parts power and playfulness, the all-new
Legend W96 delivers freeride-inspired, all-terrain
performance, wherever the snow takes you. The
newest Powerdrive Free construction unleashes
smooth dynamic power, playful energy, and
groundbreaking grip for the most responsive ski
control. A progressive rocker profile and five-point
sidecut supply the natural versatility and float, while
a light wood core construction offers agility and
ease of use.
Dimensions:
132-96-112 millimeters
Radius: 	14 meters (171 centimeters)
Sizes: 	158, 165, 171, 178 centimeters
Weight per pair: 	3,500 grams (7.71 pounds)
(178 centimeters)
________________________________________________
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DYNASTAR LEGEND W88
Merging freeride DNA with a versatile, all-mountain
waist width, the all-new Legend W88 delivers
comfortable, all-terrain performance through any
snow conditions. The newest Powerdrive Free
construction unleashes smooth dynamic power,
playful energy, and groundbreaking grip for the most
responsive ski control. The progressive rocker profile
and five-point sidecut supply the natural versatility to
take you anywhere.
Dimensions:
125-88-109 millimeters
Radius: 	15 meters (166 centimeters)
Sizes: 	159, 166, 173, 180 centimeters
Weight per pair: 	4,000 grams (8.81 pounds)
(180 centimeters)
________________________________________________

BLIZZARD SHEEVA 10
The Sheeva 10 is fun and forgiving, while offering
stability and versatility. From pow to packed pow
and anything in between, this ski will make any turn
shape at any speed in any terrain effortless. Carbon
Flipcore D.R.T. and W.S.D. — Women’s Specific Design
— construction combine to deliver a confidenceinspiring, elevated skiing experience. Who wants to
work hard when you can play harder?
Dimensions: 	131.5-102-121.5 millimeters
(164 centimeters)
Radius: 	14.5 meters (164 centimeters)
Sizes:
156, 164, 172 centimeters
Weight per pair: 	3,100 grams (6.83 pounds)
(164 centimeters)
________________________________________________

ICELANTIC MAIDEN 101
Combining design elements from Icelantic’s topselling Nomad and their signature “Fly-Weight”
Core, the award-winning Maiden 101 is the ultimate
women’s-specific freeride ski! A rockered tip and
tail, along with 2 millimeters of camber underfoot,
allow the Maiden 101 to excel when playing in POW,
blasting through crud, and having fun all over the
mountain. Handmade in Denver, Colorado, and
backed by Icelantic’s signature 3-Year “No Questions
Asked” Warranty.
Dimensions:
136-101-126 millimeters
Radius: 	14.5 meters (162 centimeters)
Sizes:
155, 162, 169 centimeters
Weight per pair: 	3,084 grams (6.79 pounds)
(162 centimeters)
________________________________________________
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NORDICA SANTA ANA 93
With the narrowest profile in the collection, the Santa
Ana 93 loves making fluid turns on groomers — yet
it can still make you smile on a powder day. The
redesigned balsa wood core is sandwiched between
two sheets of metal to deliver exceptional response
and stability while also shedding weight, creating a ski
that’s especially playful and easy to maneuver. Light,
powerful, and playful, the Santa Ana 93 is the most
balanced ski in the collection.
Dimensions: 	124-93-112 millimeters
(169 centimeters)
Radius: 	15.5 meters
(169 centimeters)
Sizes: 	153, 161, 169, 177 centimeters
Weight per pair: 	3,430 grams (7.56 pounds)
(169 centimeters)
________________________________________________

VÖLKL SECRET
The new Secret features the same Titanal Frame
Construction found in the new M5 Mantra, but in a
narrower, 130-92-113-millimeter shape that is designed
to deliver just the right blend of float in softer snow
with tenacious edge grip on harder snow. With tip
and tail rocker and camber underfoot, full sidewall
construction, and a carbon inlay in the tip, the new
Secret delivers an unparalleled level of all-mountain
performance no matter what snow conditions the
mountain hands out.
Dimensions: 	130-92-113 millimeters
(163 centimeters)
Radius: 	16 meters
(163 centimeters)
Sizes: 	149, 156, 163, 170 centimeters
Weight per pair: 	3,320 grams (7.31 pounds)
(163 centimeters)
________________________________________________
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22 DESIGNS OUTLAW X
The Outlaw X is an updated NTN binding, now with easier step-in and out, lighter
weight, and improved durability. Still built the 22 Designs way with sweet flex, copious
spring travel, rugged steel construction, and blazing uphill and downhill performance.
An underfoot spring steel plate allows a lively flex and offers precision lateral control.
A single long spring provides smooth travel, and an easy preload adjustment makes it
easy to find the sweet spot.
Weight per pair: 	1,590 grams (3.5 pounds) (large)
1,520 grams (3.35 pounds) (small)
DIN:
N/A
Brake sizes: 	80, 95, 110, 125 millimeters
____________________________________________________________________________

22 DESIGNS VICE
A resort-skiing 75 millimeter binding, the Vice features a bombproof six-hole
mounting pattern, long-lasting chrome die springs, and a toe piece built of tough
stainless steel. It provides three pivot positions to dial in to your skiing style and
the snow you’re on. 22 Designs has improved the solid, active design of the
HammerHead to come up with the best-skiing binding on the market. If you liked the
HammerHead, you’ll love the Vice.
Weight per pair: 	1,430 grams (3.15 pounds) (large)
1,360 grams (2.99 pounds) (small)
DIN:
N/A
Brake sizes:
N/A
____________________________________________________________________________

FRITSCHI TECTON 12
Combining the best of both worlds, the Tecton is a lightweight touring binding that
performs like an alpine binding on the downhill. By utilizing the pin toe unit of the
Vipec bindings, the Tecton remains nimble for the uphill. The Tecton also features
a lateral safety release that allows it to be set for specific release forces, which adds
safety to your excursions. The easy step-in and the intuitive control provide security,
especially in challenging terrain.
Weight per pair: 	550 grams (1.21 pounds) (large)
DIN: 	5-12 if ski width > 70 millimeters
Brake sizes:
100, 110, 120 millimeters
____________________________________________________________________________

FRITSCHI VIPEC EVO 12
With an improved step-in function that makes for even smoother in-and-out, the new
Vipec Evo 12 still includes the hallmarks of the original: a predefined safety release in
the front, easy switch toe, and an ultralight construction. The mechanics have been
retooled and improved for better handling in variable terrain. Nimble for the uphill
and burly for the downhill, the Vipec Evo 12 is perfect for the dedicated backcountry
skier who values lightweight, yet reliable, equipment.
Weight per pair: 	500 grams (1.10 pounds) (without brakes)
DIN:	5-12 if ski width >70 millimeters
Brake sizes:
100, 110, 120 millimeters
____________________________________________________________________________

LOOK PIVOT
The binding of choice for the world’s most committed skiers, the Pivot is the most
trusted and reliable in skiing. The classic “turntable” design with seven points-ofcontact maximizes coupling strength for instant power transmission, precision, and
ski control and offers the most effective shock absorption for confident retention and
release. Compatible with alpine boot soles.
Weight per pair: 	2,490 grams (5.48 pounds) (18 DIN)
DIN: 	12, 14 or 18 DIN versions
Brake sizes: 	75, 95, 115, 130 millimeters
____________________________________________________________________________
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LOOK HM 12
The HM 12 is a lightweight, high-performance, free-touring
binding. The frameless design weighs only 1,270 grams per
pair and allows a more natural ski flex for enhanced downhill
performance. It features a pivoting pin-tech toe piece for
increased elasticity, offering skiers more confident retention and
reduced pre-release.
Weight per pair: 	1,270 grams (2.79 pounds)
DIN:
5-12
Brake sizes:
90, 105, 120 millimeters
___________________________________________________________

TYROLIA AAATTACK2 14 AT
Tough, compact, and with precision handling, the all-terrain
AAAttack2 14 AT is a freeski binding for powerful, top-notch
performance. The three-piece NX FR heel ensures ease of use with
rock-solid durability by connecting the binding to the ski with a
metal heel track. Accommodates both alpine and Grip Walk boot
soles.
Weight per pair: 	2,230 grams (4.91 pounds)
4-14
DIN:
Brake sizes: 	85, 95, 110, 130, 150 millimeters
___________________________________________________________

MARKER GRIFFON 13 ID
The lighter version of the Jester, providing the same features for
younger and lighter riders, this is one of the most versatile freeride
bindings on the market today, made for advanced to expert
skiers. Its Sole.ID technology allows you to adjust the bindings to
accommodate either AT or alpine boot sole norms. It also features
no-pull-out screws and a centralized swing weight. Cross-axis toe
spring and compact mounting lead to a short binding, ideal for
spins and twists. Recommended for skis over 76 millimeters wide
and available in brake widths of 90, 110, and 120 millimeters, it
comes in two color combinations.
Weight per pair: 	2,038 grams (4.49 pounds) (110 brakes)
DIN:
4-13
Brake sizes:
90, 110, 120 millimeters
___________________________________________________________

MARKER KINGPIN 13
The innovative Kingpin has earned its stripes as the performance
standard in PinTech AT binding technology. With DIN/ISO
13992:2007 certification from Germany’s prestigious TÜV testing
organization, the Kingpin’s unique toe and heel pieces are the
culmination of years of R&D testing. Ease of use, DIN/ISO certified
release function, and, best of all, unbeatable power transmission
while on the descent mean that you’ve never had a day in the
backcountry like the ones you’ll have on the Kingpin.
Weight per pair: 1,560 grams (3.43 pounds)
DIN:
6-13
Brake sizes: 	75-100, 100-125 millimeters
___________________________________________________________
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SCOTT CASCADE 2-PART
The Cascade 2-Part pole is the ultimate companion
for all your backcountry endeavors. It features
a durable, S4 aluminum two-part shaft with 25
centimeters of adjustability and extra-long rubber
grip zone for infinite hand positions while hiking and
traversing. The Cascade 2-part also comes equipped
with Scott’s SRS (safety release strap), cork grip, and
interchangeable baskets.
Weight per pair: 550 grams (1.21 pounds)
Useable lengths: 	100-125 centimeters
115-140 centimeters
________________________________________________

SCOTT CASCADE C 2-PART
Scott’s premiere carbon touring pole, the Cascade
C 2-Part is the ultimate backcountry accessory.
Featuring a lightweight, two-part carbon shaft, a broad
25-centimeter range of adjustability, and extended
foam grip, the Cascade C is ready for endless days in
the mountains.
Weight per pair: 480 grams (1.05 pounds)
Useable lengths: 	100-125 centimeters
115-140 centimeters
________________________________________________

LEKI PEAK VARIO
The Peak Vario S is an outstanding adjustable Trigger
S pole of the highest grade. Featuring the Trigger S
Speed grip, a strong HTS 6.5 aluminum upper with a
lightweight carbon lower, and an adjustable two-piece
design featuring the Speed Lock 2 system, it comes
with two sets of baskets for all conditions.
Weight:
522 grams (1.15 pounds)
Useable length: 	110-140 centimeters
________________________________________________
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LEKI SPITFIRE S
The updated Spitfire S comes with the new ProG grip
with Trigger S technology for a soft, comfortable feel
and great performance. Paired with the new Trigger
S Frame Strap, it provides optimal power transfer and
comfort. It has an HTS 6.5 16-millimeter aluminum
shaft and comes with two sets of baskets.
480 grams (1.05 pounds)
Weight:
Useable lengths: 	100, 105, 110, 115, 120, 125,
130, 135 centimeters
________________________________________________

BLACK DIAMOND TRAVERSE PRO
SKI POLE
From early-season novelty turns to midwinter storms
and spring objectives, the Black Diamond Traverse Pro
ski poles are primed for any day in the backcountry.
The Traverse Pro has a durable, all-aluminum
construction with improved grip for ergonomics.
FlickLock Pro allows for quick and secure length
changes, while innovative SwitchRelease technology
in the wrist strap and a lockable release add a
measure of safety in the event a pole gets caught in
bushes or trees.
Weight per pair: 606 grams (1.33 pounds)
Useable lengths: 	95-145 centimeters
105-155 centimeters
________________________________________________

BLACK DIAMOND FIXED LENGTH
CARBON SKI POLE
With a 100 percent carbon fiber shaft and Kevlar®wrapped lower for protection against ski edge hits,
the Black Diamond Fixed Length Carbon is built for
in-bounds shredding and is the strongest, lightest
pole Black Diamond makes. The poles’ Freeride Series
grip features a dual-density palm zone and aggressive
hooking point for leveraging bars and buckles, while
the Freeride Series strap has an easy-access design
that evenly distributes weight across the wrist.
Weight per pair: 	455 grams (1 pound)
(110 centimeters)
Usable lengths: 	115, 120, 125, 130 centimeters
________________________________________________
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AVALANCHE BEACONS
________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

BLACK DIAMOND GUIDE BT

BCA TRACKER3™

This beacon has a massive, 60-meter circular
range, mark and scan function for multiple
burials, and an auto antenna switch that
automatically adjusts to send the best
signal. The Guide BT’s Bluetooth connection
allows you to manage settings, software
updates, and battery optimization from your
smartphone, while the housing features
soft-touch contact points for improved
handling. Throw in a self-check function for
always-accurate antennas and Digital Signal
Processing to account for wayward beacon
signals.

The Tracker3™ has instantaneous real-time
display — and it’s 20 percent smaller and
lighter. Designed to be “pocket friendly,” T3
is the choice of guides, mountaineers, and the
weight-conscious crowd. Signal suppression
and “Big Picture” modes for no-nonsense
multiple-victim searching. Motion-sensing
auto revert-to-transmit mode. Upgradeable
software and electronics performance testing
for Tracker3™ fleet management.

Three
Antennas:
Frequency:
457 kHz
Power supply: 	Three alkaline AAA batteries, IEC-LR03, 1.5 volts
Battery life: 	400-plus hours in send mode
Maximum range: 	60 meters (197 feet)
Search strip width: 60 meters (197 feet)
Weight: 	200 grams (7.1 ounces) including batteries

Antennas:
Three
Frequency:
457 kHz
Power supply: 	Three alkaline AAA batteries
Battery life: 	Minimum 1 hour in search mode after 200 hours
in transmit mode (approximately 250 hours in
transmit only or 50 hours in search only)
Maximum range: 55 meters (180 feet)
Search strip width: 50 meters (164 feet)
Weight: 	215 grams (7.6 ounces) including batteries

________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________

BLACK DIAMOND RECON BT

BCA TRACKER2™
AVALANCHE TRANSCEIVER

Simplified and streamlined, yet outfitted with
all the features needed for fast, accurate
searches in the event of a slide, this beacon
is as easy to use as it is powerful. With a
50-meter circular range and three antennas
for pinpoint search accuracy, the beacon’s
Bluetooth connection allows you to manage
settings, software updates, and battery
optimization from your smartphone, while the
housing features soft-touch contact points for
improved handling.
Antennas:
Three
Frequency:
457 kHz
Power supply: 	Three alkaline AAA batteries, IEC-LR03, 1.5 volts
Battery life: 	200-plus hours in send mode
Maximum range: 50 meters (164 feet)
Search strip width: 50 meters (164 feet)
Weight: 	200 grams (7.1 ounces) including batteries

________________________________________________________________

The Tracker2™ avalanche transceiver
offers the industry’s fastest, most precise
pinpointing, with triple receive antenna,
instantaneous real-time display, an easyto-use interface, and industry-leading ease
of use, real-time display, and durability. An
intuitive, mechanical search/transmit switch
makes it easy to use right out of the box.
Includes special mode and multiple burial
indicator lights. The indestructible industry
workhorse used by ski patrols and guiding
operations everywhere.
Three
Antennas:
Frequency:
457 kHz
Power supply: 	Three alkaline AAA batteries
Battery life: 	Minimum 1 hour in search mode after 200 hours
in transmit mode (approximately 250 hours in
transmit only or 50 hours in search only)
Maximum range: 55 meters (180 feet)
Search strip width: 50 meters (164 feet)
Weight:
255 grams (9 ounces)
________________________________________________________________
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Insider’s Guide
Kent Bernier

Assistant Patrol Director, Snowbird
What is your go-to run on a powder day? Anything off the peak with a
north aspect. I don’t like traversing much; you lose a lot of elevation
quickly.
What’s your favorite après ski location at Snowbird? Tram deck. You
What
really can’t beat the scene on a nice spring afternoon.
Where’s the best place to get a burger and beer? The Lodge Bistro.
Best breakfast to fuel up before skiing in Snowbird Village? If you are
looking to catch the next tram, you have to go with the breakfast burrito
from General Gritts.
What’s the biggest mistake a tourist can make when visiting
What
Snowbird? Having a little too much fun the night before their first day and
then riding the tram to 11,000 feet.
What should 2019 Powderfall attendees look forward to most? For
those who haven’t been here, skiing/riding one of the best mountains in
North America. For those who have, getting to come back.
What makes Snowbird special? Snow, terrain, and the people.
Best groomer?
Most consistent, Chip’s Run, but that can vary greatly
g
based on time of season and condition.
Best route to see the whole mountain? Peruvian Chair, through the
Tunnel to Mineral Basin Express, then head into Gad Valley.
Best stash? Mustache? One of our patrollers, you’ll know when you see
him. As for snow, it doesn’t really exist much these days.
Best spring terrain? Follow the sun. Mineral Basin early, then head into
Gad Valley.
How to avoid the lift lines? Avoid areas with terrain that just opened.
Best local backcountry terrain? Just look around. You can go almost
anywhere. Aspect and stability are what you’re looking for.
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National Ski Patrol
80 anniversary
th

Celebrating 80
NSP THROUGH THE YEARS
B Y C A N D A C E HO RGA N

This year, 2018, marks the 80th anniversary of the founding of the
National Ski Patrol by Charles Minot “Minnie” Dole, who was inspired by
his friend, Roger Langley, during a conversation on Mount Mansfield near
Stowe, Vermont.
Knowing our history is always important, and as such, we thought that
in each issue this year, it would be nice to share some photos of patrolling through the years. Thank you to all who sent photos, including
Brian Lindner, who sent several images from the early days of the Mount
Mansfield Ski Patrol.
This is the final issue of the NSP’s 80th anniversary year. Congrats to our
amazing organization on its 80th birthday. We are here because of the hard
work and dedication of so many patrollers before us, who took the germ of
an idea, keeping people safe and providing first aid, and ran with it. +
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Sheila Summers (in yellow jacket) with patrollers at the Nuts and Bolts Clinic on Mount Hood. Photo by Kristen Barlage.

VISITS, PROGRAMS, AND A NEW REQUIREMENT
B Y S HE IL A S U MME RS, N S P ME MB E R SE RVIC E S A N D EDUCATION DIRECTOR

Visits

I was really fortunate to spend time on both
coasts this year at two distinctive events!
In March, I traveled to Killington Ski Resort in
Vermont for the 50th anniversary celebration
Official Partner

of the Certified Program. There, I enjoyed
a fantastic meal with the Certified division
supervisors, observed the Outdoor Emergency
Care on-snow evaluation, and rode the gondola up to the gorgeous and well-attended
banquet in the Peak Lodge.

FIND YOUR

TRAIL
Protera Helmet
Sintryx Sunglasses

This event was really special, since it brought
together not only the Eastern Division
Certified members, but many others from
across the country, including the division
Certified supervisors, board members, and
honored guests.
This was my first time skiing in Vermont,
and the conditions were amazing, surpassing
those in Colorado at the time due to the recent
flurry of nor’easters.
In June, I traveled to Oregon for the Pacific
Northwest Division/Wy’east Region Nuts and
Bolts event held at Timberline Lodge and
Ski Area on Mount Hood. This event runs
like clockwork with a tremendous number of
dedicated volunteers, many of whom have
participated for each of the nearly 25 years
the program has run.
As with the Certified event, one of the great
things about Nuts and Bolts was the participation by almost all of the Outdoor Emergency
Transportation division supervisors. They
all led sessions, lending their division lens
and experience to the standardized national
curriculum being taught. We free skied some
too, hiking up above the Palmer lift to cruise
down a broad expanse just outside the ski
area boundary. I had my first toboggan ride
there, too, thankfully sitting up!

Programs

NSP offers: bit.ly/rudy-nsp-18
80
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One of the things I think about often is the
question of what keeps patrollers engaged
in learning new skills and developing new
knowledge, beyond the OEC refresher that
they do every year.

‘‘

Do you ever talk to your area’s risk
manager, operations manager, and/
or general manager about what they
would like to see from the patrol?

Have you taken a course in a program
that is outside your comfort zone? Maybe
Avalanche or Mountain Travel and Rescue?
If not, how about giving it a try? If so, did it
spark your interest in delving more deeply
into this topic or into some other area you
have not yet explored? Do you participate in
community patrolling or as a bike host during the off season? Even if you don’t, you
might be interested in summer extrication
options as a new area of expertise.
Do you ever talk to your area’s risk manager, operations manager, and/or general
manager about what they would like to see
from the patrol? This would provide great
insight and background for the Education
Committee and others to review for supplementing existing programs, or perhaps
investigating new possible programs. The
board is currently reviewing draft criteria
that would be used for implementing new
programs, including strategic, patroller
interest, and fiscal measures.

’’

or recovery efforts. New candidates should
complete the course during their initial training; current patrollers have through Dec. 31,
2019, to complete the course.
A certificate is awarded upon course
completion. In order for this course to be
recorded on candidates’ and patrollers’ NSP
records, an IOR should register the course
through the NSP website, then have members enroll in that course just like they do
other NSP courses. An IOR currently certified in any discipline may register this and
other ICS courses.

Incident commander. Photo by iStock.com/renal.

This process is for record-keeping purposes only, since the NSP database does
not have a place to store the ICS certificate.
We encourage patrols or regions to work
together on these courses to minimize the
tracking effort. These courses can remain
open for an extended period of time to
allow members to complete the course
and send their certificate to the IOR for
documentation.
As always, let me know if you need
assistance with this or any other educationrelated process or questions. +

Are the current programs and associated materials still relevant for you? If not, what would
make them better? Do you like the online
course offerings presently available? Would
you like to see more of those? What other
format(s) do you prefer for your training needs?
I would love to hear from many of you
about these questions and any others you
want to discuss! Email me at ssummers@
nsp.org, or give me a call at x2660.

New Requirement

At its June 2018 meeting, the NSP board
approved a new requirement for candidates
and patrollers: the completion of ICS-100:
Introduction to Incident Command System,
an online, self-paced course offered by the
Federal Emergency Management Agency. The
rationale for this is to prepare candidates and
patrollers for emergency planning, response,
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ALUMNI

THE VALUE
of ALUMNI

DIVERSE ALUMNI MEMBERSHIP A BOON TO PATROLS
BY TIM V IA LL, NS P NAT IO N AL AL UM N I ADV I S O R

Alumni at Sea Otter Classic. From L-R: Richard Vaughan, Ruth Dargitz Vaughan,
Virgil Plautz, Tim Viall, and Larry Bolander. Photo c/o Tim Viall.

A

s your new NSP National Alumni advisor, I’d like to offer compliments to the
more than 4,000 interested and involved NSP
alumni across the U.S. and the world, as well
as a tip of the hat to outgoing NSP National
Alumni Advisor Marty Huebner.
I’ve been a member of the National Ski Patrol
for more than 39 years, 10 with the Mt.
Spokane Ski Patrol in the Pacific Northwest
Division and the last 29 with the Dodge Ridge
Ski Patrol in the Far West Division. I’m a
former Outdoor Emergency Transportation
instructor and patrol leader. I’m currently
a member of the Far West Division board
as former Alumni advisor and current
Telecommunications advisor.
Following retirement and traveling extensively, I transitioned to alumni status due to
both travel complications and advancing age.

As I have made many friends, have too many
memories, and didn’t want to permanently
part company from my local patrol or the NSP,
alumni membership is perfect for me!
Here’s what I, working with division, region,
and patrol Alumni advisers, hope to accomplish in the coming years by focusing on
retention of current alumni, recruitment of
new alumni, and recognition of varied alumni
contributions:
• Fact-finding via surveys of alumni
members and development of a long-term
strategic plan;
• Sharing best practices through a network
of patrol, region, and division alumni
advisers for the benefit of alumni;
• Provide advice/tools to division/region/
patrol alumni advisers;

Alumni Celebration Day participants at Northstar California Resort, March 2017. Photo by Tim Viall.
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• Reach out to alumni for potential ski season and off-season involvement in patrol
and other NSP activities;
• Fine-tune technology to assist in recruitment and retention of alumni members;
• Enhance communications, reaching current and future alumni through Ski Patrol
Magazine, NSP and division websites
and newsletters, Facebook, Twitter, and
direct mail outreach; and
• Explore alumni opportunities in fundraising and endowment-building activities.
Alumni membership generally falls into several
categories. The first is short-term alumni status
to bridge a complicated portion of a patroller’s life when family, kids, career, medical
challenges, and more get in the way of active
patrolling. This alumni member can usually
envision a future where they’ll reactivate as
an active patroller. Jason Takacs, of the Dodge
Ridge Ski Patrol, notes, “I originally transitioned
to alumni because I felt it was the best way to
keep connected with my patrol family while
attending to life needs for a couple of seasons.
When I returned to being an active patroller
again, I was welcomed back by my patrol family as though I had never missed a season. Life
happens, and I’m glad the NSP gives the alumni
option. Now that the timing is better for me
again, I’ve been able to participate more now
than I have before. Choosing the alumni route
certainly makes for a much smoother transition
should the person decide to go active again.”
The second type is a veteran patroller who
wishes to remain actively involved in
their local patrol or other NSP activities.
Cleo Hagerty, of the Powder Ridge Winter
Recreation Area in Kimball, Minnesota, states,
“I researched the National Ski Patrol Alumni
Program and its benefits and found it to be a

Cleo Hagerty. Photo c/o Eastern Division.

Bob Hoffman (center) shares Alumni Celebration Ski Day details
with participants. Photo by Tim Viall.

Jason Takacs. Photo by Tim Viall.

perfect fit for me after 43 years of active patrolling. Applying to the Alumni Program was
easy, and I’m excited about how our patrol
and area management is willing to work with
the alumni group to include them within the
guidelines and retain alumni members. As a
former patrol director, I see this as a way to
retain veteran patrollers who may no longer
have the stamina or physical capabilities to
perform on-hill patrol responsibilities, but
who want to assist the patrol in other aspects
such as training, fundraising, recruiting, and
mentoring new patrollers.”

NSP pro deals, and more. Many alumni fit
this criteria, and they can also be involved
in patrol activities and recruited for help in
a variety of ways that fit their talents, time,
and interests.

Invite your alumni to stay involved in patrol,
region, and division activities, and remember
to use the talents of your long-time members
who seek to stay informed and involved even
after they transition to alumni status.

As we head toward another ski season, if
you are a patrol leader or region or division
director, please keep the Alumni Program
and our active alumni in mind. Encourage
patrollers to consider alumni status when
their circumstances necessitate such a move.

If you proudly number yourself one of the
many thousands of NSP alumni, we welcome
your continuing involvement in your local
patrol, region, or division. Please feel free to let
me know your questions or ideas; reach me at
tviall@msn.com or (209) 969-3875. +

Often, alumni participate in NSP in-season
events such as training, or off-season
events such as the huge Sea Otter Classic
bike event in California, which attracts
50-plus NSP patrollers and alumni for
course marshal and first aid duty. Alumni
made up 12 percent of the volunteers at
the April 2017 event.
Another category is veterans who want
to help build the Alumni Program at the
patrol, region, or division levels. For
instance, Bob Hoffman is a long-time
member of the Heavenly Area Patrol
who has served as Eastern Sierra Region
Alumni advisor. In that capacity, he has
worked with his patrol and other regional
patrols to build alumni membership, identify alumni to their former patrols, and
actively organize a division-wide Alumni
Celebration Ski Day where resorts like
Heavenly Ski Resort, Northstar California
Resort, Sugar Bowl Resort, and Squaw
Valley Ski Resort host alumni for a fun,
celebratory ski day.
The final group is alumni who desire contact and information from their patrol and
NSP so they receive Ski Patrol Magazine,
the Sweep and patrol emails, access to
N S P. O R G
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WHAT DOES IT MEAN FOR SKI AREAS
AND SKI PATROLLERS?
B Y D A L E ATK IN S

Sign warning of dangers from global warming in the Himalaya. Photo by Allison Joyce-Getty Images News-Getty Images.

B

ob Dylan’s classic chorus, “For the times
they are a-changin’,” is a fitting refrain
for a changing, warming world. The implications of climate change to winter weather are
real, especially for skiers and water managers, two groups of people who seriously
appreciate winter.
For example, in the spring 2018 issue
of Nature, Philip Mote of Oregon State
University, along with colleagues from Oxford
and UCLA, wrote that since the middle of the
20th century, the snow water equivalent of
the Western U.S. snowpack has declined 21
percent. A one-fifth loss is significant. At a ski
area, that means about 3-5 feet less snow falling now compared to 50 years ago. For Western
water managers, however, the real number of
a 36-square-kilometer decline in water melted
from snow is staggering. That is enough water
to submerge New York City (303 square miles)
under 150 feet of water (or under 1,500 feet of
snow before it melted).
Such large numbers can be difficult to relate
to, but other examples of changing climate
exist. A 2015 study by the Aspen Center for
Environmental Studies found a definitive longterm trend of warming in Aspen, Colorado. In
the 1940s, temperatures below zero Fahrenheit
occurred on average 35 days each year. By
the 2000s, the average fell to only 15 days per
year. Since the 1950s, the number of annual
frost-free days has soared from an average of 73
per year to 99 in the 1990s to 107 in the 2000s.
84
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Over these years, the snowpack has started
to melt out at least a week earlier than it did
decades ago. In the rest of Colorado’s mountains, researchers at the University of Colorado
have found that snow is melting away 15-30
days earlier than it did just 25 years ago.
Warmer winter temperatures may appeal
to fair-weather skiers, and a longer summer to gardeners, but warmer temperatures
wreak havoc on ecosystems, water supplies,
and even ski area operations. While most
research focuses on large-scale societal and
ecological impacts caused by a warming
world, measurable smaller scale effects are
already being observed.
Within the ski industry, changing snowfall patterns and warmer winters are already affecting
resort operations and winter tourism. A new
normal is unfolding as winters warm, snowfall decreases, and seasons get shorter. While
resorts consider new constraints on their businesses, and skiers and snowboarders lament
the potential scarcity of their beloved “white
gold,” ski patrollers are starting to ponder how
a warming climate will affect avalanches.

Crown of wet snow avalanche. Photo by Ruth Hartnup under
CC 2.0.

Climate Change and Avalanches?

interesting, but not pertinent to ski areas and
ski patrolling.

In spring 2018, articles in the New York
Times and Newsweek told about bigger, faster
avalanches occurring as a result of warming,
but those avalanches were occurring in the
Himalayas and involved glaciers collapsing;

A couple of pertinent questions for ski patrollers and ski areas to consider are: 1) Is there a
link between climate change and avalanches;
and 2) How might climate change affect avalanches at my ski area?

Before tackling these questions, a little background information should be reviewed about
the differences between climate and weather,
how climate change is subtle and sneaky, and
if connections between climate and specific
weather events can be made.

Weather versus Climate
Most skiers are concerned with weather, or
what is going on with the atmosphere today
or in the next few days, weeks, or months, or
even for the winter season. Climate is about
the average weather over a long period of time
— as in many years. The World Meteorological
Organization (WMO) definition starts with 30
years of weather records.

Climate Change versus
Climate Variability
The public (including politicians) speaks
about climate change and variability in terms
of anecdotes and stories. However, rigorous science has given definitions to climate
change. According to the WMO, “climate
change” is a statistically significant variation
in the mean climate in its variability, and
persisting for an extended period of time, typically decades or longer. The United Nations
Framework Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCC) goes a step further and attributes
“climate change” to human activities, and
“climate variability” to natural causes.

Subtle and Sneaky
Climate change is subtle; it sneaks up on
you. Every winter, there are really cold days
and really warm days, big snow storms and
prolonged dry periods. Whether those special
events are a consequence of climate change
is a different matter. Climatologists can’t say
because of the randomness of weather, and
even several winters do not signify a trend;
however, observed over many years, changes
become evident.
A warming climate is measured in small
increases in temperature. However, in a
closed, complex climate system that includes
the Earth’s atmosphere and biosphere, small
changes in temperatures can result in large
and dramatic changes at all scales, from global
to regional. When dealing with snow — a
material that already exists very close to its
melting point — the consequences of small
changes can be profound. When out skiing,
you will not sense an increase in the average
temperature of 1 C/1.8 F (or even an increase
in several degrees); however, at lower elevation or southerly latitude ski areas, such an
increase shortens ski seasons and even has put
some areas out of business, especially in the

European Alps. While you may not be able to
sense a temperature change, you will notice
its effects over time. Hendrikx says, “For a ski
patroller, the impacts [of climate change] are
gradual, but fairly substantial changes will be
seen in a 20-year career.”

Connections between Climate and
Specific Weather Events?
Traditional thinking has been that it is impossible to connect a single event (such as a
hurricane, a major flood, or a monster winter
storm or drought) with climate change, much
less to also attribute it to human-induced
climate change. Conventional thinking is that
there are too many variables and interactions;
think of Edward Lorenz’s butterfly effect in
weather formation and prediction. However, in
the last 10 years or so, researchers practicing in
the new field of “attribution science” are getting closer and closer to finding the answer.
With more data and faster supercomputers
running hundreds of climate models through
multiple iterations, researchers are becoming
statistically more confident to say that specific
weather events are a result of climate change

The two — climate change and climate
variability — are not the same. The crucial distinction is in the persistence of “anomalous”
conditions (aka rare events). In the realm of
variability, rare events like maximum (or minimum) temperature records or snowfall records
occur within a consistent frequency distribution that does not change over extended
periods of time. In statistical speak, the probabilities of those events are unchanged.
However, with climate change, the curve of
the distribution frequency, whether in amplitude or a shift in the mean, or both, occurs.
According to Jordy Hendrikx, director of the
Snow and Avalanche Laboratory at Montana
State University, the curve is already changing as the tails (the extremes) of the climate
curves are becoming thicker. This means the
extremes, as in bigger and smaller storms,
wetter and drier conditions, hotter and colder
temperatures, are becoming more frequent.
Even as the Arctic warms, some places will
see more frequent and more intense cold
weather events, and have experienced these
in the past 30 years.
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and even human-induced climate change,
rather than a result of climate variability.
Today, climate researchers can use supercomputers to perform the equivalent of medicine’s
practice of large-scale clinical trials. Doing
so, researchers can say that Hurricane Harvey
was three times more likely to occur because
of global warming, and that the European heat
wave of 2016 was 10 times more likely because
of climate change.
So now, let’s go back and address the two original questions of concern to ski patrollers.

Answering Question 1: Is there
a link between climate change
and avalanches?
Attribution studies have linked large-scale
weather events like droughts, heat waves, and
hurricanes to climate change, but the models
will always be too coarse to link micro-scale
and complex events, such as avalanches or
even tornados, with climate change. However,
reviews of decades of weather and avalanche
records, along with some limited computermodel studies, hint at a connection.

Chair 6 avalanche debris at Crystal Mountain. Photo by Kim Kircher.

While the research record is very small,
containing only the basics of climate, weather,
snow, and avalanches, simple deduction can
lead to why and how climate change will
affect avalanches. However, Hendrikx cautions
that when it comes to warming temperatures
and avalanches, “While we know there will
be change, we can’t simply apply a blanket
statement for all locations; it depends upon
location, elevation, climate, snow conditions,
and weather conditions.”
What some of those changes may be were modeled in a 2008 study about climate change in
Western ski areas by Brian Lazar, now deputy
director of the Colorado Avalanche Information
Center, and Mark Williams of the University
of Colorado. The pair focused on how climate
change may affect avalanches at Aspen
Mountain. They looked at how increasing
greenhouse gas emissions might affect the timing of wet snow avalanches and snow quality
from 2030 to 2100.
They found that by 2030, wet snow avalanches
would occur 2-19 days earlier than historical
averages. By 2100, wet snow avalanches would
occur 16-27 days earlier for low- to mid-range
emissions of greenhouse gasses. When the high
emissions scenario was considered, wet snow
avalanches would occur 41-45 days earlier.

Destruction of Chair 6 lift terminals. Photo by Kim Kircher.
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The rate of emissions also had a significant
influence on snow coverage on the mountain. In their low emissions simulations,
snow covered the mountain. However, in the

high emissions scenario, only the top third of
the ski area would retain spring snow. Lazar
offered some chilling words about what has
transpired in the past 10 years since their study
was published. He laments that greenhouse gas
emissions are drifting from the 2008 “business
as usual” trajectory toward the high emissions
scenario used in their projections. He adds that
more troubling is that, “In recent years, we’re
already starting to see the first indications of
change that we didn’t expect to see until 2030,
which includes rain on snow [in the Rockies]
up to 12,000 feet.” He also states that wet snow
avalanches are no longer exclusively a springtime condition in the Rockies.
In 2012, Swiss researchers reviewed 41 years of
avalanche and weather records and found that
climate change in Switzerland has resulted in a
negative (decreasing) trend in the frequency and
magnitude of avalanches starting in forested
terrain. This makes sense, as warming temperatures mean less snow. You might think fewer
avalanches is a good thing, but if wet snow
avalanches replace dry snow avalanches, this
change will be problematic for ski areas.
Typically, slopes that produce dry snow avalanches are skiable immediately after mitigation
efforts, or can be recovered when the next storm
covers any evidence of the avalanche. However,
wet snow avalanches often scour to the ground
and leave debris piles impassible to skiers and
riders. If temperatures remain warm, the tracks
melt out, leaving an ugly scar of dirt and rocks.
To recover the slope for skiing, significant new
snows must fall to fill in the track and cover the
rugged debris, circumstances that are less likely
to occur given less snow and shorter winters.
While it is impossible to say climate change
caused an avalanche, there is good evidence
from observational records and computer
modeling that suggests there is a connection
between climate change and avalanches. So,
what does this mean for ski areas and ski
patrollers?

Answering Question 2: How might
climate change affect avalanches
at my ski area?
As Hendrikx pointed out earlier, the changes
caused by warming at one’s ski area depend
on a lot of factors. It is easy to understand
why warmer temperatures will result in an
earlier onset of wet snow avalanches and fewer
avalanches at lower elevations, as identified in
Lazar’s and the Swiss studies. Lower elevation and more southerly ski areas are the most
vulnerable to a warming world.

may result in more significant direct-action
(storm) avalanches. Last winter, several
resorts in the Sierra Nevada seemed to have
been caught by surprise once storms returned
in early March after a four-month absence.
Managing skiers and workers inside an
avalanche-prone ski area is a difficult and often
under-appreciated task. Avalanches are complex phenomena dominated by uncertainty.
They are relatively easy to explain after the
event, but difficult to predict before a release.

What will patrollers do?
Climate change and the evidence of humaninduced global warming is overwhelming.
The scientific consensus is clear, and there
is no debate. It is happening, and the effects
are already being felt within the ski and
winter tourism industries. Despite a warming
climate, as long as the snow does not melt
away, the work of a ski patroller will stay the
same: monitoring weather and snow conditions, checking for the formation of slabs and
weak layers, testing for fracture initiation
and propagation, and mitigating the danger
with ski cutting, explosives, compaction,
and, occasionally, with closures. Of course,

patrollers will need to keep their rescue skills
sharp and enjoy good powder days, too.
The reasons for avalanches and their release
will not change as climate changes. They are
still a result of the interactions of slabs, weak
layers, steep slopes, and triggers. However,
when and where they form may change, and
past experience may not provide insight to
these changes. For areas that already know
rain-on-snow events or periods of prolonged
thaw conditions, managing avalanche hazards
will stay fairly routine. However, for areas
(especially in the Rockies) where wet snow
dangers used to be only a springtime concern,
wet snow instability in midwinter will cause
new operational concerns.
Finally, for all areas, while snowfall at most
U.S. ski areas is already decreasing, it seems
an increase in anomalous or extreme events
should be expected. While when those storms
occur will be unknown, they should not be
unexpected. To be ready, both Hendrikx and
Lazar suggest patrollers need to start thinking
differently about conditions and the situations on their mountain. As Bob Dylan sang,
“For the times they are a-changin’.” +
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However, more severe storms, possibly separated by longer periods of mild, dry weather,
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EFFORTLESS FUNDRAISING
EMPLOYER MATCHES FURTHER NSP’S IMPACT EXPONENTIALLY
BY STEPHA NIE ZAV IS LA N , N S P AC C O UN TAN T

Did you know that you can support your patrol
and the NSP as an organization just by doing
what you’re already doing?

of patrollers. NSP has over 20,000 volunteer
patrollers across the United States and in our
European Division.

The Lakewood office has received and sent on
dozens of checks from employers for patrollers’ volunteer time at their respective resorts.
This is an up-and-coming corporate social
responsibility method that is making everyone
feel good!

Although volunteer grants are a relatively
new form of corporate giving, they’re already
widely offered among Fortune 500 companies
and are catching on at smaller firms. Ask your
employer’s human resources department if it
participates in employer donation or volunteer
hour matching. Your patrol could start receiving checks for the volunteer hours you are
already giving each ski season. Tell your fellow
patrollers, too!

back to their communities.

In addition, any monetary donations may be
matched by an employer. If your friends or
family donate to the NSP, each donation has
the potential of being matched by companies
where they work. This will help NSP quickly
raise funds for outreach projects it wants
to fund, including new educational materials, technological advancements, and more
comprehensive instructor support. NSP is a
501(c)(3) organization, and all donations are
tax-deductible. This is a great opportunity for
companies to support our mission and give

Finally, please encourage your friends and
family to donate to the National Ski Patrol on
#GivingTuesday (Nov. 27, 2018) and Colorado
Gives Day (Dec. 4, 2018), and apply an
employer match wherever possible!

According to Double the Donation, volunteer
grant programs, also known as “Dollars for
Doers” programs, are charitable giving programs
set up by corporations in which the company
provides a monetary donation to nonprofits
as a way to recognize employees who volunteer. Many times it’s a match, or an hourly
donation for a minimum number of volunteer
hours. Sometimes, the hourly rate is up to $20.
This enables corporations to give back to their
communities and support organizations that
employees are already passionate about.
We know you’re passionate about patrolling!
NSP wouldn’t be the organization it is today,
or have the legacy of strength and service it
does, without the dedication of thousands
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Giving Tuesday is Nov. 27, 2018.

In the next few months, NSP will be enabling
a function on its website where a donor can
immediately see if his or her donation will
be matched by an employer. This is a great
way to increase charitable giving to the NSP
and strengthen the organization’s ability to
keep serving recreational enthusiasts all over
the country.

We thank you for your service and your passion for representing the National Ski Patrol at
ski hills across the globe. +

Cascade Rescue Company is a proud sponsor of the the National Ski Patrol

Any mountain - All Patrollers - No Amateurs

Trust anything else? Not on your life!
Cascade Rescue Company
cascade-rescue.com
844-414-RESQ
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REVISITING

THE SIX-PACK
A BRIEF REVIEW OF THE SIX-PACK LESSON PLAN
B Y DO U GLA S HILL, FA R W E S T DI V I S I O N I N S T R UC T O R
DEVELO PMEN T PR OGR A M S UP E R V I S O R

I

t is time to revisit the six-pack. No, I’m
not referring to a six-pack that you might
enjoy after a tough day on the slopes or
mountain bike trails. I’m referring to our old
friend, the six-pack lesson plan tool. I am
not sure of its origin, but the six-pack has
been in the NSP toolbox since the inception
of the Instructor Development Program.
Although there are many newer teaching
tools in the industry, NSP has decided to
continue to use this particular tool for a
couple of reasons. For one, it has proven
to be very effective in teaching almost
anything and anyone, particularly adult
learners such as those in our programs. It
also is compact and can be taught and mastered in a short period of time, which fits
nicely into the time frame of our Instructor
Development courses.
Let’s take a brief look at the elements of the
six-pack lesson plan tool.

STEP ONE: THE SET

The first step of this six-part program is the
set, or what is sometimes called the hook.
The point is to hook the students’ interest and motivate them to learn the content
of the lesson. As an example, if you were
preparing to introduce patient assessment
to students in an Outdoor Emergency Care
course, a set might present the following
scenario to the students:

Teaching an on-hill group lesson. Photo by Dave Engle.

It is early morning on your ski hill,
and you are dispatched to the Chair
9 area to set up and check the slopes
prior to opening to the public. On your
approach to the chair, you notice a person in street clothes and hiking boots
lying motionless in the middle of the
ski run. What steps would you take?
Hopefully, this scenario will engage the
students’ interest and “hook” them into
learning the content of the patient assessment lesson.

STEP TWO: THE
CONCLUDING OBJECTIVE

Teaching a clinic. Photo by Dave Engle.
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In this step, you let the students know
exactly what will be expected of them
from the lesson and why it is important.
Using the set example above, the objective and purpose may be to learn how to
safely approach an injured guest, assess
the scene for your safety and theirs, gather
information on your approach, and assess
the status of the patient in order to plan
your treatment, transportation options,
and equipment needs to best care for the
injured person.

STEP THREE: CONTENT DELIVERY

In this step, the instructor presents the new
material for the lesson. This presentation
can take many forms, such as a lecture,
group discussion, audio-visual presentation,
demonstration, scenario, etc. For instance,
if you were introducing the students to
the parts of a toboggan and how to prepare
and check it prior to transport, you might
assemble them in groups of two with their
own toboggan and explain each part and its
purpose and the steps to check it prior to
transporting an injured guest. This presentation would address all three learning styles
(visual, auditory, and kinesthetic) by having
them listen to your explanations, watch you
check and prepare the toboggan, and then
physically check and prepare their own
toboggan for transport.

STEP FOUR: LEARNING
ACTIVITIES

In step four, the students are given the
opportunity to practice the new skills or
process new information under the guidance of an instructor. Instructors should
provide immediate and specific feedback
while monitoring these practice sessions.
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This also gives the instructor the opportunity
to ask leading questions of the students. For
instance, if the lesson was on the use of an
avalanche beacon, the instructor might rotate
between the students in the simulated debris
area monitoring the progress and soliciting
input from the students as they search. The
instructor should also suggest exercises for
students to practice these new skills on their
own away from the class or clinic or at home.

STEP FIVE: THE SUMMARY

This step of the six-pack should be designed
to involve the students in a summary of
the key points of the lesson or skill. Rather
than the instructor summarizing the lesson, develop an activity that will require
the students to focus on the main concepts
of the lesson or skill. For instance, after
running toboggans in the moguls, give each
team of two or three students a few minutes
to prepare and summarize what they think
are the important concepts to consider when
transporting injured guests down a steep
mogul field. This summary might also be
designed as a set for the next lesson or learning activity.

STEP SIX: MONITORING
AND EVALUATION

Evaluation is one of the most important steps
in the six-pack, as it tells us whether the
students have mastered the skill or concepts
required by the concluding objectives and
helps us as instructors evaluate the effectiveness of our instruction. Although listed
as the last step, monitoring the students’
performance is ongoing during the lesson;
you should provide them with valuable feedback on their performance. This step usually
consists of a more formal evaluation such as
a skills test or written quiz or exam to further
determine if the concluding objectives are
being met.

THE SIX-PACK BONUS

Guess what! The six-pack teaching tool isn’t
just limited to ski patrol skills. Using these
six elements will help you teach anyone
just about anything, such as teaching your
child to throw a ball or coaching your friend
to play tennis. Practicing teaching with this
tool in everyday instruction of any task
will make you a better teacher in your role
as an NSP instructor. You may examine

each step of the six-pack teaching tool in
more depth in the Instructor Development
manual, Instructor Development — Training
the Adult Learner, which is available as a
free download on the NSP website under
“Education Resources” in the Instructor
Development section.
If you are not currently an NSP instructor,
but have thought about teaching in one or
more of the NSP disciplines, take the challenge and begin your NSP teaching career
by enrolling in an Instructor Development
course in your region. You can change
patrollers’ lives, and I think you may change
your life as well.
For more information on the Instructor
Development Program, or if you would
like an Instructor Development course
offered to your patrol, contact the Instructor
Development Program administrator in
your region or the Instructor Development
Program supervisor in your division.
If you have questions or comments regarding this article, or ideas for future articles
related to the Instructor Development
Program, you may contact me at fwd-id@
farwest.org.
+

Never alone.
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NEW NAVIGATION

R E Q U I R E M ENT S FOR MT R 2
BECOMING MORE ADEPT AT BACKCOUNTRY NAVIGATION
B Y M Y R ON B. A LLEN , N S P N AT I O N AL M O UN TAI N T R AV E L A N D RE SC U E P RO GRA M D IRE C T O R

Imagine you are working on a search and
rescue team, and the following radio chatter
sparks to life.
“Strike team Bravo, this is Incident
Command. I have coordinates of the
subject’s last known point. Please let me
know when you are ready to copy.”
“Bravo is ready.”
“The subject telephoned the following
UTM coordinates: WGS84 13T 0397031
Easting, 4579733 Northing.”
“Bravo copies: WGS84 13T 0397031
Easting, 4579733 Northing. Our GPS
device indicates that we are 0.85 kilometers south of the last known point. We
are proceeding toward that point on skis
through timbered terrain under moderate snowfall. The map shows no terrain
obstacles. Will report back in 15 minutes.”

proficiency expected of strike team and task
force leaders in SAR operations and at the
level expected of MTR instructors.
The recently adopted navigation skills extend
the original skill set, itself derived from
national standards for ground search teams.
The new skills respond to the increasing levels
of sophistication required by search and rescue
teams, especially in the use of global positioning systems (GPS). The complete navigation
skill set in the new checklist is as follows:
1. Bearings: Follow an outdoor route
consisting of at least two legs, each leg
involving a prescribed compass bearing and
a prescribed distance of at least 100 meters.
2.

2.1) Orient a topographic map to true
north, compensating for magnetic
declination, using (a) the terrain and (b)
a compass.
2.2) Plot, on a topographic map, your
position in the field, using a map,
compass, visual terrain references,
and resection.

Navigation is a critical skill in search and rescue (SAR) operations and a core topic in NSP’s
Mountain Travel and Rescue (MTR) Program.
In May 2018, the MTR Program Committee
expanded the set of navigation skills required
to pass MTR 2.

2.3) Determine the straight-line distance between two points on a
topographic map.

The new requirements are part of a checklist
of skills that MTR 2 students must demonstrate independently and without coaching.
The complete checklist includes camping,
emergency bivouac, navigation, search and
rescue, and technical rescue. The checklist
appears in the MTR Instructors’ Manual,
which is posted on the NSP website under
both “Education Resources/MTR,” where it is
accessible to all patrollers, and at “Instructor
Resources/MTR Instructors.”
The MTR Program Committee, including the
national program director and the division
MTR supervisors, adopted the checklist for
MTR 2 in 2016. The checklist approach serves
three purposes. First, it provides a concrete set
of learning goals for students taking MTR 2.
Second, it responds to the needs of the Nordic/
Backcountry Program and Certified Program,
verifying that students who have passed
MTR 2 possess the MTR-related skills needed
for the Nordic Senior, Nordic Master, and
Certified ranks. Finally, the checklist verifies
that students possess these skills at levels of

Map and compass:

2.4) Obtain both true and magnetic
bearings for an object in the field, and
plot it correctly on a topographic map.
2.5) Obtain true and magnetic bearings
for an object on a topographic map, and
transfer it correctly to the field.
2.6) Given two points on a topographic
map, determine the optimal humanpowered travel route between them.
3.

Global positioning systems:
3.1) Using a GPS device, determine
your position in the field in all commonly used coordinate systems.
Demonstrate how to enter a given set
of coordinates with a specified datum,
how to convert between all commonly
used coordinate systems, and how to
convert the datum.
3.2) Given a set of coordinates and
a datum, plot the position correctly
on a topographic map, converting

the coordinate system and datum, if
necessary.
3.3) Using appropriate map tools and
methods, determine the coordinates of
a specified point on a topographic map.
3.4) Enter target coordinates, in any
commonly used coordinate system
and datum, into a GPS device. Use the
device to determine the true and magnetic bearings and straight-line distance
from your position to the target point.
Navigate to the target point using the
GPS device.
Requirements 2.6 and 3.1-3.4 are new.
Although the detailed steps for executing
these skills vary somewhat among different
GPS devices, the overall techniques should be
familiar to anyone who knows how to use a
GPS device, whether it is a dedicated handheld unit or a smartphone app such as Gaia.
For example:
• To convert a set of coordinates from one
system to another in the field or to change
the datum, enter the coordinates as a
waypoint, then change the device settings
to the new coordinate format and datum.
The device will then display the waypoint
in the new format.
• To determine the coordinates of a specified point on a topographic map, one can
use a map tool to estimate the coordinates
on a hard copy of the map. As a more precise alternative, on some GPS units it is
possible to preload topographic maps on
a connected computer, move a pointer to
the desired point on a screen display, and
then mark that point as a waypoint.
There are three rationales behind these new
requirements. First, modern search and
rescue operations frequently involve a set of
coordinates, in addition to other descriptors
such as the subjects’ names, ages, sexes, and
health status. The coordinates may come in
a mobile telephone call or text message from
the subjects themselves, from information
automatically transmitted along with a call or
message, or from data sent through satellite
from a personal locator beacon. Search team
leaders and team members can eliminate a lot
N S P. O R G
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To be useful assets in operations of this type,
search team leaders must be familiar with the
commonly used formats and must be able to
convert from one format to another in the field.
Third, to work in complex and possibly
hazardous terrain, search team leaders must
integrate information from a GPS device with
topographic maps and a compass. Coordinates,
bearings, and straight-line distances alone
typically do not suffice to navigate in the
backcountry. To reach a subject, searchers must
interpret maps, find efficient travel routes, use
terrain features to follow these routes, and avoid
hazards. For this reason, the current set of navigation requirements emphasizes all three major
tools of the trade for backcountry navigation:
topographic maps, a compass, and GPS devices.

Handheld GPS unit. Photo by iStock.com/Eureka_89.

of unproductive time and effort through the
knowledgeable use of this information about
the subjects’ last known point.
Second, despite nationwide efforts at standardization, there is no uniformly employed
format for coordinates transmitted in an
emergency. Subjects may report their positions
in any of several datums, WGS 84 and NAD
27 being the most common, and in Universal

Transverse Mercator format or in any of three
formats for latitude and longitude (degreesminutes-seconds, degrees-decimal-minutes, or
decimal-degrees).
Several agencies and types of specialists may be
involved in the search. Some, such as aircraft
pilots, may insist on using specific formats
different from the format used by the reporting
party or preferred by ground-based searchers.

The reference list below has several good
sources of information about these tools and
the concepts underlying Earth coordinate systems. In particular, the addendum to Mountain
Travel & Rescue: National Ski Patrol’s Manual
for Mountain Rescue, 2nd edition, written by
Monica Spicker and Frank Rossi and posted on
the NSP website, should be required reading
for all MTR students.
Still, there is no substitute for hands-on
experience in the field. Make map reading,
compass use, and a GPS device part of your
recreational outings. Mark a set of waypoints
at your ski area, and list their coordinates
in as many different datums and coordinate
formats as you can. If you walk, ski, or run
for exercise, map your route using a GPS
device. By becoming familiar with the tools
in these settings, you can prepare for the MTR
2 checklist — and for that all-important radio
call during a stressful SAR operation. +
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SYSTEMATIC
SAFETY
USING CHECKLISTS TO INCREASE YOUR SUCCESS
BY RIC K S HA ND LER , N S P N AT I O N AL N O R DI C / B AC K C O UN T RY P RO GRA M D IRE C T O R

“type” of resource or failure that needs to
be examined, and these layers are then subdivided for greater specificity. For instance,
Level 1 deals with unsafe acts. These are
further categorized into skill, decisions,
and perception errors.

Getting ready for a day in the backcountry. Photo by Candace Horgan.

ou may have heard that it’s better to
be lucky than good, but do you really
want to leave the success of your climb,
patrol shift, or next plane ride up to luck?
If I were to give you some simple tools that
would make your patrol shifts or ski tours
safer, with a minimum of effort, would
you use them? Below, I discuss several
ways of thinking about safety and success
that you can easily adopt for any of your
patrol, search and rescue, or recreational
endeavors.

Y

Say “Swiss cheese!” I know this sounds
like a random transition, but it’s not. Swiss
cheese is famous for its holes, and if we
were to take several slices of the yummy
sandwich ingredient (sorry lactose intolerant patrollers) and randomly overlay them,
you may or may not have holes that line up
— to the point of being able to poke your
finger right through them.
Take a moment to think about a Swiss
cheese model of risk management. What if
each slice of cheese was a component in
your safety system, rescue plan, or clothing
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system? A hole in one of those doesn’t
sound so good, does it? Several holes that
line up indicate a much higher potential
for failure, with less safety and backup.
This model was developed by James
Reason in his book, Human Error. The
cool thing about this model is that you can
use it on a micro to macro level. This way
of looking at components and potential
failure points allows for revising both the
components and how they connect to other
elements in the system to minimize failure.
Each layer of cheese has been assigned a

The Swiss cheese model of risk management.

Another way of helping to ensure success
every time is through checklists. I’ll bet
each of you works with lists — what to
take to the barbecue, what goes into your
trauma kit, proper completion of incident
paperwork, packing for a ski trip … the
list is endless. No matter how many times
they’ve flown a particular aircraft, pilots
go through a checklist before takeoff. Why?
Because the consequences of failure are
potentially fatal. I highly recommend the
book, The Checklist Manifesto: How to
Get Things Right, by Atul Gawande, for
learning how checklists can be used in
numerous settings, especially the medical
and rescue fields.
We can do similar things to mitigate holes
in our systems in backcountry travel or in
any number of other applications. Using
a go/no-go checklist or checklist(s) before
every outing or patrol shift can point out
potential issues or conditions that need
addressing prior to putting you or your
team in harm’s way.
Think about the process you should go
through before venturing into the backcountry in avalanche terrain. There are actually
a fair number of steps. Missing even one of
those steps could result in disaster (weather
forecast, fresh batteries in beacons and

radios, route selection, corkscrew, etc.).
By committing the process to a checklist,
and also utilizing the Swiss cheese model to

Go

No-Go

Two or more in
your party

Solo skier

Signed in at
Nordic center or
trailhead (sign
out when done)

Haven't signed in
at Nordic center
or trailhead

Carry the
essentials (see
list)

Don't have all the
essentials

You can
overnight

Overnight might
be fatal

Up-to-date
weather info

Don't know
forecast

Adequate time

Late start/over
ambitious

Avalanche
hazard: low*

Avalanche
hazard:
considerable or
higher*

Beacon/probe/
shovel plus
training*

No avalanche
safety gear or
training*

Left tour plan
and ETA with
responsible party

No one knows
where you are,
where you are
going, or when you
plan to be back

*May not be
relevant to some
cross-country
areas

*May not be
relevant to some
cross-country
areas

evaluate and refine the process, one creates
an evolutionary progression. Each time you
refine your list/process, you have fewer holes
and are better able to withstand adverse
events. Finally, everyone on the team should
be empowered to call a safety stop should
they notice something missing from the
checklist.

measures are needed to mitigate any concerns raised or modify the plan accordingly.
Using a 1-5 scoring system for each category,
an aggregate score can be compiled.
A RAG scoring example is shown below.

At left are examples of two checklists that
may be useful.
Another excellent evaluation tool is known
as the RAG (Red-Amber-Green) process. This
is used by many military and rescue organizations and typically can be accomplished in
only a few minutes. The entire team participates in the discussion to review the plan
and components that influence the outcome.
Just like in the Swiss cheese model, prior to
going operational the team reviews and creates a score for these topics and any others
that are relevant to their operations: planning
and communications, team selection, environmental factors, incident complexity, and
supervision. These can be assigned a score
by each member of the team, which can help
identify areas of concern that might need to
be addressed before the team becomes active.
The team can then identify areas where

There are dozens of examples of RAG models
online that are in use by many organizations, including some that will allow you to
enter and then automatically calculate the
scores. Most RAG evaluations only take a
few moments to complete and help maintain
a much higher level of safety and success for
the team.
By utilizing these simple tools, you can
systematize your safety and help to ensure
that your patrol or personal outings are safer
and more successful. While everyone always
likes to feel lucky, with proper planning and
the use of various risk management systems
you can tip the scales in your favor and venture forth knowing that you are good to go on
your next mission. +

Essentials
Map
Compass
Headlamp
Extra clothing/gloves/hat
Food
Water
Knife/multitool
Space blanket/tarp
Para cord
Fire starter
First aid kit plus training
Whistle
VKL_1819_NSP_3rdPage_final.indd 1
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Changes in
Spinal Evaluation
DO A QUALITY ASSESSMENT
BY DAV ID J OHE, M.D ., N S P N AT I O N AL M E DI C AL ADV I S O R

A

large part of this year’s Outdoor
Emergency Care refresher discusses
the way a patroller assesses the spine.
Following a national trend for prehospital providers, the NSP National Medical
Committee unanimously decided to better
define spinal assessment using evidencebased medicine. Thanks to Dr. Jim
Hamilton, of the Pacific Northwest Division,
for heading up this process.
The NSP National Medical Committee took
information from current, peer-reviewed,
published medical articles, carefully looked
at different spinal assessment protocols, and,
with much discussion, adopted a spinal
evaluation process that is best for patrollers.
Following a presentation to the NSP board of
directors, this assessment process was adopted

into the OEC Program.
It was the conclusion of the NSP National
Medical Committee “that current medical evidence demonstrates that the practice of ‘spinal
immobilization,’ where backboards with straps
are used to secure a conscious victim of trauma
during extrication and transport for a possible
spinal injury, may be overused or unnecessary.
In many cases typically encountered by ski
patrollers, spinal immobilization may be causing harm to the patient while not providing
any benefit.”
Many state EMS systems have adopted new
spinal assessment protocols for prehospital
responders. However, if you look across the
nation, EMS regulators in different states
are not totally consistent in their approach
to prehospital patient spinal care. Although

Readying to log roll a patient onto a long spine board. Photo by
Dave Engle.
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Readying to lift a patient. Photo by Candace Horgan.

there are national guidelines for prehospital
care, states still ultimately regulate what
medical providers do in their state. In recent
years, spinal assessment for prehospital providers has been a moving target. Many states
have adopted new protocols, while others
have been slower to do so.
In the past, many patients may have been
placed on a long spine board possibly unnecessarily. During training, each of us has been on a
long spine board. After about 20 minutes, laying
on the board becomes uncomfortable. Securing
an injured person to a spinal motion restriction
device is not a benign procedure and subjects
an individual to pain, apprehension, potential
injury to the skin, potential worsening of an
existing injury, limited ability to protect the
airway, and if not needed may potentially subject the patient to extended time at the accident
scene.

Patient on long spine board with head held in line. Photo by Scott Brockmeier.

restriction is necessary.
The actual mechanism of putting someone
on a long spine board has not changed. Long
spine boards can still be used. However, OEC
now recognizes that firmly securing someone
inside a padded ski toboggan or on an ambulance stretcher, or putting them into a vacuum
splint (large bean bag type device that air
is sucked out of for immobilization) will
work as well as a padded long spine board to
restrict spinal motion. The device used will
depend on your area’s resources.
It is best to do a full spinal assessment where
the patient is found. Once you determine that

spinal motion restriction is warranted on scene,
moving the patient onto an appropriate device
by keeping the spine aligned is necessary.
Log-rolling is a tried and true method that still
is recommended. Several patrollers are still
needed to log roll a patient correctly.
If you are in the field or on a slope and cannot
do an accurate full spinal assessment, it is
acceptable to place the patient on a board, get
them to a better location such as inside the
aid room, and then perform a quality assessment. This should be a rare occurrence. Bulky
clothing, hazardous locations, severe wintry
weather, or other challenges in the field could

The NSP Medical Committee recognizes that
the ski area or state where you patrol may have
a different spinal assessment protocol based on
state or local EMS medical direction. If this is
true, your local medical adviser, patrol leadership, OEC Program director, and management
should come up with the best way to assess
and protect the spine of your patients locally.
Governmental EMS regulations should always
be followed.

New Information

The first thing you will notice is the term spinal
immobilization has been changed to spinal
motion restriction. If you think about it, when
someone is placed on a long spine board we
really do not “immobilize” the spine, we protect
it from further injury. We limit the spine’s
motion by securing the patient to a board.
Many older protocols teach that when a patient
says, “My back hurts,” the patient is placed
on a board. As you study for the 2018 OEC
refresher, and then participate in the hands-on
spinal assessment part, you will learn how to
better evaluate a patient to see if spinal motion
N S P. O R G
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cycle b 2018

make a good field evaluation difficult.
Once you do a good assessment, if your findings
do not warrant spinal motion restriction you
may remove the long spine board. This is not
spinal clearance, but restricting spinal motion
until you can do a good spinal assessment. Only
higher level medical providers perform spinal
clearance, usually with X-rays or other diagnostic procedures.
In certain field situations where a patient cannot
move due to a leg injury, you may need to place
a patient on a board as a transportation device
to get the patient where you can put them in a
toboggan or transport by other means. Examples
are heavily treed areas or over an embankment.
Leave the person on the board until in the aid
room. The board can then be removed, as it was
used as a litter, not for spinal motion restriction.
In the past, many patrollers were taught
that once a patient was secured to a long
spine board, they stayed on it until a doctor “cleared” them. As you can see, a long
spine board is also a tool for extrication and
transport. OEC technicians still do not clear
spines. When spinal motion restriction is
needed following careful assessment, the
patient should remain on the board.

New Criteria

You will see during the refresher that three
criteria need evaluation during your decisionmaking process: mechanism of injury, reliability
of assessment, and exam findings. It is not the
intention of this article to go into detail about
the new spinal OEC assessment, as this is covered in the OEC Refresher Workbook 2018 Cycle
B. Bill Devarney and the members of the NSP
OEC Refresher Committee did an excellent job
explaining the new spinal evaluation process.
You will learn that once you understand the
mechanism of injury, do a complete mental
evaluation, and perform a boney spinal exam
and good extremity neurological exam, you will
have the information needed to make a reasonable decision about spinal motion restriction.
The August 2018 Journal of Prehospital
Emergency Care published an article clarifying the issue of when to use a cervical collar.
A committee of doctors from the American
College of Surgeons, American College of
Emergency Physicians, and NAEMSP wrote a
current, peer-reviewed article regarding “spinal
restriction.” The article concluded that any
time spinal motion restriction is used, the entire
spine needs to be protected, including the neck.
Previously, it was thought if the neck evaluation
was normal that a collar was not needed. This

MECHANISM OF INJURY
• High-speed collision
• Falling from a ski lift
• Avalanche burial
• A fall greater than 2.5-3 times a
patientʼs height
• High-speed motor vehicle accident with
fatality, ejection, or unrestrained occupant
• Pedestrian or bicyclist struck by
motor vehicle
• Major bicycle or motorcycle wreck
• High-voltage electrical shock or
lightning strike

RELIABILITY OF ASSESSMENT
• Is the patient alert and oriented,
responding normally for verbal
commands?
• Can they respond appropriately
when asked about sensory stimulus?
• Is there intoxication or altered
mental status?
• Can they respond to questions and
your exam?
• Patientʼs strong focus on a
distracting injury mitigates trust of
the remainder of exam.

SPINAL
PROTECTION

EXAM FINDINGS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Deformity or step-off of the spinal
alignment
MIDLINE tenderness over the spine,
(not flank or rib tenderness)
Loss of sensation (numbness) or motor
function distal to possible spinal injury
Flexor or extensor posturing to
painful stimuli
Skull depression or fracture
Cerebral spinal fluid leak from nose
or ears
Sacral or posterior pelvic pain when
side-to-side compression
is performed

SPINAL PROTECTION REQUIRED WHEN:
• Exam findings associated with potential
spinal injury.
• MOI with significant potential for spine
injury WITH an alteration of mental
status such that a reliable physical exam
cannot be done.
• Multiple injuries in an unresponsive
trauma patient.
• A patient who has become unresponsive,
without a witness present, so the
mechanism of unresponsiveness
is unknown.

Cycle B 2018

7

year’s refresher taught that a collar may not be
needed if the spinal injury was below the neck,
but as you can see, this has recently changed,
and a collar is required whenever spinal motion
restriction is used. Spinal care in the field is an
evolving process, so protect the entire spine,
using a collar, whenever spinal motion restriction is used. Again, always make sure your local
and state protocols agree.
In a trauma patient who is not “A” in AVPU
(not fully responsive) and by your assessment has a possible spinal injury, full spinal
motion restriction is still needed. Your history
and exam in this case cannot be considered
accurate. In this case, watch for vomiting, and,
by turning the long spine board with the patient
strapped to it, clear the airway if needed.

Do what is Best for the Patient

Every situation you encounter when patrolling
is not the same. Although many may want a
“cookbook” approach to each patient, application of your knowledge learned in OEC should
help you make logical decisions. Using common sense is important during every rescue. If
you have done a good spinal assessment and
your findings are equivocal, always do what is
best for the patient. This may include spinal
motion restriction.
In summary, as stated by the NSP National
Medical Committee:
By understanding the accident mechanism, assessing the patient’s mental
status, and examining the patient, one is
provided the information needed to make
an informed decision about the need for
spinal motion restriction. +

Dispatching
for Ski Patrols

T E L E C O M M U N I C AT I O N S

WHAT TO DO WHEN THE RED PHONE RINGS
BY DI C K W O O L F,
NS P NAT I O NA L T EL EC O MMU N I C AT I O N S A D V I S O R

W

hether your patrol is large or small,
whether your ski area has two trails
or 200, you will at some point receive a
request to assist an ill or injured guest. The
call may come from the patient directly,
from a family member or friend, from a ski
area employee, or even from a 911 center.
To efficiently dispatch the appropriate
resources and respond to the location,
a standardized procedure should be
developed.
A number of organizations have developed training and operational aids
used in EMS dispatching, including the
Associated Public-Safety Communications
Officials (APCO), the National Emergency
Number Association (NENA), and the
International Academies of Emergency
Dispatch. These organizations offer training courses, application software, and
hard-copy protocols (usually in the form
of desktop flip charts) for professional
dispatchers and 911 centers.

In the ski patrol environment, the majority of calls for aid are routine and not
life-threatening. However, when a true
emergency occurs, the patroller taking the
call needs to remain focused and obtain
the following basic information as quickly
as possible:
• Chief complaint and incident type;
• If there is more than one person
injured;
• Approximate age;
• Conscious: Yes/No and/or alert; and
• Breathing: Yes/No and difficulty.

Fielding 911 calls in a dispatch center. Air Force photo by Kelly White.

Additionally, for a medical call for a
patient age 35 or over, the dispatcher
should also find out if there is chest
pain. For a trauma call, the dispatcher
should find out if there is severe bleeding
(spurting/pouring).
Most important, STAY ON THE PHONE
with the caller, assuring him/her that
help is on the way. Also record the
caller’s phone number in case the call is
disconnected.
Quickly obtaining this information from
the caller will permit the dispatcher to
send the correct number of patrollers and
equipment to the scene. Upon arrival, the

first responder can assess the situation and
patient(s) to determine other resources
required (such as ropes, vehicles, aeromedical, etc.).
If a guest approaches a patroller to report
a serious accident, the same information
should be obtained from the guest, then
relayed to the dispatcher.
Hopefully, those life-threatening incidents
will be few and far between, but having a
call-taking protocol in place will permit a
more professional and efficient dispatch
operation.
Questions/comments on this topic may be
directed to telecom@nspserves.org. +
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PROMOTING THE NSP WOMEN’S PROGRAM

BY TA N YA T H O M AS , N S P N AT I O N AL W O M E N ’S P RO GRA M A D VIS O R

At the Colorado Pro Patrol Party. Photo by Tanya Thomas.

From L-R: Cheryl Raudabaugh, Amy Arnold, Linda Barthel, and
Tanya Thomas at the Women’s Summit. Photo by Tanya Thomas.

AFTER SETTLING IN AS THE NEW
NSP NATIONAL WOMEN’S PROGRAM
ADVISOR, I REALIZED THAT I NEEDED
TO EXPAND MY HORIZONS AND
LEARN ABOUT HOW THE WOMEN’S
PROGRAM SERVES PATROLLERS IN
OTHER AREAS OF THE COUNTRY. TO
THAT END, I TOOK SOME TIME THIS
SPRING TO TRAVEL TO THE FAR WEST
DIVISION AND ROCKY MOUNTAIN
DIVISION TO LEARN ABOUT
HOW THE WOMEN’S PROGRAM
FUNCTIONS IN THOSE AREAS AND
WHAT CAN BE DONE TO FURTHER
BUILD THE PROGRAM NATIONALLY.

I

n the course of the trip, I got to participate in
two amazing events: the Women’s Summit
at Squaw Valley Ski Resort, California, and
the Colorado Pro Patrol gathering at Eldora
Mountain Resort in Nederland, Colorado. I
learned a great deal about the commonalities
shared by women patrollers in other parts of
the country, and that will help in planning and
preparation for Women’s Program offerings at
Powderfall in 2019.

Women’s Summit
On March 19-21, 2018, I got the opportunity
to attend the annual Women’s Summit at
Squaw Valley. My predecessor as Women’s
Program advisor, Linda Barthel, has written about this excellent gathering of women
from the Professional Ski Instructors of
America-American Association of Snowboard
Instructors, National Ski Patrol, and United
102 N S P. O R G

Patrollers at the Women’s Summit. Photo by Candace Horgan.

States Ski and Snowboard Association.
This year, the program included some NSPspecific courses for toboggan running each
day, a round-table discussion among NSP
women attending the Summit, and a course
called “Ladies in Red” in which we introduced
non-NSP members to aspects of patrolling like
beacon searches and Z-drags.
This was also the first year that there was
a snowboard instructor from the American
Association of Snowboard Instructors Demo
Team, and she gave some great private lessons to Amanda Perryman from the Southern
Division, as there weren’t many snowboarding
women participants!

Toboggan training at the Women’s Summit. Photo by Candace
Horgan.

from volunteer and pro patrollers how the
Women’s Program may benefit them.
I then had an entire day at the NSP
Lakewood office with the recently departed
Melanie Hood and Rachel Crane planning the Women’s Program offerings for
Powderfall, as well as the Women’s Program
face-to-face meeting in 2019. I had no idea
going into this job that we would be planning 12 months ahead of time!
We set up budgets and programs for
Powderfall and are looking forward to a great
three days promoting and teaching women
in patrol.

Tanya Thomas and Linda Barthel. Photo by Candace
Horgan.

Next, I got to visit the Colorado Pro Patrol
Director’s Meeting at Eldora Mountain
Resort. I shared some of my experiences as a
woman patroller in the Southeast, my discussions with women in the Far West Division
and beyond at the Women’s Summit, and
what I saw with their local women pro and
volunteer patrollers in the Rocky Mountain
Division. I think that mentorship of women
coming into patrol is very important, no matter where you are patrolling or whether you
are paid/pro or volunteer.
In some divisions, the Women’s Program is
for skill and confidence enhancement, while
in others it focuses on sharing ideas for

We had a keynote session from Mermer
Blakeslee about getting out of the “Yikes” zone
when skiing one night, and Fran Tone gave an
inspirational speech one night as well. I was
invited to sit on a panel of women to discuss
challenges we face as women leaders in the
ski industry in sync with the International
Women’s Day and #Pressforprogress.
We had great snow the first two days, but as
a leader I found myself spending more time
inside planning and conferring than outside
skiing! I brought the rain from the South with
me for the last day, but there were only smiling (wet) faces in sight as ladies went out and
learned new skills.
Overall, it was a great time of meeting/networking with not only women of the NSP, but
women from throughout the ski industry. If
you are a woman patroller, this event should
definitely be on your bucket list!

Colorado Pro Patrol Meeting
In April, I got out to Colorado to visit Rocky
Mountain Division Women’s Program
Supervisor Kathleen Utley and spend a day
at Winter Park shadowing her as a patroller. I
got to tour all of the patrol huts, drink all the
coffee, and “Ski the Jane.” I even got a snowmobile ride up to the “closed” bowl for first
tracks down in some sweet powder. I learned
DBO_1819_NSP_3rdPage_Winter.indd 1
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retention and support while doing drills for
enhancement. We all seem to enjoy sharing
our ideas of how women are integrated and
contribute to each individual resort. I loved
meeting the men and women directors from
the area and talking about how women are
or are not involved in patrol and how we can
move women up the leadership chain and
retain them as patrollers.
As I continue to visit patrols and learn more
about what NSP and the Women’s Program
can do for them, I am continually met with
positive attitudes about the program. There
are some that question the need for a Women’s
Program, who ask, “Why do women get special treatment?” However, in a patrol world
of 70-80 percent men, we need the sisterhood
of patrolling to share how we got to where we
are and to promote how awesome it is to be a
woman patroller.
The Women’s Program will have a round-table
discussion breakfast at Powderfall two of the
mornings — breakfast will be included for the
first 50 attendees (men and women welcome)!
I hope to see you there and learn more about
you and how we can help your patrols! Please
look for us on Facebook at www.facebook.
com/nspnwp. See you out there! +

WOMEN’S SUMMIT
NSP PARTICIPANTS
Amy Arnold
Teresa Barnes
Linda Barthel
Cynthia Breene
Leilani Connolly
Susan Deming
Penelope Dimler
Shirley Hackett
Donna Jordan
Lisa Katzman
Michelle LaFontaine
Danielle Low
Paula Osorio
Amanda Perryman
Cheryl Raudabaugh
Nancy Stromswold
Twyla Southall
Susan Sweetra
Tanya Thomas
Lisa Wilde

From L-R: Tanya Thomas and Kathleen Utley. Photo by Tanya Thomas.
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Young adult patrollers work a rope line. Photo by
Candace Horgan.

I think the most exciting thing about my
new role is the amazing opportunity that
I now have to give something back to a
program and people that have meant so
much to me and that helped me start this
journey many years ago. I am extremely
excited about the opportunity to continue
to lead, grow, and document the amazing
work that the members and representatives
of the Young Adult Program do each and
every day.

during his three years as the NSP National
Young Adult Program advisor. I personally
met Paul and worked with him when he
attended the Eastern Division YAP Seminar
in 2016 and again had an opportunity to see
his great work at Powderfall 2017. His work
on the NSP website, including tools and
documents to help create a YAP program
and support new programs created across
the country, has absolutely served to grow
and improve the program.

I want to thank Paul Tourangeau for all the
hard work, dedication, and accomplishments he made moving the program forward

One noteworthy accomplishment was the
creation of the YAP designation in the NSP
registration system. There is great value in

LAT

47.4614° N

LONG

120.9360° W

I

am absolutely convinced the Young Adult
Patrol Program is the future of the National
Ski Patrol. Why do I feel confident saying this?
I started my patrolling career as a young adult
at 15 years old and remember so many of the
amazing experiences and lessons I learned
from some of the greatest people I had the
opportunity to work with in my ski patrol
career. I cannot truly explain how excited I
am to have been chosen as the NSP National
Young Adult Program advisor.
Presently, I am a Senior and patrol at Wachusett
Mountain Ski Area in Massachusetts and
Pats Peak Ski Area in New Hampshire. For
the past five seasons, I have been the Eastern
Division representative for the NSP Safety
Team. Outside of patrolling, I have been a
police officer for the town of Westminster,
Massachusetts, for 22 years. I hold the rank
of sergeant and am also an EMT. I have three
children. My eldest, Logan, is entering his second season as a patroller, and my middle son,
Aidan, has joined the Young Adult Program
as a candidate this year. My daughter, Kaitlyn,
is 12 years old and has already made plans to
join when she turns 15.

The new men’s Livingston Low featuring
our O FIT Insole™ adds the unmatched
fit, feel and performance for wherever
the trail may lead. ObozFootwear.com
Check out your NSP pro deals page and catalog
for the best deals on Oboz® footwear.
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learning and understanding the true number
of young adults nationally. If we take the
numbers we get this year and compare them
to years moving forward, it will allow us to
establish a baseline of valuable metrics in
understanding our numbers and growing
the program. This will also help us identify
where programs may be that we haven’t
tapped into yet.
I also expect to be able to use this new designation to establish a database to help track
those patrollers who age out of the program.
This will allow us to do a much better job in
helping keep these young adults patrollers
certified as they transition to college. I am in
the process of drafting a form email that can
be disseminated to young adult patrollers as
a “What’s next?” transition letter explaining
their options, one of which would be alumni
status, so that we do not lose these patrollers.
I also understand and appreciate the value that
effective use of social media can have. Our
YAPs are big social media users and consumers. As such, we need to be on the cutting edge
of social media to inspire, educate, and recruit

Young adult patrollers with an avalanche rescue dog. Photo by Candace Horgan.

those utilizing social media to show them how
awesome the Young Adult Program and experience is and can be!
I recently made a presentation on Instagram
and social media in Florida to approximately
200 people from across the United States,
Canada, and the United Kingdom. I highlighted
a report by the Pew Research Center published
May 31, 2018, titled “Teens, Social Media &
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Technology 2018,” which found that YouTube,
Instagram, and Snapchat are the favorite online
platforms among teens. Further, 95 percent
either have or have access to a smartphone,
and 45 percent are online almost constantly.
As such, the Young Adult Program uses
several social media accounts. You can
find us on Facebook at “National Ski Patrol
Young Adult Program” and on Instagram
at “NationalSkiPatrolYAP,” so please,
FOLLOW US!
I am also working on several other projects,
including the overdue need for background
checks, as well as creating a best practices
document to help patrols establish their own
programs utilizing information from other
active programs from across the country. I
am also excited to announce that I have been
planning some very exciting events and opportunities for Powderfall 2019, so I hope to see
you there!
I have an absolute commitment to moving the
Young Adult Program forward. Ski patrol has
been and continues to be an extremely large
part of where I came from and who I am today.
I am very excited, and I look forward to this
new opportunity to promote and enhance the
Young Adult Program. As I stated previously,
this program IS the future of our ski patrol. I
welcome the opportunity to promote the vision
statement and bring my ski patrol training
and my professional life experiences to the
National Ski Patrol leadership team on such a
vital program.
Do you currently have a YAP program? If so,
I want to hear from you. If you do not have
a YAP program and are interested in starting
one, I also want to hear from you. If you have
any questions, please feel free to contact me at
YAP@nspserves.org. Stay safe, and thanks for
all you do each day! +

IN MEMORIAM

Charlotte Fox
Career ski patroller Charlotte Fox was never one
to shy away from a challenge. Whether volunteering to hike up the highest ridges for avalanche
control routes, or being the first to jump into her
skis to respond to medical calls, Fox pursued her
passion for the job like she pursued most things
— with unmistakable gusto.
Fox, who patrolled for over three decades at
Snowmass and Telluride ski resorts in Colorado,
died on May 26, 2018, after sustaining a fall at her
home in Telluride. She was 61.
Although she was best known as a climber,
having climbed the Seven Summits (the highest peaks on the seven continents) and being the
first American woman to scale three 8,000-meter
peaks, and additionally having survived the
notorious 1996 Mount Everest disaster portrayed
in Jon Krakauer’s best-selling book, Into Thin Air,
Fox leaves a robust legacy as a ski patroller.
She was, after all, one of Aspen’s infamous
Twisted (or Twister) Sisters — known throughout
ski country in the 1980s as some of the toughest,
hardest-charging women patrollers around.
Fellow Twisted Sister Syd Freeman was hired
onto the Snowmass Ski Patrol alongside Fox in
1982 and says she and Fox virtually grew up
together on the slopes and in the patrol shacks.
“She was good at first aid, she loved the avy
stuff, she was super into skiing — the job meant
everything to her,” Freeman says. Fox, Freeman,
and fellow Twisted Sister Susan Carollo, aka
“Mouse,” traveled to ski resorts around the West
on patrol exchanges and to pro patrol parties,
skiing (and yes, partying) their male patrol counterparts into the ground.
They responded to a lot of major rescues in
their years at Snowmass, including when Fox
uncovered a fully buried avalanche victim, or
when she was caught in a wet slide — in a path at
Snowmass still known as “Charlotte’s Trundle.”
She worked at Snowmass until the 2006-07
season, after which she and her avalanche rescue
dog, Max, moved to Telluride and started patrolling there.
Fox retired from the Telluride Ski Patrol in 2014.
Fellow Telluride ski patroller Karl Welter remembers Fox talking a lot that final season about how
she “had to make it to 30 years” before retiring.
The patrol got a good laugh when, looking at her
collection of ski passes at her retirement party,
she realized she had actually worked an “extra”
season (31, not 30).
A native of North Carolina, Fox sought solace and
adventure in the mountains. Her list of climbing accomplishments is vast, including ascents
of Nepal’s Cho Oyu; Aconcagua, Huascarán,
and Chopicalqui in South America; Mount

Vinson in Antarctica;
Kilimanjaro in
Africa; Mont Blanc in
Chamonix, France; the
West Rib on Denali;
Mount Rainer; and all
of Colorado’s 14ers.
In 1994, she became
the first American
woman to sumCharlotte Fox
mit 8,035-meter
Gasherbrum II in Pakistan. In an interview
with Rock and Ice magazine in 1997, Fox said
Gasherbrum II was her most important expedition, and credited her job as a ski patroller for
helping her summit, saying, “My ski-patrol job
keeps me at 12,000 feet five days a week and
I know my clothing and bodily needs through
experience. I am in the mountains every day
patrolling, ice climbing or backcountry skiing.”
Even after retiring from ski patrol, Fox didn’t
slow down. She climbed two 8,000-meter peaks
— Dhaulagiri in 2017 and Manaslu in 2016 —
and just prior to her death had returned from
an attempt at Baruntse (7,162 meters).
Fox also kept close ties to her ski patrol family, both in Aspen and Telluride, after her
retirement. Her home in Telluride became the
unofficial headquarters of the Telluride Ski
Patrol’s annual spring “Ladies’ Night,” and
she and her Aspen lady cohorts attended the
Colorado Pro Patrol Party at Buttermilk (one of
the four Aspen resorts) in 2017 — all dressed as
dairy cows.
Throughout her many years as a mountaineer
and ski patroller, the mountains also dealt Fox
some hard blows. Of her brush with death on
Everest, she admitted to Krakauer, “The cold
was so painful, I didn’t think I could endure it
anymore … I just curled up in a ball and hoped
death would come quickly.”
Her husband, Reese Martin, died in a paragliding accident in 2004 at the age of 49. Prior to
that, she had been seriously involved with
Mark Bebie, who died in 1993 while ice climbing in the Canadian Rockies.
In the 2007 Rock and Ice feature, Fox gave
some insight into how she continued to find
comfort in the mountains, despite what they’d
taken from her.
“I have never been mad at Mark and Reese for
dying in their pursuit of living, since I very
much believe in having the same intensity of
life. That helps me accept their loss, though I
miss them horribly. The lessons I have learned
from their deaths have been invaluable — I
have gone from a Southern debutante to a very
independent woman, because I have had to.”
Throughout it all, Fox continued to embody the
spirit of hard-charging, passionate, professional

mountain woman, giving back to the climbing
community in various ways. She served as a
board member on the American Alpine Club
and the Access Fund; her alma mater, Hollins
University, has a Charlotte Fox Climbing Wall;
and her final Seven Summits ascent, of Mount
Elbrus in 2014, was part of an all-woman
ski descent that raised $10,000 for the dZi
Foundation, a nonprofit working to support
underserved communities in Nepal.
The dZi Foundation recently announced the
creation of the Charlotte Fox Memorial School
Fund, which will “support the much-needed
reconstruction of the Shree Mayur Primary
School in Maheswori, Nepal.” To learn more or
to donate, visit www.crowdrise.com and search
for “Charlotte Fox Memorial School Fund.”
Charlotte is survived by her mother; stepmother; stepbrother, Robert Black; niece,
Charlotte Black (her namesake); and longtime
companion, Chris Dobbins.
Martinique Davis Prohaska
Telluride Ski Patrol, Colorado

Roger Bennetts
Several hundred people packed the main lodge
at Blackjack Ski Resort near Bessemer, Michigan,
on June 3, 2017, to celebrate the life of Roger
Patrick “Pat” Bennetts, who passed away unexpectedly at his beloved hunting camp on May
24, 2017. He was 70 years old. He was also one
of my best friends, my golf partner, and the best
overall patroller I ever worked with in nearly
four decades.
Most people that knew Roger felt the same. He
was a strong family man who was married to the
love of his life, Judy, for over 22 years. Together,
they raised their lovely daughter, Lindsay, who
also became a patroller at the age of 15.
His family, friends, classmates, co-workers, and
many patrollers shared stories, memories, and
feelings at the gathering. The common theme
was that he loved his family, was a great friend,
was always willing to
help others, and had a
dedication and passion
for everything he did.
He used his people and
administrative skills to
lead others and help
them achieve success.
He made many lifelong
friends and was always
calm and respectful,
but would let people
know if their conduct or
Roger Bennetts
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performance did not meet expectations.
Roger enjoyed playing golf, four-wheeling,
fishing, deer hunting, and, most of all, sharing time with family and friends. He always
opened his home and heart to friends and
fellow patrollers.
Roger began his ski patrol career at age 16 as a
member of the newly formed Big Powderhorn
Mountain Ski Patrol in Ironwood, Michigan.
He was a member of the Bessemer City High
School ski team and soon developed his exceptional first aid skills, which he continued to
hone for over 50 years.
When the Blackjack Ski Patrol formed in
1977, Roger became a very active member in
developing that patrol. He had been a Senior
patroller for many years by then, and when the
Winter Emergency Care Program was rolled
out in the mid-’80s, Roger was tabbed as one
of the initial instructor trainers to train a cadre
of instructors and advance the emergency care
skills of all the patrols in the North Central
Region. Roger maintained a very active role
in Outdoor Emergency Care training as an IT
until the time of his death. He not only trained
dozens of instructors, but also organized
and taught dozens of WEC/OEC classes and
organized and coordinated OEC refreshers
for nearly 40 years, often as the instructor of
record. He was actively involved in Senior
training and testing as well.
He served as patrol director of the Blackjack
Ski Patrol, section chief of Section 1 in
the North Central Region, and received
many awards at the patrol, region, division,
and national level, including the coveted
Distinguished Service Award, which he was
given in 1990. He was awarded National
Appointment Number 8942 in 1999 and
earned a Purple Merit Star, two Blue Merit
Stars, and a Yellow Merit Star.
His work required living in several major
metropolitan areas in the Midwest, but he
continued to regularly commute “home” for
weekends of patrolling in the western Upper
Peninsula of Michigan, a dedication that
included six-hour plus drives each way several
times a month during the ski season.
He was an active member of the Indianhead
Mountain Ski Patrol over the last 10-plus years
and had a key supportive role in merging the
Blackjack and Indianhead patrols into the
recently formed Big Snow Ski Patrol.
A few years ago, we celebrated Roger’s 50
years of patrolling at a well-attended surprise
party. On March 4, 2018, Roger was honored once again with “Roger’s Last Ride”
by dozens of current and former patrollers at Blackjack, where his ski patrol gear
was slowly transported down the hill in a
Cascade Rescue toboggan.
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He is survived by his beloved wife, Judy;
daughter, Lindsay (Joe); grandson, Sean
Patrick; brother, Jay (Sandy); and many nephews, nieces, friends, and fellow patrollers.
Jim Meunier
Formerly of Blackjack and Indianhead Ski
Patrols, Michigan

Henry Gimmel
Henry “Hank” Gimmel, age 91, National
Appointment Number 3847, of Boise, Idaho,
passed away at his home on Nov. 28, 2017. He
was buried with military honors at the Idaho
State Veterans Cemetery in Boise.
Throughout his 53 years as a member of the
Bogus Basin Ski Patrol, he made a significant
impact on the Bogus Basin Ski Area and the
Pacific Northwest Division of the National
Ski Patrol. His most enduring attribute was
his ability to make each and every patroller
feel appreciated.
He served as the Bogus Basin Ski Patrol leader
for the 1970 and 1971 ski seasons and was
director of the Southern Idaho Region from
1979-83, for which he was awarded a Yellow
Merit Star. Additionally, he was recognized for
his work as Southern Idaho Region treasurer
from 1979 to 2004 with a Pacific Northwest
Division Outstanding Service Award.
In 1987, Hank led the effort to host the NSP
Junior Training Seminar at Bogus Basin.
The seminar was an outstanding success,
resulting in Hank’s second Yellow Merit Star
and his selection as the Pacific Northwest
Division Outstanding Administrator for
1986-87. In addition to serving the patrol,
Hank also acted as secretary of the Bogus
Basin Mountain Resort board of directors
from 1989-98 and was recognized for nine
years of outstanding service.
Hank was born on April 13, 1926, in San
Francisco. He attended the University of
California, Berkeley, and enlisted in the U.S.
Navy in December 1943. He was sent to the
University of Northern Colorado in Greeley
and graduated from the wartime Navy ROTC.
He then entered active duty in the Pacific
theater in World War II. While in the Navy,
he served as a communication officer on the
USS Mount McKinley, the flagship for the
Bikini Atoll atomic bomb tests in mid-1946.
Later, he was assigned to the USS LST-1140,
an amphibious landing ship for tanks, and
saw duty in the Aleutian Islands. In 1948,
he left active duty and joined the U.S. Navy
Reserve, retiring in 1965 as a lieutenant after
22 years service.
Returning from active military duty, Hank

worked in the insurance industry as an underwriter and in various management positions,
culminating in his selection as vice president and division manager of the Argonaut
Insurance Company in Boise. Hank retired
from the company in 1988.
Hank married Ilene Buffaloe, the true love of
his life, in 1973. Ilene was also a member of
the Bogus Basin Ski Patrol. He is survived by
Ilene; a son, Brian; stepsons, Gene and Butch
Buffaloe and their wives; grandchildren, Ivy,
Madelyn, Jessica, Matt, and Sandy; and several
great-grandchildren.
The Bogus Basin Ski Patrol conducted a final
sweep for Hank on the evening of March 10,
2018, that was comprised of 37 patrollers following a toboggan led by a color guard of the
American flag and a red flag with white cross.
Henry Gimmel will be sorely missed by all his
patrol family and friends.
Kelley Creamer
Bogus Basin Patrol Representative, Idaho

John Gyger
John Thomas Gyger III, of South Bridgton,
Maine, passed away suddenly at the age of 70
on July 4, 2018.
Tom was born April 12, 1948, in Portland,
Maine, the son of John T. Gyger Jr. and Esther
(Blanchard) Gyger. He attended Bridgton public schools before attending Hebron Academy.
After graduating from Hebron in 1967, he
enrolled in New England College, where he
earned his bachelor’s in education in 1971.
Subsequently, he attended the University of
New Hampshire to complete his master’s in
occupational education in 1974.
Growing up, Tom spent summers at his family camp on Sebago Lake in Maine, where
he became a proficient waterskier, enjoying
slalom, ski jumping, and barefooting. Trick skiing was one of his favorites, because it allowed
him to entertain others. Many of his extended
family were avid waterskiers and belonged to
the Sokokis Water Ski Club. Later, Tom and his
family returned to
summer at Sebago
Lake so he could
share his passion
for the sport with
his family.
While at New
England College,
Tom met June
Blake, his wife of
46 years, whom he
married in 1972.

John Gyger

Together, they made their home in Antrim, New
Hampshire, where he began a teaching career at
the Crotched Mountain Rehabilitation Center in
Greenfield, New Hampshire.
Tom was a creative, hands-on teacher, establishing a maple syrup operation for his physically
challenged students that continues to operate.
Each summer, the family (which now included
his son, David) would return to Five Fields
Farm in South Bridgton to help cultivate crops
of apples with his father. In 1979, Tom and
June moved their family (which now included
another son, Daniel) back to South Bridgton
permanently, where he began his life’s career as
an orchardist.
Upon returning to Bridgton, Tom became very
active in the community. He served as a board
member to the Good Neighbors Program, was
a long-time member of the board of trustees
of the Bridgton Public Library, and served as
a member of the Bridgton Historical Society.
Along with his local community involvements,
Tom was a long-standing member of the Maine
State Pomological Society and served on the
Governor’s Council to the Agricultural Council
of Maine.
In the mid-1980s, Tom and June assumed the
day-to-day operations of Five Fields Farm
and continued with its management until his
passing. In the early 1990s, Tom expanded the
orchard’s offerings to include a retail stand
and pick-your-own operation. Each fall, Tom
would look forward to sharing his knowledge of
apples or any other topic that a customer would
be willing to lend an ear to as they entered the
stand. In 2000, Tom and June expanded the
scope of Five Fields Farm to include a crosscountry ski touring center. In 2002, Five Fields
Farm was selected as a “Forever Farm” by the
Land for Maine’s Future.
At a very young age, Tom’s mother introduced
him to skiing at nearby Pleasant Mountain, and
he developed a lifelong passion for the sport. In
1967, he became a member of the National Ski
Patrol while patrolling at Pats Peak Ski Area in
New Hampshire. In 1981, he received National
Appointment Number 5922.
Tom later became one of the driving forces
behind the extremely successful volunteer ski
patrol program at Pleasant Mountain/Shawnee
Peak. During his tenure, he volunteered
thousands of hours for the Maine Region as
an instructor, Maine Region medical advisor,
Eastern Division Young Adult Program advisor,
Outdoor Emergency Care instructor, and Senior
Program director.
In 2014, he was inducted into the Maine Ski
Hall of Fame in recognition for his countless
contributions to the sport of alpine skiing in
the state.
Tom is survived by his wife, June, of South

Bridgton; son, David (and Kim Bownes), of
Campton, New Hampshire; son, Daniel (and
wife, Jessica), of Bridgton; mother, Esther,
of Auburn, Maine; sister, Sally Biggar (and
husband, Eric), of Port Townsend, Washington;
and sister, Martha Littlefield, of Poland, Maine,
along with her two children, John Culpepper
of Portland and Sally Littlefield of Poland. Tom
was predeceased by his father, John T. Gyger Jr.,
and brother-in-law, Dana Littlefield.
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Bill Hiort
Frederick William “Bill” Hiort Jr., 87, who
passed away on June 15, 2018, was interested
in many things, including skiing, flying, rock
climbing, planes, trains, radios, wilderness
rescue, and spending time with family and
friends. He was also a successful entrepreneur
and electrical engineer, as well as an avid
reader, storyteller, and collector of guns and
antique fire engines.
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However, his love for life and adventure was
most evident in his devotion to the National
Ski Patrol, where his volunteer service spanned
more than 70 years.
“He loved the patrol, and anything that he liked,
he tackled 100 percent,” says Barbara Hiort,
who was married to Bill for the past 24 years.
Hiort loved it so much he often belonged to
multiple patrols. In the late 1960s, for instance,
he was a member of the Wilmot Mountain
Ski Patrol in Wisconsin while also serving as
patrol director of the fledgling Villa Olivia Ski
Patrol outside of Chicago. During his two years
as patrol director there, membership grew
from five patrollers to nearly 40, earning him a
“Patrol Director of the Year” award.
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For at least three decades, Hiort was a regular
with Wilmot’s Friday night patrol, which works
one of the area’s busiest night skiing shifts. By
the late 1970s, his attention was turning west to
Colorado, where former Wilmot patroller Todd
Elston had become patrol director for Sunlight
Mountain Ski Area.
Hiort began volunteering with the
Sunlight Ski Patrol
two to three weeks
each winter, but
his two-way radio
business kept him
tied to the Chicago
area. When he and
Barb finally moved
to Rifle, Colorado,
Bill Hiort
in 2002, Bill had
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completed 50 years with NSP and more than
20 years at Sunlight. In April 2016, he was recognized for 70 years of dedicated NSP service.
Hiort received numerous NSP awards, including its highest honor, the Purple Merit Star,
for saving a life. It happened on May 16, 1970,
when he and other Wilmot patrollers were
rock climbing at Wisconsin’s Devil’s Lake State
Park and heard that another climber had fallen
off a 30-foot cliff. Hiort — first to the accident
scene — called for help, provided first aid, and
helped evacuate the injured climber, whose
severe scalp lacerations required 50 stitches.
Doctors concluded that Hiort’s actions probably saved the patient’s life.
Later that year, Hiort received National
Appointment Number 3639, and in 1972 he
earned a Yellow Merit Star for outstanding
fundraising after helping the Wilmot patrol
multiply its annual ski swap sales from
$26,000 to $385,000 in just three years.
Growing up in New York’s suburban
Westchester County, Hiort was lucky enough
to join the Addlepate Ski Club’s ski patrol,
which was founded by Bonnie Prudden, a
neighbor of the Hiorts and a well-known skier
and mountaineer who taught local youth
to ski. Bill joined the National Ski Patrol in
1946, at age 15. A receipt from a local Army
surplus store shows that he paid $3 for his
first pair of skis that year.
Hiort told his wife that after high school and
a brief college stint, he immersed himself in
skiing and climbing for several years while
patrolling part-time at several New England
ski areas.
His skiing career took an unexpected turn
in 1953 after he was drafted into the U.S.
Army. Although the Korean War was underway, Hiort was selected as one of a small
group of servicemen loaned to the NSP’s
European Division, which was starting
patrols in Germany’s Bavarian Alps. Hiort
spent the winter of 1954-55 stationed at an
alpine hut overlooking the town of GarmischPartenkirchen, halfway up 5,417-foot Mount
Kreuzeck, where he provided first aid to
injured skiers.
While there, he reportedly designed a new
type of rescue sled that allowed patients to
ride flat on the sled instead of having to sit
up. “They were so popular, I’ve had to make
three more,” he told a U.S. newspaper.
Even as a young man, it seems, Hiort was thinking, tinkering, and looking for ways to better
serve the skiing public. His life, and dedication
to service, should be an example to us all.
Russ Arensman
Sunlight Mountain Ski Patrol, Colorado
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James Hoyt
James E. Hoyt Sr., age 80, of Saranac Lake,
New York, died of natural causes on Feb. 22,
2018, while on sweep at Whiteface Mountain
in Wilmington, New York.
Born in Saranac Lake on May 9, 1937, he was
the son of Aaron and Pearl (Warner) Hoyt.
Jim married his first wife, Barbara Jette, in
1955, and they had four sons. She predeceased him in 1993. He later married Anna
Kucharska on Dec. 31, 1996.
Hoyt grew up in Saranac Lake and attended
and graduated from Saranac Lake High
School. He worked as a young boy on the
family farm, Hemlock Hill Potato Farm, and
was very active in the rodeo circuit as a
teenager. Jim was well known for his stock
car racing and started the Saranac Lake
Speedway with his father, his brother, Allen,
and his brother-in-law, Ronnie Hesseltine.
Hoyt was an original member of the
Whiteface Mountain Ski Patrol, which he
joined Jan. 12, 1958. He was a key member
of the Whiteface Ski Patrol during the 1980
Winter Olympics and was stationed on a
variety of downhill courses due to his experience and expertise.
Hoyt worked as a full-time (paid) patroller
since 1996. During his previous 38 years
as a volunteer, he patrolled over 30 days a
year. As a paid patroller, he patrolled over 80
days a year. Over his 60 years of service, he
had approximately 2,800 days of patrolling.
It did not matter if it was raining, if it was
20 below zero, or if the ski conditions were
marginal, Hoyt was there doing his duty.
In 2002, Hoyt was awarded a Purple Merit
Star for pulling an injured adult out of a
burning building in Saranac Lake. In 2008,
he was awarded a Blue Merit Star for assisting with a life-saving event at Whiteface
Mountain.
Hoyt was one of the oldest ski patrollers in
the United States, and has a trail named after
him at Whiteface Mountain called Hoyt’s
High. His wife, Anna, is also a Whiteface
patroller. Two of his sons are patrol directors: Robert (Bob)
at Mammoth
Mountain,
California, and
James (Jim) at
Whiteface.

James Hoyt

He is survived by
his wife, Anna,
of Saranac Lake;
son, Allen (Mary
Beth), of Saranac
Lake; son, Robert,
of Mammoth Lakes,

California; son, Michael (Mary) of Lake
Placid, New York; son, James, of Jay, New
York; sister, Carol Hesseltine, of Saranac
Lake; seven grandchildren, Erica Hoyt (Pete
Casselman), Greg Hoyt, Megan Bagg, Robert
Bagg, Andrea Farrell, Hanna Bodkin, and
Brittney Perrott; six great-grandchildren; and
several nieces and nephews. He was preceded in death by one brother, Allen Hoyt.
The patrollers of Whiteface Mountain wish
Jim Hoyt Sr. Godspeed on his final sweep.
You will not be forgotten.
Joe Rine
Whiteface Ski Patrol, New York

Donald Huffaker
Don Huffaker, National Appointment
Number 4096, passed away at age 91 in
Sheridan, Wyoming, on March 5, 2018.
While many patrollers aspire to region or
division positions after years of service,
Don was not only content to remain at his
home ski area, he was the backbone of
his local patrol and that ski area for many
dedicated years.
Don was born in 1927 in Kansas City,
Missouri, and moved to Sheridan in grade
school. Graduating from Sheridan High
School in 1945, he enlisted and served his
country as a radio engineer in the Korean
War for the U.S. Army Signal Corps, returning to Sheridan in 1952. He opened G&H
Electronics in downtown Sheridan and
operated that business for many years.
In 1953, Don became one of the original
stockholders in the Montcrief Hill Ski Area.
His join date for the National Ski Patrol was
1953. When Montcrief Hill transitioned into
Fun Valley Inc. and the Little Bear Ski Club,
Don remained on the board of directors for
the corporation and a steadfast patroller.
Friends who patrolled with him described
him as being the first one to show up in the
morning. He’d help plow/shovel the road,
then pack a car battery up to the top of the
hill from the warming hut to start the Model
A engine that ran the rope tow, patrol all
day, and be the last one to leave after closing, every weekend, all winter long!
Little Bear and Fun Valley eventually
moved across the Big Horn Range from
Sheridan to morph into Antelope Butte Ski
Area, and Don was on the founding board
of directors for Antelope Butte Ski Area Inc.
and continued as a member of the National
Ski Patrol there. He was an instructor for
both first aid and avalanche training, in

addition to his patrol duties.
Don was an active patroller until 1997 and
continued to participate and help with
training for many years after he stopped
running sleds. Don’s dedication to the sport
of skiing and his love of patrolling are an
inspiration to generations of Sheridan and
Big Horn County winter sports enthusiasts
who continue to support the Antelope Butte
Foundation and its efforts to promote yearround recreation at Antelope Butte. He will
be missed by all who knew him.
Carl Schiner
Region 2 Director (retired), Northern Division

Shawn Larson
The Villa Olivia Ski
Patrol is saddened to
announce the passing
of patroller Shawn
Larson on March 31,
2018, from complications of kidney and
liver failure. At the
time of his death,
Shawn was on dialysis and waiting for
Shawn Larson
his name to be called
for kidney replacements.
Shawn was an excellent skier, loved patrolling, and had excellent first aid skills.
He loved the outdoors. He was a skilled
carpenter/cabinet maker who changed his
career path to information technology and
web development. Shawn’s legacy to the
Villa Olivia Ski Patrol is marked by the
lovingly crafted gear cubby and cabinets
with granite countertops that we all enjoy
every time we step into the patrol room. He
was so glad that he could share his woodworking skills in helping us build out our
“new” patrol room.
Shawn was ex-special forces as well, having served in the U.S. Army, and his rope
skills helped us refine the chairlift evacuation program for the Villa Olivia Ski Area.
Shawn is survived by his loving wife,
Sheri Sadler, and their two dogs, Maya
and Maggie; his brother, Scott; his mother,
Valerie Larson (née Buccicone); and many
dear friends. Shawn’s passing leaves a
gaping hole in our patrol. He will be sorely
missed.
Harry Rempert
Villa Olivia Ski Patrol, Illinois

Herbert Lehman
Herbert M. Lehman, an
alumnus of the Swain
Ski Patrol in New York
who served the National
Ski Patrol with distinction for 61 years, died
on May 2, 2018, in
Silver Spring, Maryland,
at the age of 95.
Herb was born Feb. 2,
Herbert M. Lehman
1923, in Munich. He
emigrated to America in 1935 and served in
the U.S. Army in Alaska and Japan during
World War II and the Korean War. He earned
his bachelor’s as a chemical engineer at
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, received
a master’s in industrial engineering from
Columbia University, and worked for many
years as an engineer and manager at the
Eastman Kodak Company in Rochester, New
York. His engineering education and experience guided him through life as a man
known for his precision in accomplishing
whatever task was at hand.
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Herb began patrolling as a charter member
of the Columbia University Outing Club
Ski Patrol in 1947 and served concurrently
as a Mad River Glen patroller from 194749. After moving to Rochester in 1949, he
was instrumental in organizing the Burby
Hollow Ski Patrol and was patrol leader
until 1954, when the area closed. He then
patrolled at Swain until his retirement as
a lifetime alumnus in 2008. Herb received
National Appointment Number 2447 in
1961, was awarded two Yellow Merit Stars,
and received NSP Distinguished Service
Awards in 1992 and 2006.
Herb served his patrol, section, and region
in several capacities. He was treasurer of
the Swain Ski Patrol and after his term
expired served as the independent auditor
of Swain’s patrol finances until his retirement. He also demonstrated his teaching
skills at Swain, the Genesee Valley Section
(later the Genesee Valley Region), and the
Western New York Region as an instructor
in both the Ski and Toboggan and Outdoor
Emergency Care programs. He was an
indispensible instructor for five decades at
candidate classes and refreshers.
Despite his stature, longevity, and high standards of achievement, there was no more
graceful man in helping new candidates
build their confidence and develop their
skills. Herb was constantly training and
encouraging new patrollers. As the most
experienced patroller on the hill, everyone
looked to him for advice and counsel.
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At the region level, he was a standout
Senior Ski and Toboggan instructor. Even
after reaching his eighth decade, his
nickname of “Mr. Toboggan” continued as
younger patrollers recognized his superior
skill in handling a toboggan as driver or tail
roper. He was a model of precision to all
Senior candidates privileged to be taught
by him. His success in helping Senior S&T
candidates successfully complete their
objectives was well known throughout the
region.
In recognition of Herb’s many contributions as an instructor, the Swain Ski Patrol
named its Outstanding Instructor of the
Year Award the “Herbert Lehman Award.”
The Genesee Valley Region soon followed
suit, so two eponymous Lehman awards
are given out annually. Several Lehman
Awards recipients have received the
Eastern Division Outstanding Instructor
Award, two have been named NSP National
Outstanding Instructor, and one was named
NSP National Outstanding Alpine Patroller,
cementing Herb’s legacy as a model
instructor.
Herb was predeceased by his wife of 57
years, Virginia. He is survived by his
sister, Margot Lehman Corneretto; daughter, Carole (Robert) Valliere, of Laurel,
Maryland; daughter, Ruth (John) VanDusen,
of Wexford, Pennsylvania; son, Peter
(Jennifer), of Auburn, Washington; and five
grandchildren.
Herb was an extraordinary gentleman who
served as a role model to all of us. His fellow patrollers will sorely miss him as both a
friend and a colleague.
Nicholas Schiavetti
Swain Ski Patrol Alumnus, New York

Greg Megowan

instructor.
He was a mainstay in helping to maintain the
patrol’s very high quality in skiing and sled
handling and was the Proficiency advisor in
1979-80. He served as Proficiency judge at
refreshers and in training and checking out
new candidates.
He was also a sled-handling instructor at the
annual three-day Ski and Toboggan Clinic
held by Squaw Valley for the patrol and
region, which sets the Senior standard for
the region. On most weekends, and for over
30 years, Greg could be found on KT-22, the
most challenging complex in the resort.
For most of his career, he was a Squaw
Valley deputy patrol leader. That was a very
responsible position, as it entailed directing
the volunteers and making hill assignments
for the day when the patrol director was
absent. Most importantly, he would interface
with the paid complex supervisor in one of
the five complexes (separate mountains) and
be responsible for the volunteers in that complex. The deputies also comprised the board
of directors of the hill patrol.
Earlier, when the San Francisco Ski Patrol
was a metropolitan service patrol, he served
on its board of directors for several years.
For his great devotion to NSP and demonstrated leadership, he was awarded National
Appointment Number 5323.
Greg earned a degree in accounting and
worked in finance for BHP, an Australian
mining company. He was very active in the
distinguished Olympic Club and enjoyed
skiing, sailing, golfing, and fishing, being an
expert in all of them.
He is survived by his daughter, Melissa, of
San Francisco; son, Russell, of Oakland,
California; and ex-wife, Patricia, of San
Francisco. His always helpful manner and
dry humor will be sorely missed by all who
knew Greg, but especially by the skiing community around Lake Tahoe.

The Squaw Valley Ski Patrol, Eastern Sierra
Region, and Far West Division lost one of
their favorite veterans, Greg Megowan, on
March 13, 2018. He had joined NSP in 1970
on the San Francisco Ski Patrol that was part
of the Bay Area Region and that patrolled at
Squaw Valley.

Chuck Herbert
Squaw Valley Ski Patrol, California

Greg was a very strong skier who ate up the
very challenging Squaw Valley terrain, serving as an example to other volunteers, and
was highly respected by the paid patrollers.
It was natural for him to be attracted to what
was then called the Proficiency Program, and
he soon became a Senior and a Proficiency

Robert Mel Olson, 89, passed away July 3,
2018, in Moses Lake, Washington, after he was
hit by a truck while riding his bike. He is survived by his spouse of nearly 70 years, Vicki,
and their children and grandchildren. He was
a devoted husband and father.
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Robert Olson

Mel was born on July 22, 1928, in Yakima,

Washington, and grew up in Yakima, graduating from Davis High School and with honors
from Washington State University with a
degree in education. At WSU, he was on the
collegiate swimming and diving team and captain of the cheerleading squad. He was also in
ROTC and later served in the Korean War as a
captain in the infantry. He was decorated with
a Bronze Star with valor and a Purple Heart.
Mel came to Moses Lake in 1955, teaching at
Chief Moses Middle School until his retirement in 1981. He taught physical education
and was the wrestling and football coach. He
coached numerous future state and national
wrestling champions and was instrumental
in starting the youth wrestling program in the
1950s, which later underpinned the wrestling
dominance of Moses Lake High School.
Mel was an icon for Moses Lake High School
sports. He was known as the “Voice of the
Chiefs” for his 50 years of broadcasting Moses
Lake wrestling, football, and basketball with
his very able assistant, Vicki. He was not just a
broadcaster, however; he talked with and knew
the individual participants and coaches. His
broadcasts were riveting. He was very proud
of the Moses Lake community and their sports
teams. During his years teaching, coaching,
and mentoring, and later in retirement, he
touched and gave life lessons to thousands
of Moses Lake youth, sometimes across three
generations of the same family.
Mel participated in many other activities,
including being a nationally ranked water skier
and judge, American Water Ski Association
member emeritus, and serving 25 years with
the National Ski Patrol as an EMT and senior
trainer on the Mission Ridge Ski Patrol. He was
also a member of the Japanese Agricultural
Exchange Program, Moses Lake Sports Hall
of Fame and board, Washington chapter of
the National Wrestling Hall of Fame, Inland
Northwest Sports Hall of Fame, the National
Wrestling Hall of Fame, and a Ranger 20
national sailing champion. In his later years,
he became an avid bike rider, as it allowed him
to exercise and be free of restrictions from his
war injuries.
Warren Clark
Mission Ridge Ski Patrol, Washington

Mary Ross
Mary Patricia Ross, who earned a bachelor’s and master’s from the University
of California, Berkeley, was a teacher at
Modesto High School and Modesto Junior

College when she joined the Dodge Ridge
Ski Patrol in 1966. She quickly excelled,
and by 1968 rose through the patrol to
become a Senior and both an Outdoor
Emergency Care and Outdoor Emergency
Transportation instructor. She held many
leadership positions in our patrol throughout her 45-year career.
Mary’s legacy as our leading CPR instructor for over 30 years is unsurpassed. Her
passion for ensuring all patrollers are well
prepared to perform CPR was born after her
husband, Bob Ross, suffered a fatal heart
attack on a summer break decades ago. Bob
and Mary were traveling in their RV in the
Utah desert, and Bob’s heart attack happened when they were far from medical aid.
Mary performed CPR on Bob for hours until
exhaustion, the distance from help, and the
reality of the situation overcame her. After
that experience, Mary made it her mission
to teach CPR to both the patrol and people
in the Modesto area.
Many patrollers fondly remember Mary
would never let anyone backslide into
mediocre compressions during our yearly
recertification, and no one ever failed to get
100 percent on the written test, even if it
took remediation.
After Bob died, Mary drove by herself in
their motorhome to Dodge Ridge and parked
it in the upper parking lot. She was on the
mountain from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. for over
35 days each season doing the best job she
could and making sure every other patroller did exactly the same. Afterward, she
loved her beer with the paid and volunteer
patrollers in the lodge. Well into her 80s,
Mary drove that same motorhome to the Sea
Otter Classic bicycle event each spring and
assisted our patrol in providing first aid.
Mary freely acknowledged her unofficial
title as “Mother Mary,” and a rite of passage for all basic candidates involved skiing
a Senior Day with her. Mary would grill
each candidate to make sure they knew the
number of chairs on each lift, the location
and number of
landmarked towers, the names
and locations of
all the runs, the
proper uniform,
Dodge Ridge history, the hours
of hill switch,
and sweep
procedures.
Mary Ross

When she finally
gave up her skis

after the 2007 season, Mary became the first
aid “room hag.” As the aid room supervisor,
she wanted perfection from both the paid
and volunteer staff. She was not averse to
making patrollers redo messy box splints,
clean and disinfect the beds their patients
occupied, and rewrite sloppy reports. She
also would not so gently shove the patroller
back out on the mountain.
In 2012, Mary stopped patrolling and quietly entered a memory-care home, where
she died on April 5, 2018, at the age of 87,
after patrolling and contributing to the skiing public and NSP for just over 45 years.
One of our patrol awards is named for Mary:
The Mary Ross Award for Outstanding
Performance by a Patroller. Those who
receive this yearly award are proud to
receive it.
Amy Lindblom
Dodge Ridge Patrol Representative, California

Jere Woodhead
Jere Woodhead died June 3, 2018, from a
sudden heart condition. His death reverberated throughout the patrol, and a huge
crowd of current and retired patrollers
attended his celebration of life. At that celebration, his wife, Esther, said she thought
Jere loved the ski patrol more than he loved
her. We all know that is not true, but Jere
did love his patrol and his patrol family.
Dodge Ridge Ski Patrol has a long history dating back to the beginning in 1960,
when it was first formed as the Modesto Ski
Patrol. Jere is listed in the early history as a
“31-year-old speed skier,” a title he proudly
nurtured his entire 57 years on the patrol.
During his career, Jere was a Senior, an
Outdoor Emergency Transportation instructor, and served on the board as patrol
director and member representative off and
on for 15 years. He was also section chief
for the Mother Lode Region and in 2016
was honored as a lifetime member of NSP.
His proudest accomplishment was perhaps
bringing two of his three children on the
patrol. Karyn Woodhead-Smith was admonished by a patrol friend of Jere’s to “stop
mooching off your dad for tickets” and
joined the patrol in 1989. Her older brother,
Kevin, joined a year later, not wanting to be
outdone by his sister.
Esther was a skier too and brought all
three kids up to ski while Jere patrolled.
When she broke her leg skiing, she was too

embarrassed to be
brought down as a
patroller’s wife, so
she toughed it out
and skied down.
About 15 years
ago, Frank and
Sally Helm, the
owners of Dodge
Ridge, got LeRoy
Giovannoni and
Jere Woodhead
Jere to create six
life-sized wooden patrollers to be stationed
around the mountain with “Slow Down”
and “Keep Moving” signs at the top of key
chairlifts. Jere cut them out of plywood, and
LeRoy painted them. The signs have Jere
and LeRoy’s names on the name tags, and
“Jere” is adorned with Jere’s famous beard.
Around 2000, the signs were stolen by
patrollers from nearby Bear Valley, taken in
retaliation for a little prank the Dodge Ridge
paid patrollers pulled on Bear Valley when
they placed life-sized dummies on a Bear
Valley chairlift after hours. The next morning during opening, Bear Valley patrollers
mistook the figures for frozen guests left by
negligent patrollers. The next week, “Jere”
and “LeRoy” were stolen and then made
the rounds to several Lake Tahoe ski areas
until LeRoy was finally brought home. The
original “Jere” was somehow lost, so LeRoy
and Jere made a new one. Both “Jere” and
“LeRoy” patrol at Dodge Ridge and stalwartly stand guard to warn guests to slow
down or keep moving. “Jere” stood by during his celebration of life, but he’ll be back
on the mountain this winter.
This year, at the end-of-the-year banquet
on April 5, 2018, several of the founding members of our patrol, including Jere,
joined the party. Jere and LeRoy were
honored that night to have two of our patrol
awards named for them, and they personally handed these awards to the recipients.
Karyn said her dad was overwhelmed with
pride, and he thought that it was so cool an
award was named for him. We did not know
we would lose him less than a month later.
On a clear day at Jere’s home in Hughson,
California, he could wake in the morning and look east and see the Flume, one
of Dodge Ridge’s black diamond runs. He
loved skiing, Dodge Ridge, patrolling, and
his family, and we loved him.
Amy Lindblom
Dodge Ridge Patrol Representative, California
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OUT OF BOUNDS

WRIT E A
CAPTIO N
FOR THIS
PHOTO
Send Ski Patrol Magazine your
captions for the photo to the right.
Scribe of the winning caption will
receive a $25 gift certificate to the
NSP Online Store and recognition
in the next issue. Send entries to
editor@nsp.org, or mail them to
133 S. Van Gordon St., Suite 100,
Lakewood, CO 80228. Only NSP
members are eligible. Remember
SPM if you have a humorous photo
for next issue’s caption contest.
Send it in high resolution (at least
225 dpi) to editor@nsp.org.

Congrats to our winner, Jane Stinsmen, and thanks to

everyone for their submissions. Thanks to Chris Johns, of
the Granby Ranch Ski Patrol in Colorado, for the photo.

WINNER

“Ah, NO, I told you to bring the DRILL from top shack down
to the Lodge.”
— Jane Stinsmen, Blue Mountain Ski Patrol, Pennsylvania

RUNNERS-UP
“Larry, Curley, and Moe work on rapid deployment of new Acme™
Hypothermia Rewarmer.”
— Debby Riehl, Summit at Snoqualmie Central Ski Patrol, Washington
“We offer complete toboggan barbecue services for our patient’s
comfort. A full bar is coming next!”
— Kathy Reed, Powderhorn National Ski Patrol, Colorado
“Why do we need to eat-n-run, when we can eat while doing a run!”
— Eric W. Quan, Camelback Ski Patrol, Pennsylvania
“Couldn’t we just leave this at patrol base and feed them when we
get there?”
— Robert Tomlin, Big Bear Mountain Ski Patrol, California
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For
The Way
You Work.
hestragloves.com

Turns a black diamond
into a bunny slope.

As a member of the National Ski Patrol, you can take advantage of the
Subaru VIP Program. Save when you buy or lease a new Subaru.
Get started by clicking the Subaru logo on the NSP Pro Deals page at nsp.org.
Love. It’s what makes a Subaru, a Subaru.

Subaru is a proud sponsor of the National Ski Patrol.
Learn more at subaru.com/partners
Subaru and Forester are registered trademarks. Vehicle shown with available accessories.

